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STARTING NOW

New

constructional series

THE HENLOW

OSCILLOSCOPE
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

IMPROVED

STANDARDS

OF

ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black
engraving.

RELIABILITY

Constructed to withstand adverse climatic

The Mk.

Ever ready case, including leads, prods and
clips.

internal

Improved
assemblies.

Re- styled scale

rapid

easy

plate for
reading.

basic scales, each
2.5 inches in length.
2

AM

New standards of accurate, usi -re an individual
calibrated scale plate:
d.c. ranges 2.25 "" f.s.d.

a,c. ranges 2.75
a

multiplier

MVLTIMINOR

is

-IA

d.c.
2500V
and 5, IO

and 25A shunts for
d.c. current measurement.

TCO MIL"

RESISTANCE: 0 -2MS2 in ranges, using 1.5V cell.
(.s.d. in 5 ranges.
D.C. Current: I00uA (.s.d.
-1.000 f.s.d. in 5 ranges. SENSITIVITY: 10,0000 V on d.c. Voltage ranges.
A.C. Voltage: 10V (.s.d.
1,00011 V on a.c. Voltage ranges.
D.C. Voltage: 2.5V f.s.d. -1,000 f.s d. in 6 ranges.
100mV. f.s.d
D.G. Millivolt range : 0
For full details of this great new pocket size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.

-

AVOCET HOUSE

LONDON, S.W.I

92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

Tel,: ViCtorio 3404

CROUP

MMI7

FOR

THE

PACK
bit
instrument

A

GREATER

PUNCH

70

18

Combined Protective Unit
with Wiper Abrasion Pad
and Solder Reel

COST TO YOU

,4DCOLP\

PRICE

12i n.

£4. 7.6

f3.17.6

14in,

£4.15.0

f4.

15, 16,

(Regd. Trarlo Mark )

*

ADCOLA HOUSE
GAUDEN ROAD

LONDON, S.W.4
Telegrams

"SOLJOINT. LONDON S.W.4"

British & Foreign
Patents. Reg istered
D_s: ens. etc.

WITH

SIZE

ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

Apply SALES & SERVICE

Telephones

EVER

month guarantee with all our tubes

700

MACauley 4272 -3101

THAN

TRY ONE NOW AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE!

inch detachable

List No.

TUBES

PROVED
reliability: with

F

Illustrated

List No.

M.TELEVISION

AMATEURS

RADIO STATION

soldering

an

MULTIMINOR

" f.s.d.

Available accessories include

4

entirels new version or this ramous
Aso instrument and supersedes all
presiuus models. It is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of
accuracy. improved internal assemblies, and incorporating panclitnatìc
properties.
The instrument is supplied in an attractive
black carrying case, which also houses a pair
of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,
and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust real leather
cases are available. if required, in two sires,
one to take the instrument with leads, clips
and prods, and the other to house these and
also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

conditions.

17in.

£4. 5.0

£5.15.0

Carriage and Insurance

10 6

S.0
1

extra on all tubes

BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

iltutsII.
131 St.

LL"S

tor

TELEVISION Lfll.

Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N.
STAMFORD HILL 3267
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5555

I

S

June,

HIGHEST QUALITY
COMPARE OUR PRICES

GUARANTEED

tue. 12/ti.

A

6

MOLLARD.
MAZDA, COSSOR,
EMITRON,
EMI SCOPE.
BRIMAR
FERRANTI TYPES,
IN
PROCESSED
OUR OWN
FACTORY

GUARANTEED

-

Tubtss
Carr.

385

PRACT'ÍCAL; TÉLÉVISIÓr1

19ti3

MOST

VALVES
by return of post

NEW TYPES

12 Months

Months

MW 31/74

£3.15.0

£2. 0.0
12in.
14in.
£2.10.0
15-17in.£3. 5.0
21 in.
£3.15.0

£3. 0.0
MW 36/24
£3.10.0 £4.15.0
£4. 5.0 CRM 172
MW 43/64
£5.15.0 £6.0.0

THE MOST ATTRACTIVE COMPETITIVE VALVE
LIST IN THE COUNTRY
All valves are new and unused unless otherwise advised

SPECIAL TEMPORARY OFFER.
Due to huge Bulk Sprclnl Purchase
offering MW 31 71'1ulæs at
we
the nurepeatable price of 29/ -. /10
:16324 ditto. 39/ -.
are
guaranteed nu. 6 Ill nt hs.
;Move

.M. ePHAKERi.

30

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Zephyr

nth.

8/6

Nilliatur, ceramic

VALUE!

loe.. 6d. y.1.. 75
vio., 22/ -. 11ín yd...
1 /6, 51
.0 .an Plugs 1 /3. 10:,11 sol I..,

0-AX.

I. ,w

\liea
LINT

SII/l'e

and

to

OE

4'6

nxüch''t. etc.

set, long Nil.,

CONDENSERS. 27 Minch. Elect rolyti'.
Jlany popular
gs.
1isé
Value 25.
P i,
`I 41111-

101

o.

25115' 500111A

aunlard'l'\'

r
direr,

du' to huge
sou 'l'he' are
aloe

i

mom
m

and not guaranteed to t be
,,nhr. t 5o. 't+'.. 15 / -,

£2.19.0

12in.

3/6

[1111,418s,

SY30
5Y3GT
524G
5Z4

untested.

524G

11

111

thing

o,1a1.,m,.-t

VALVE SUPERVERDI 55, FULL 5
SENSITIVE BUPERHET. Really attmctiv,'
high ,tua lily
Io, iernistic pastel and

::

SZ4GT

6/3002
BAO

6A7

6A80

RADIOS

ALL WAVE

306

5V4G

£6.19.0

171,,,

2D21
3A4
3A5

504G

Table Models, Famous Makes. Absolutely Complete. '1'h,- sets are un-

'dlallyd

1L4
1LD5
1LN5
1N5GT
IRS
1U5
164
155
1T4

5R4GY
5T4

re1110'e-

CHANNEL TVs.

13

1H5GT

324

Ton gnalily 8/813 for 24/-1

meut.

105
11)6

3Q4
364

SILICON RECTS.

-d...
42/6.

.

1C5GT

6/6

l'mdeneers. it pP to :1.1116 pf'.
\'A LI' E OVER C:i.
Popular value..
12 POTS.
1/Meg. Unused. wlxed. pre-

excellent amplifier with
high gain preamn ,lage,
101,3 driving 16PI4 output
stage, complete with 81n.
speaker. In allraetive "
tone Paso, 'l'one control,
negative feed-hack, ready
for immediate use. indiviAmazing
dually tested.
volume and elarit y. ideal
for guitar.. record player.,
D.a. in .mall halls. baby
alarm% el c. Easily worth £i.
Our price w'hil,l
xl ock. last. Carr.
45'Park ing. el e. 7/6.

1A7GT

CONDENSERS 10/-

100

watt AMPLIFIERS

4

024

rYY

'lient. vl.

BASGT
8AC7
6AG5

6A17

M

OAKS

gll

6AL5
6AM6
6AQ5

throwout aerial. Smooth 1414,1. Iotn tuninx.
High fns 4íI. speaker. AMAZING S.W. PERFORMANCE. CLARITY, VOLUME. NI: /I labi
ala
ialnte %Dyes. Emily'
wed.
tal yalre! nil 11.\ I:I.:layout. Truly
PENTACLE aL+xntrly

BATO

cabin

I s. \''ry compact.
t

te6.s5o,11,

701,20.10m.

Wavebands M.51 /II
ial an.l
1

ferrite

6AU6
6AV6

I

8137
6138G

I

wpicl

with

6BA6

68E6

72.`Gns.

A

gIU

tee and c rebit. Tux paid.
VERDI 54, As above hot me. lint. and long 0 aye
VERDI 53. As aboleli.Tnndiul and slo I,,,O. ord.

BBC /ITA 14in. TVs.
t.'dt M

141

'f'Ib,.s.

604

Ah.11lotcly

6C5
6C6
6C9

6C1)60
6CH6
61)2
OD3

806

wI'

.

Mullard Matched Output Kits
,01',I1, and -- Ol'.eI'I. 12/6. Receiver
MID.
Kits, W'44, ot.'4Sfol. 01.61D,

£5

lbs. 3/6,

613W7

Huge reductions.
Red Spot standard
Ig l.
11111 only 1/6; White Spot Cl-',

24'-

OtnlI

AF114
AF115
AF116
ÁF117
AF127

13/- 0C243

12/6.0081

7/6
7/6
7/9/6

14/5/6
6/5/6

0C36

0094
0C45

0072

0081D
00170

00171
X8104

LINE TRANS.

TELEPHONE C.O.D. ORDERS
DISPATCHED THE SAME DAY,
7

u_

I

2 / -.

TV AERIALS, Combined band I and
Ill. wall MO11110104 unld,,l,r. 1,í11I plet'
1111 latinga,
dipole band I. :3 elemrut
bawd Ill, state chaunel., 39/ -, Can. 4,".
ION TRAPS, Slaudard, 3/8.

2/8,

6BR8
6BW6

Guaranteed Top Quality

A.E.C.
'l'op quality and finish.
.4.\'.1'. Absolutely 0.101p- 1111
!rte. l;marautee, I:7 III/Mth.s. áI

2 lbs. 2 /-, 4 Ibo.

68R7

TRANSISTORS

Fantastic utter.
- valve, plu.
Ti diudrs.
t'uatemporary l'ahiuet.

Post:

8B30

II,e,

AM /FM RADIOS

Tbe.

...

.

£4.19.0

CRM142

6B1.1O
I

2

T.V. CHASSIS

Ab.olml I'll'
l''arnonf
ocomplete. tested for raster.
make, large purchase enttht's ,. t,
offer them at
Carr. I2 /9.

With

61306G

6

,

moa

n k

l:i

1

a.

29

5/6
5/6
8/6
8/6
5/6

13F1

6F6
6F6G
6E13
8E14
6E15
83,19
6E32

8F33
OHO

635
635G

MGT
636
837
637G

63701

6K8GT

4/ -, etc. (C.O.D. 2/- extra)

GUARANTEE
In

valves.

widget

RESISTORS

100

d'op Make.

7/6

traneietor

de luxe. superhet 1/111 -51/0 metre..
with Ieathe, cas.¡ few 11Á.10.0

with
writing
every valve.

5/912001
2/- 20F2
9/6'6K7G
7/6 6K7GT 4/6 20L1
5/- 20P1
7- 6K8G
9/9 BKSGT 8/3 20P3
816 20P4
8/9 6K25
916 20P5
3/- 6L1
7/6 '25A6G
91'3'8L6
6/8 25L8GT
916 8L6G
7/9 25Y5G
6/9 6L18
12/e12524G
5/6.6L19
5/'36LD20 7/9 2525
7/6 2528G
7/6 6N7

DL82
DL92
DL94
DL98
1216 EA50
17/- EABC80

4/6,6P1

9/61275II

17/61EBCS1

8/6,.30C1
9/9 30C15
5/6 30F5
8/- 30FL1

6/9
11/8
6/9/6
6/6

4/6 8K7

3/-18P25

5/6 6P28
4/- 6Q7G
81918Q7GT
4/- 8R7G
7/- 85A7
5/-18SC7
6/6 6SG7

9/-'30L1

5/9 30L15

8/9
9/8
16/9/8

lo/-

EAC91

8/- EAF42
7/9 E1334
8/- EB41
7/-1E891
8/-I,EBC33

8/-.EBC41

EMI)

EBF83
EBF89
EBL21
EBL31

819 EC52

9/6 EC91
7/6 E092
13/6 ECC31
9/3IECC32
51- 30PL1
5/- 30PL13 8/8.ECC33
8/6,ECC34
7/88SL7GT 5/9 35C5
9/6 133H7
8/- 6837
4/9 OK?

4/9 30P4
4/9 30P12
3/- 30P19

4/085N7GT 9/635L8GT 8/- ECC35
0/- ECC40
5/9 35W4
5/6I05Q7
3/6 35240T 5/8 ECO81
9/6 8557
9/- 8U4GT 9/6 35Z50T /-IiECC82
8/8
4/6
41
ECC83
7/- 6V6G
6I6 ECC84
6/- 42
916 6VBGT
7/9 ECC85
9/6.50B5
9/- 6X4
2/9 6X50
9/- OXSGT

FREE

MONTHS

3

POST
Valve 6d.. 2 -11. 1/-.
FREE for 12 or more
1

TRANSIT

IN-

SURANCE, eatisfact ion
or Money Lack Cuarantce on Goods if returned

within

14

days.

9/-1E240
8/81022 - 6/9
6/9!024
12/6
5/- EZ41
10/6
6/6 EZ80
5/9 U25
8/6
7/3 EZ81
6/-'U26
1/3 FW4/500 7/-1'U31
/12/8 U33
14/6/6 GTIC
4/- GZ32
12/8
7/611135
11/13 U37
28/8/3 GZ34
4/9
1/3 HK90
9/6 ,1150
419
5/- HL41DD 8/9 U52
5/8
3/3 HN309 19/-1U76
4/6
9/4/9 HVR2
6/91U107 12/0
7/9 KT32
4/- U191
7/9 KT33C
11/6
14/- U281
9/6
"IB KT38
15/916 KT44
6/- 0282
8/61U301 12i6
7/9 KT45
8/8 0309
8/6
9/9 KT61
4/6 U329
9/6
17/6 KT83
11/6
4/9 KTOB 13/6 0339
8/8 II404
0/
4/6 KT76
8/6 KTW81 5/9 U801
19/7/6 KTW82 6/6 UABC80 7/4/-IKTW63 5/9,IIAF42 719

08

7/-

4/8'KTZ83 11/-'UB41

9/-L63

5/9I LN152

2/6 511314
4/9 N37
4/9,N78
6/- N108
7/6 N152

3/-BC41
D

7/-UBF8O
30/6UBF89
13/- UBL21 12/13/-IUC92
8/6
8/3 UCC84 12/-

7/6 P41
3/6',UCC85
2/9 UCF80
1116 POI
8/3 PAHCSO 8/- UCH21
8/3 PCS6
11/6 IICH42
9/6LOCH81
11/6 PC97
6/6 OCL82
7/6PCC84
7/9,UCL83
8/6 PCC65
/- PCC88 118/9jUF41
/6'UF42
8/6 PCC89
6/8 PCC189 13/8 UF80
8/- PCF80 6/9 17F85
./- UF66
10/6 PCF82
10/3 PCF84 12/- UF89
7/- PCFSB 111- UL41
3/31PCL82 7l3 UL44
9/- UL48
,/- PCL83
4/6 PCL84 7/3 UL84

816 ECC88
5/-15005
5/6 50L8GT 7/6 ECP80
9/6 ECF82
7/6 53KU
7/9 UM
17/6 ECH21
9/- 6113T
12/6 7B8
7/9'61SPT 11/- ECH35
3/-,7137
13/6 ECH42
7/3 62BT
2/9 7C5
6/6IECHSI
7/675
6/9706
5l-.ECH83
7/378
5/-'7H7
5/6'ECL80
313 757
8/9 80
9/6 ECL82
111-7Y4
51-83
5/- 185BT 19/6 ECL83
6/- 7Z4
3/-.1858TA 19/8 ECL86
5/- 803
5/- EP22
7/- 10C1
11/8 8071A1
4/9 EF36
14/6 807E
5/9 10C2
49/- EF37A
4/9 813
81G'lOF1
14/- EF39
;i/- 10F9
10/8 832
12/6 EF40
111-PCL85
5/610F18 10/- 866A
3/9IEF41
8/-1PCL86
5/610LD1114/e 954
2/3 EF42
6/9 PEN25
15/- 10P13
8/8 955
2/- EF50-BR1/6 PEN45
6/- 10P14
9/6 956
5/6 EF501A1 2/6 PEN46
7/- 1625
5/9 1OP1S
7/6''EF54
3/3 PL33
2/3 5763
8/6 12A0
4/6 PL38
3/6 EFSO
9/6 12AH8 9/- 9001
4191EF85
el-IPL38
6/6 9002
6/9 12AT
7/6 PL81
5/9 EF88
5/6 9003
5/- 12AT7
2/6 EF89
6/9 PL82
2/3 12AU6 9/- ATP4
7/6 EF91
3/- P1,83
5/8 12AU7 6/- AZ31
7/- EF92
3/-'PL84
3/8 12AV8
6/9IAZ41
6/9 EF183
9/9 PL820
11/- 12AX7 616 B38
9/6 PM84
81- EF1O4
7/- C1C
17/6 12BA8
7/6 PX4
6/61213E6 6/6CCH35 13/6'EK32
3/9 PX25
CL33
9/EL32
3/3 12B117
8/9
7/- P131
7/6 EL33
5/O CY31
9/6 12C8
3/3 EL39
11/8'PY32
3/- 12E1
176 D77
6/- PY33
1/9 DA30 1118 ELM
4/9 12116
9/9 EL38
12/8 PY80
7/6 12J5GT 3/3 DAC32
81-,PY81
4/O 12J7GT 8/- DAF91 4/6 EL41
7/91PY82
419'12K7GT 4/6'DAF96 7/3 EL42
8/9 EL8I
819'PY83
9/O 12K8
919 DF33
3/- EL84
8/6 PY88
9/6 12K8GT 9/6.DF91
7/3 EL85
9/931Y800
6/-,12Q7GT 4/6 DF96
7/6 EL91
3/9 PZ30
4/9 12E57
7/- DF97
5/6 EL95
6/8 R19
4/- 12007
4/6 01183
416.EM34
8/8 RL18
1/6 12SH7 3/6 DH78
9/6 E5180
7/6SP41
4/312337
5/6 0K32
5/0
816SP61
3/- 1201E7 4/6'.DK91
EM81
71- EM84
8/9 5U25
4/312SN713T8/9DK92
7/3'EM85
9/8'S02150
3/812SQ7
8/6 DK90
7/6 EN31
181- T41
8/8 1302
5/8 DL33
71O.EY51
7/6 TDD4
4/9 1457
14/6 DL35
9/-'EY88
7/3,U14
7/6 19AQ5 7/9 DL83
6/- EY88
8/- 1911136 14/- DL75
9/8'U18

7/8
7/9
7/9
7/6

6/B,UBC81

10/-,UM80
10/6 0R1C
3/9 UII6

8/8.IIU7

4/8 11U8

918 UY1N

7/3

13/3
9;8
713

7;9
9/3
12/6^IO
18

7/7/6
19/6
71-

7/14/9/9

7/9/6
7/6
12/0/6
13/6
11/-

9/6'UY21
17/6 UY41
8/3 U285
8/6 VP4B

916

816 VP23

219

7/6 VP41
8/3 VR105
9/8 VR1S0
1218'W76
9/- W81

8/- X61M
10/-'X63
11/- X65
618 X68
8131X78M
5/9 X78
6/9 X79
9/- X81M

6/-

e/9/.
5/8
5/8
5/419

7/3

11/8/6
11/7/9

11/-

21/.
211-

9/-'263
9/6 263
9/6 266

9/6/-

4/9
6/6

11/-1

2/3
2/

18/4/6
6/9
8/81

7/8
7/6

100's
TYPES
NOT

LISTED
S.A.E.
ENQS.

ALL ITEMS LESS 5tt, AND POST FREE IN DOZENS. Send 6d. for list 011,000 snlp&
RETAIL SHOP
350 -352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
DEVONIAN COURT,
MAIL ORDER ONLY
PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON 7, SUSSEX.

TECHNICAL TRADING C
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NEWNES COMPLETE

LAWYER
IN BUSINESS
EMPLOYMENT . SALE OF GOODS
STARTING A BUSINESS
PARTNERSHIP
TRADE UNIONS
PATENTS
COPYRIGHT
INSURANCE
INVESTMENT
BANKRUPTCY
TAX
CONTRACTS

Br

IN PERSONAL AFFAIRS

Dudley

Perkins

BUYING AND SELLING
LEASES
ACCIDENTS MARRIAGE
SEPARATION, DIVORCE SLANDER HP
AND CREDIT SALE
NEIGHBOURS
WILLS FREE LEGAL AID

Known to millions for his
popular BBC broadcasts on
legal matters

STUDY IT FREE FOR 7 DAYS
Written in Everyday Language by
leading Barristers and Solicitors
Everything in Law -Land ownership. Leases.
Tenancy Agreements. Repairs. Sub -letting. Rent control. Parents and Children. Changing your
name. Negligence. Blackmail. Misrepresentation.
Pensions. IOUs. Libel, Slander. Damages. Town
and Country Planning. Provocation. Trespass.
Nuisance from noise. Factories Act. Cheques.
Road Traffic Laws. Rights of a finder. Neighbours. Investments. Annuities. Insurances. Wills.
Law on Clubs, Gaming, Lotteries. Fishing Laws.
FREE LEGAL AID explained
And much
more besides.

...

HANDSOME DURABLE BINDING

!

WITH CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Illll1111111111111IIIIIIIIIlll111111lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_

THIS

E

E
E
E

IS

In this complex age of do's and don'ts, rules and regulations, laws
and liabilities, the need for an understanding home legal guide is
urgent. You know that ignorance of the law is no excuse-yet you
are burdened by complicated language which only a legal mind can
fathom! Here at last is the answer-NEWNES FAMILY LAWYER
which explains your rights and privileges and liabilities in all your
personal, family and business affairs. It will save you annoyance
and anxiety
and prevent you from taking risks. Study it free
for a week without obligation to buy!

...

Rae Today

!i

To: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15 -17 LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Please send NEWNES FAMILY LAWYER without obligation to
purchase. I will return it in 8 days or send only 5/- deposit 8 days after
delivery, then ten monthly payments of 10 ¡ -, paying 105/- in all. Cash in
8 days £5.
Name and Address in Block Letters please
Mr..
Mrs., J}
Miss

Address...-----__._._-._._-...._.._.-.---.__...__._.-- -..__..-.- _-._..__...___.....

THE FIRST

Tick

E

ILLUSTRATED FAMILY LAWYER
DUDLEY PERKINS clarifies points of
law with 250 special illustrations -the
modern way to explain simply! Send
now and see this practical new Home
Lawyer for a week without cost.

V

where eppticeö s
left Is-

The address on

Occupation

My

Property

Rented unfurnished

E
E

Signature

E.

Signature if 'you are under 21. (FL)539/215

it1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl11111111111111111IIG

www.americanradiohistory.com

Parents' Noma

¿ M r.
Mrs.

Furnished Acton.

Temporary Address

J

="'! III11111
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Practical Television

-1

AND TELEVISION TIMES
i111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiini

VOL.

13,

No. 153, JUNE,

1963

=

Progress of CCTV

E

of closed circuit television have, of course,
THE
THE possibilities
recognised for many years, but now what was once a

!JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 111111111111111110111 ,IIIIIIIIII

Editorial and Advertisement
Offices:

_

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
=
E George Newnes Ltd., Tower House E

E

E

Southampton Street, W.C.2.
George

Newnes

Ltd.,

1963

Phone: Temple Bar 4363.

_
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novelty is becoming fairly commonplace. In medicine,
in industry, in teaching, CCTV is playing an ever -important role.
When one begins to consider the possible applications, or

even of the applications today accepted as quite ordinary, the
prospect is quite staggering. In the Space Age, CCTV must
inevitably prove even more spectacular.
But apart from the obvious serious uses, CCTV is now finding
contact with the public. For instance, a large store can televise
live fashion shows on a number of monitor receivers placed at
strategic positions throughout the building. And more humble
shops can, with quite modest outlay, devise customer- attracting
displays using modern compact equipment. The potentialities
are legion.
With the advances in design and reductions in costs, yet,
another prospect opens out, and one, moreover, highly pertinent
to readers of PRACTICAL TELEVISION. This is the exciting possibility of CCTV as pure entertainment -CCTV in the home.
Modern equipment is sensitive enough to operate in normal
room lighting, eliminating the need for expensive lighting
installations. The cameras need only the minimum of skill to
operate and the controls are no more difficult to use than those
of a normal domestic TV receiver. And although monitor
units are necessary for more than one outlet, the ordinary home
TV set can be used for a single display.
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MICROSCOPE /TV
CAMERA FOR
SPACE CAPSULE
-RRECENTLY at the Royal
Society in
Microscopical
London, members witnessed a
demonstration of a " mini-microscope" connected to a closed circuit television camera which
might one day be used to examine
closely minute specimens picked
up from the surface of another
planet. The microscope has been
designed to be compact and light
enough to be included in a space
capsule that would deliver such a
load.
The TV camera which is of
specially rugged construction, is
marketed in the UK by the Rank
Kalee Division of the Rank
Organisation, and is at present
being used in some American
missiles. A major problem still
to be overcome, however, is the
need for suitable apparatus to
transmit the pictures over such
vast distances, but this cannot
remain an insurmountable
problem for long.
A

New Station at Forfar
IT

has been announced by the BBC that plans are going ahead
to provide a new transmitting station near Forfar, Angus,
which will serve'the southern half of the county and parts of Kincardine, Perth and Fife. This station will improve and extend
the coverage of BBC television and v.h.f. sound in these areas and
a contract for the supply and erection of the 500ft mast has already
been placed.
The station is expected to be complete early next year, and a
separate TV relay station is to be built to serve Dundee.

specially designed microscope
fitted to a TV camero.

TV EQUIPMENT
ON NEW TANKER
at the moment
ton tanker for a
Norwegian shipping line, which when complete, will be equipped
with closed -circuit TV equipment as an aid to its navigation.
The equipment consists of remote -controlled cameras, mounted
on platforms fore and aft, and connected to a monitor in the wheelhouse. It is anticipated that this equipment -which has been

firm of shipbuilders is
ASUNDERLAND
engaged in the construction of an 80,000

developed by the Kalee Division of the Rank Organisation -will
greatly facilitate navigating the ship through docks and harbours.
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New Mast for
Welsh Programme
ONLY

160ft away from the
existing television mast at
Wenvoe, near Cardiff, is the site
of a new BBC mast, planned to
Welsh
the
future
transmit
National Programme. The BBC
has already placed an order, with
the British Insulated Callender's
Construction Company Ltd. for
the supply and erection of the
mast, which will rise to a height
of 620ft.
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CCTV for Microscopic Inspection
MICROSCOPIC inspection of
minute electronic components
is more convenient if the image
from the microscope can be reproduced on a screen, and at the

Mullard research laboratories at
Great Baddow, near Chelmsford,
a closed-circuit camera channel is
being used to present enlarged
images of micro -miniature corn-

ponents on a 14in. monitor. This
process enables such components
as transistors to be shown to more
than one person simultaneously
and recently planar transistors
have been subjected to this kind
of inspection for mechanical
faults, etc.
The transistors are manufactured on a slice of silicon by a
photolithographic process, and
therefore, any slice may conveniently be mounted under the
The camera is
microscope.
mounted above the instrument
with the eyepiece removed, and
the image can then be focused
simply by use of the camera controls. The final image displayed
on the monitor screen is a
magnification of the transistors
(which are, in fact, only six
thousandths of an inch square) of
approximately 300 times.

A camera mounted over a microscope magnifies planar transistors

300 times.

X -RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIER
TUBES TO
TRACE ULCERS!

93rd SMPTE
Convention

SCIENTISTS and television
technicians from all over the
coupling a television camera directly to a Mullard X-ray U.S.A. and many other countries
BYimage intensifier tube, viewers of the BBC series " Your Life converged on Atlantic City, New
in their Hands " were recently able to see how doctors trace gastric Jersey, during April, to attend the
ulcers using this equipment.
93rd semi -annual Convention of
The image intensifier tube the Society of Motion Picture
tracks the path taken by a barium and Television Engineers.
meal, which is swallowed by the
During the five days of the
TV IN THE
patient, so that the location of the Convention, every different aspect
may he revealed by an X- of television was covered by films,
SCIENCE MUSEUM ulcer
ray examination. Normally the lectures and exhibits. Many disintensifier tube is linked to tinguished engineers gave lectures
J ECTURERS at South Kens- image
a closed-circuit system, which is on subjects ranging from tranington's Science Museum will
great improvement on previous sistor camera circuits to educsoon have the use of closed-circuit amethods
of recording X-ray tional TV; from Telstar to studio
television to aid them when images.
programme production.
delivering lectures. EMI Electronics Ltd. is to supply the
equipment, which will be inOutside Broadcast
stalled in the Museum's lecture
theatre, and which will transmit
Hungary
the
from
close -up
pictures
TN 1950, Magyar Televizo, the Hungarian broadcasting authority,
lecturer's bench to two 23in.
ordered an outside broadcast unit from EMI Electronics Ltd.
receivers placed towards the rear
Recently they have ordered a second unit, of identical design to the
of, the theatre.
first.
This will enable people sitting
The vehicle is to be equipped with four image orthicon cameras
at the back of the theatre to see
and a zoom lens. Like the first unit, the new vehicle will be
clearly any small specimens with
built on to a 7 ton Bedford chassis, and will be used to televise
which the lecturer may choose to
outdoor events from all over Hungary.
illustrate his talk.

Unit for
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THE HENLOW
wide -band
OSCILLOSCOPE
quality instrument specially
developed for television application

A high

designed and described by

D. R.

BOWMAN

1elblIMII
this system the rise time is less than 0.25,1sec, while
in the 625 -line system a rise time of 0.256/4sec is
specified. The difference is not great, however.

Part
One

IN

any serious development work with television
circuits it is almost mandatory to possess an
oscilloscope of reasonably high quality. Just
how good it needs to be is not too difficult to estabI sh and this will be dealt with later.
However, the demands of any television system
are known to be somewhat severe and it must be
expected that the simpler types of instrument will
be inadequate except for the more rudimentary
aspects of testing. The present design is intended
to put within the réach'of the amateur a high -grade
oscilloscope capable of undertaking both more
elementary and more advanced work and at the
same time be inexpensive and relatively easy to
construct both mechanically and electrically.
The Display Tube

To begin with, the design is centred on the old
cathode ray tube VCR97. This was at one time a
favourite tube for experimental television receivers
and proved to be a good picture tube of its kind.
It is still available, as a look through the advertisements in this journal will show, and is cheap.
However, there are few serious experimenters who
do not have one laid aside somewhere.
There is, of course, no harm and indeed considerable benefit in using a more modern tube if
desired. In any case a 5 or 6in. tube is recommended. Although much good work can be done
with tubes as small as even lin. diameter, the
convenience of a 6in. display is such that the
average constructor will be convinced at first sight.
Oddly enough, the present British 405 -line
system presents the severest condition in displaying
line synchronising pulses. The r.f. picture wave form is seldom if ever required for display except
for its primary purpose of producing a picture. In

Rise Time

The rise time is usually given as the time
for the edge of a pulse to rise (or fall)
109f,
to 90% of its extreme values.
frequency response corresponding to this is
by the expression:
rise time in microseconds =0.7 to 0.9

taken
from

The

given

bandwidth in Mc /s.
conservatively estimated bandwidth for
the 405 -line pulses would be 3Mc /s, which is, of
course, the allotted bandwidth transmitted.
If, however, an oscilloscope is used whose Yamplifier bandwidth is 3Mc /s the Y- amplifier is
also contributing an error; this amplifier would, of
course, display an instantaneous pulse as one whose
rise time was 0.25usec.
If a pulse of actual rise time 0.25usec were displayed it would appear as if it had a rise time of
0.3514sec -an error of some magnitude. While this
would hardly matter in routine receiver servicing,
development work calls for something better in
order of magnitude.
In the instrument here described the Y- amplifier
is arranged to have a bandwidth of 20Mc /s.
Although this bandwidth can be achieved by conventional amplifiers, here a "distributed" amplifier is used as it has several practical advantages,
especially in its relative simplicity and stability; in
addition the use of such an amplifier overcomes the
difficulty of arranging an output stage capable of
developing 80V or more to divide the Y- deflection
plates of the cathode ray tube. The design details
will be discussed later.

Thus

a

The Timebase

The timebase generator is of the familiar Miller transition type, modified to obtain extremely fast
flyback.
Provision is not made in
blanking of the cathode ray
it can be incorporated, if
addition to the circuit.
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desired, by a simple
The reason for this
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The Henlow Wide -band Oscilloscope

SPECIF ICATI

Y- Amplifier

Power Supplies
200-250V; 40 -60 c's; a.c.
120

only; consumption

W.

Attenuator:

VCR97: electrostatically focused and deflected. 6in. diameter screen, medium- persistence green phosphor.
Alternative types: any modern Sin. or 6in.
tube of similar character, not requiring high
p.d.a. voltage.

E.H.T.: 1,600V, reducing to 1,450 for best
astigmatism control setting.
Graticule: removable, rotatable, and without illumination. 6ín. dia., engraved lines Icm.
apart vertically and horizontally.
Spot diameter: 0.5mm. maximum at 1,600V
e.h.t.

Shifts
X- shift: 100% of maximum deflection.
Y- shift: 500% of maximum deflection. (Both
direct -coupled.)

20Mc

12pF.

frequency independent up to

s.

Sag: not measurable at 50c's.
Linearity: 1.5% of full deflect,Ion.
Gain control: stepped attenuator giving
I.

2, 4, 8, 16.

Accuracy: 1%.
Compensation: not necessary.

Mains Surges
Y deflection -2cm
for
> deflection -03cm

5% sudden change.

Vaüve and Semiconductor
Sync amplifier -EF95.

Complement
EA50

or

Distributed amplifier -EF184 x 3.
E.H.T. rectifier -EY51.
Bias supply and marker clamp 0A81

x 2.

generator-EF91,

Timebase

Eß91, ECC82.

Sweep amplifier- ECC84.
Pulse amplifier -EF95.

Marker oscillator- ECC81.

Y- input -EC91.
Pre -amplifier-EF91.

Timebase Output
40V p.p. into 1,000E2 shunted by 50pF.

Power supplies:

Timebases

silicon

diodes 500mA,

1,000V p.i.v. types (2).

Ranges: less than 30cm'sec to IOcm!psec in
With
11 ranges, under unexpanded conditions.
expansion, up to 50cmpsec. Free running.
Calibration: calibration scales not provided
as intensity -modulated markers are available on
all ranges.

up to 20c

s

-10%

increasing to

upwards -3%o or better.
Trace expansion: up to 8x normal except
on highest ranges, where it decreases to 5x
normal expansion from centre of trace. Continuously variable.
2.5 °;,. 20c

Deflection sensitivity: 100mV;cm at 1,600V
e.h.t.

Impedance: IMO shunted by
Response: 12c is to 20Mc s.

Display Tube

Linearity:

ON

s

Sync: external or internal.
Jitter: not measurable with

IOOn sec

rise -time

Neon

indicator -any miniature

panel -

mounting type.

Limiting

Fuse -motor side -lamp 6V 0.5A.

Cathode ray tube -VCR97.

Dimensions
16 in.x7in.x ISin.

(174-in, deep overprojecting

knobs, 16,=in. high over carrying handle).

Weight
19

lb.

Cooling
Natural.

pulse.

apparent omission is that while at low speeds of
scan the flyback pulse falls accurately on the flyback, at high speeds delay occurs in charging up
the stray capacitances through the stray inductances
of the circuit, and the flyback pulse is a fraction
of a microsecond late in arriving at the cathode
ray tube.
Thus the first part of the trace is lost and maybe
with it part of the pulse which ought to be displayed. Also, the time of flyback is not clearly
defined, and so in measurements involving time or
frequency, errors may occur because one or more

cyces of the displayed waveform are lost in the
flylrack.
In this instrument the brilliance can be advanced
to show the flyback trace and any part of the
display so " lost " can be accounted for.
At the highest speeds the flyback trace takes an
appreciable fraction of the scan. time and is visible
at all but the lowest brilliance set -up. When being
used on the first ten ranges, however, flyback is
extremely rapid and although visible in a darkened
room at fairly high brilliance set -up is hardly
nocdceable at all in use.
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Synchronisation
The timebase generator is synchronised either
from an external source or by switching the
Y-amplifier output to the sync amplifier. This
consists of a pentode valve operated with a low
and variable screen voltage. By this means the
grid base is much shortened, so causing the valve
to operate as a slicer. The actual grid base is
determined by d.c. control of the screen voltage,
which enables the signal to be kept out of long
leads and also provides a measure of automatic
synchronisation.
Ext.
o

intS

Sweep

Sync.

Timebase

amplifier

generator

aniplifler
(push-pull)

TELEVISION

need cause no surprise. With triodes, relatively
high values of anode resistor, relative to the anode
impedance of the valve, must be employed to
achieve acceptable linearity of scan.
For this reason the ECC84 is used in this
position: the anode impedance is low, even when
the effects of the 22k0 cathode resistors -which
introduce current negative feedback -are taken
into account.
The loss of bandwidth is not severe and in fact
the trace is exceptionally linear except that on the
highest ranges the corners of the sawtooth are
rounded off, causing a little
cramping in the first and last lin.
the trace; the main part of the
l- of
trace is still very linear.
CRT Xi and X2

deflector plates

--

Timebase output

Marker
generator

Pulse

shaper

Y-input

Cathode-

follower

impedance

Attenuator

transformer

June, 1963

Distributed
amplifier
(single -ended)

CR1

grid

CRT

Y1

deflector
plate

X- Expansion
Since the timebase voltage is
ample, the provision for Xexpansion is readily provided.
The trace can be expanded on all
ranges to at least eight times the
screen diameter, and expansion is
from the centre of the trace,
which proves to be most convenient in practice. The differential X- amplifier also allows of
very ready X shift by varying the
grid voltage and hence the differential anode voltages.

Marker Generator
The screen pulse of the Miller

on flyback, is used to
control the operation of the timemarker oscillator. The direct pulse is of the wrong
polarity and is insufficient in amplitude, besides
being of a rather indeterminate shape which
additionally alters with the position of the range
switch. Hence this pulse is shaped and amplified
before being put into use.
This is accomplished by means of the pentode
V6, which is operated with low anode and screen
voltages and is direct coupled to the screen of V3.
The 5pF capacitor across the 3.3M!? coupling
resistor is for " speed-up " purposes and its value
was determined especially to give the best pulse
shape on the fastest timebase ranges, where the
problem is most severe.
A good square negative pulse is hardly ever
obtained on the grid of V6, but the positive pulse
at its anode is well formed and of high amplitude.
V7A and B are connected in an oscillator circuit
whose frequency can be switched to any of three
spot frequencies, 1Mc /s, 100kc /s and 10kc /s. The
oscillator is arranged to operate very " fiercely " and
an output waveform is obtained which is rich in
harmonics and is therefore a distorted sinewave,
somewhat " spiky " in appearance.
This is just what is needed to modulate the
cathode ray tube beam so that the display shows,
instead of a continuous trace, a series of sharply
determined dots whose distance apart is lbtsec,
10,asec or 100usec as desired.
For switching on this oscillator at the beginning
of each scan a special circuit is used which ensures
that the oscillator always begins in the same place.
If it did not the dots would fall in random positions
valve,

Voltage

calibrator

Fig.

I

-Block diagram

the oscilloscope.

A positive -going signal on the grid of VI causes
the anode voltage to drop considerably; this
negative pulse, if of sufficient magnitude to overcome the bias across V2, is passed to the anode
of V3 and thence by way of the Miller capacitance
to the grid of V3, cutting off the valve and allowing
the anode voltage to rise to the level of the h.t.
line. Thus the flyback is initiated.
The timebase generator produces a very linear
sweep of about 40 -60V magnitude. This is not
great enough to scan the cathode ray tube and so
an X- amplifier of the cathode -coupled triode configuration is employed to produce the necessary
sweep voltage. This type of amplifier has the
advantage that it is very insensitive to hum
voltages and, although the power supply smoothing
is of excellent characteristics, any help in this
direction is of value.
Another advantage is that a push -pull output is
obtained and this is of great value in avoiding
deflection defocusing of the trace. With the
VCR97 specified, good focusing can be achieved
with asymmetrical deflection, but many modern
tubes are sensitive in this respect.

Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the X-amplifier need not be
very great and the 47kí1 resistors in each anode
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on subsequent traces and no markers would be
visible.

Arrangements are also made for the grid of the
cathode ray tube to be kept below zero volts
relative to its cathode: if this was not done the life
of the tube would be shortened seriously.
This type of marker is generally preferable to
that which causes a " pip" to be superimposed on
the waveform displayed. This latter can often
obscure small features of the wave, a state of affairs
easier to avoid if the markers are of brightnessmodulation. Brightness modulation for this purpose is sometimes described as " 2- axis " time
marking.
Voltage Calibrator
As all three positions are needed for the time markers, two of the remaining positions of the
switch are devoted to the provision of 50 -cycle
calibrating volages. These are obtained by means
of resistive voltage dividers across one of the 6.3V
transformer windings; 1V and 0.1V peak values are
provided at a socket brought out to the front panel
of the instrument, whence a small piece of wire
only is needed to connect to the Y- amplifier input.
This is done to avoid internal switching, which
necessarily has to be in circuit all the time and adds
materially to the input capacitance of the
Y-amplifier. In this circuit the Y- amplifier has a
very high input resistance -over 1Mtl-shunted
by only 8pF, and additional strays of even
only a few pF are to be avoided if the care takén
in design and construction is not to be nullified.
Step

Attenuator

A stepped attenuator is provided, in preference

to a continuously variable gain control, for the
Y-amplifier, largely because the resetting accuracy
is so much better. During development of the
oscilloscope the attenuator was given more thought
than might be imagined.
It was realised that if time -consuming and
delicate adjustments were to be avoided the
attenuator used would have to rely upon inherent
impedance of frequency rather than upon corrections to be applied after construction.
As is well known, at the higher frequencies the
self- capacitances of resistors alter their effective
v ^lue and a simple voltage-dividing network
divides voltage as much by capacitance as by
resistance. This can be avoided by using low value resistors of a few tens or hundreds of ohms,
but, of course, if such an attenuator were placed in
the grid circuit of a valve the Y- amplifier would
have an unacceptably low output impedance.
The case of the " few ohms " resistor, whose
errors are due to self -inductance, can, of course,
be neglected.
Accordingly, in this circuit, a cathode- follower
input valve is used whose bias is given correctly
by the cathode resistor employed. The output
impedance is very low, suitabe for feeding into an
attenuator comprising low -value resistors. The
attenuator is terminated by the cathode impedance
of a grounded -grid amplifier, the anode circuit of
which develops the voltage which is fed into the
grid line of the distributed amplifier proper.
This type of attenuator arrangement suffers from
the disadvantage that the input cathode follower
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has less than unity amplification and that only half
this reduced output can be developed across the
following grounded -grid amplifier input. However,
this reduction in gain can be made up later, and the
circuit shows negligible frequency -dependence up
to 20Mc /s, the bandwidth of the Y- amplifier.
Actually, separate tests show that negligible
errors occur up to at least 40Mc /s, so that is plenty
in hand.
Power Supplies
Power supplies for this oscilloscope are modest
and if the specified transformer is not obtainable
a 350-0 -350V 100mA type could probably be
pressed into service. The e.h.t. is derived from
a half -wave 900V winding, giving 1,270V rectified
output at low load. The main h.t. supply is 300V
at less than 100mA, and as the final anode of the
cathode ray tube is connected to the positive h.t.
rail a total e.h.t. of 1,570V is available.
Although the VCR97 is rated at 2,000V, and can
actually operate at 2,500V to advantage, 1,570V
permits of a spot diameter of less than 0.5mm at
good brilliance. If a 350- 0 -350V transformer is
used, e.h.t. will total only 1,340V, but this will
result in only minor degradation of the display.
In this case some slight alterations in the resistor
chain may be needed to obtain the correct range
of focus adjustment.
P.D.A.

If a modern tube incorporating post-deflection
acceleration is used a voltage doubling arrangement
raising the e.h.t. to a total of 2,800V can be
employed. The intermediate anode should be
connected to chassis and the P.D.A. anode to the
main h.t. rail; this gives a little post- deflection
acceleration, but not very much, and permits
normal operation of the tube.
A tube permitting asymmetric Y- deflection
should be chosen, as the distributed- amplifier
output is single- ended. Alternatively, a secondary emission output valve can be added to the amplifier, push -pull output being taken from anode and
dynode.
Anode and dynode resistance of about 2.2kil
each would enable an appropriate output to be
obtained, with bandwidth of about 30Mc /s.

Construction
The instrument is constructed in double- decker
fashion. The lower chassis is approximately 17in.
x Tin. and the upper somewhat smaller, about llin.
x 7in., The lower deck is devoted to the larger
hardware, such as the smoothing chokes and
capacitors, and the transformer also if a stout zincmetal box is available for encasing it. If not, this
item is best separated completely from the oscilloscope, appropriate leads being made up into cable
form to connect the " power box " with the main
instrument.
The importance of this can hardly be overstressed. The transformer field is certain to distort
the trace appreciably unless very effective shielding
can be provided, and the usual zinc-metal screen
around the cathode ray tube is not normally effective enough to overcome the trouble.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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Troubles

by K. Royal
HE line timebase of a television set differs
essentially from the frame timebase (see
" Frame Timebase Troubles " Practical
Television, January, 1963) in that apart from
producing electromagnetic power to deflect the
scanning spot horizontally from the left to the
right-hand side of the screen of the picture tube,
it also has to generate the extra high voltage
(e.h.t.) to energise the final anode of the picture

T

tube.

This often means that if a line timebase fault
develops nothing at all can be seen on the screen.
This makes life rather difficult, for one cannot
be immediately sure that the trouble is, in fact,
in the line timebase section as a whole, for exactly
the same symptom would be produced by failures
in other parts of the circuit. However, one or two
speedy tests soon reveal the fault area.
Before we look at faults, let us ,gen up on the
make -up of the line timebase section of a modern
receiver. There are three stages concerned, which
are (i) the line oscillator or generator, (ii) the line
amplifier or output and (iii) the booster diode
circuit. As with a frame timebase, the line circuits
push a sawtooth current through the line scanning
coils (Fig. 1), the rising part of which pulls the
scanning spot from the left to the right of the
tube at a constant speed. The falling part of the
current waveform causes the spot quickly to return
to its starting point at the left -hand side of the
screen.
To produce a constantly rising sawtooth current
in the scanning coils demands a very carefully
tailored voltage waveform both in the line
oscillator and output stage, and this " tailoring "
Scanning stroke

Triggered by line sync pulses

Retrace
Fig. I -The scanning and retrace current waveforms
which are required in the line scanning coils to
deflect the scanning spot from left to right linearly
and from right to left swiftly, at I0,125c/s on 405
lines and I5,625c/s on 625 lines.

is done by resistive and capacitive networks and

other artifices which are related chiefly to the

design of the circuits and need not concern us
unduly in this article.
When the current falls on the trailing edge of
the sawtooth, a very rapid current change occurs
in the inductive elements of the circuit, the effect
of which is rather like a dynamo being spun at
a terrific speed over half a revolution. Across the
inductances is induced a very high value peak
voltage. This voltage (or peaks of voltage) is
applied to the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier, so that
across the reservoir capacitor in the cathode
circuit is developed a d.c. charge. In modern sets
this rises up to 18kV and is fed away to supply
the tube final anode. Note that the charge in the
reservoir is always in excess (or should be) of
the e.h.t. current requirements of the tube. The
analogy is the water reservoir-or any other kind
of reservoir for that matter. If the tube burns
up more power than that available in the reservoir
capacitor, then the raster " blows up " and goes
out, leaving a blank, unlit screen.
-

First Symptom
I -Iere, then, is our first symptom, and this can
be caused by the booster and line amplifier valves
failing to provide sufficient power to fully recharge
thz reservoir and by the e.h.t. rectifier being low

emission. The tube taking too much current due
to poor vacuum or gas or by turning the brightness too high to overcome a tube fault are other
causes of the effect, which should be duly noted.
Sometimes misadjustment of the ion trap magnet
on the tube neck encourages the symptom, and
when all else fails check the ion trap setting with
the brightness two -thirds on. Always adjust the
magnet -along and around the neck -for maxi-

mum brightness.
On 405 lines the timebase runs at 10,125c/s
and can be heard as a high -Hitched whistle. With
age, the response to high- frequency sounds
diminishes, so in order to tell whether or not the
line timebase is working it may be necessary to
adjust the line hold control so as to reduce the
line frequency a little. On 625 lines the line speed is
frequency which is above the
15,625c/s
auditory responses of almost all but the very
young. This is one thing in favour of the 625 -line
system, for the shrill 10,125c /s whistle of the

-a
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405 -line system is disconcerting to a large number

of viewers, and normally there is not much that
can be done to alleviate the noise. It is sometimes
possible to hear a 625 -line timebase by turning
the frequency down as far as possible by the line
hold control-the whistle, of course, indicating
that, at least, the line generator is working.
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as the triode of a triode -pentode, for example) will

soon reveal the part responsible for the failure.
If the oscillator is working, however, lack of
line whistle may or may not indicate a line amplifier fault. Some sets do not produce much whistle
even when they are working correctly and -as
already explained -there is the possibility that
there is a whistle but that it cannot be heard.
If the set is known, then the whistle will be
it has failed; but
conspicuous by its absence
on the other hand a set which is not known to
the repairer may not give a distinct clue in this
respect. The amplifier may be working quite
happily but the unlit screen may be caused by
lack of e.h.t., back -bias on the tube or, in fact, a
faulty tube.

-if

Listen for the Whistle

If a set from which the line whistle has normally
been audible suddenly fails to give screen illumination and the whistle, there is little doubt that the
line timebase has ceased to operate. The whistle
comes from a magnetostriction action in the core
of the line output transformer (magnetostriction
means dimensional changes produced in a
magnetised magnetic material). Sets using line
blocking oscillators may create a small whistle
from the blocking oscillator transformer.
Let us look into this in greater detail. Suppose
our set uses a multivibrator line oscillator (no
transformer) and the whistle and raster fail. We
know definitely that the line timebase is wrong,
but we cannot be sure whether the oscillator or
output stage is responsible. A fault in the output stage, booster diode stage or shorts in the
line output transformer could give both effects
-as, of course, could complete failure of the
oscillator. However, if the oscillator remains
functioning, this can usually be heard as a very

soft whistle even though the amplifier or boost
sections may be totally defunct; but often to hear
this soft whistle the ear has to be held close to
the chassis and the line hold control turned from one
end to the other of its range. Once the whistle is
heard under the unlit screen fault condition all
attention can be directed to the amplifier /booster
section.
If there is no trace of the whistle, one can still
not be absolutely sure that the oscillator is bad,
and there are three ways by which this can be
proved. One is to look at the line waveform by
connecting an oscilloscope to the signal grid of
the line output valve, another is to concentrate
the line whistle into an earphone by connecting
it -via 0.001µF capacitors (one in each lead)
between the signal grid and chassis and the third
is to measure the negative potential at the signal
grid of the line output valve, relative to chassis.
This requires a sensitive voltmeter (at least
10,0001 /V) or a valve voltmeter.
When the output stage is receiving signal from
the oscillator, the grid usually goes fairly heavily
negative (20 -30 volts, depending upon meter loadin.), and the potential can be made to vary by
adjusting the line hold control. If there is a
variable negative voltage at this electrode, therefore, one can be reasonably sure that the oscillator
stage is working.

-

Oscillator Not Working

If it is thus proved conclusively that the
oscillator is inactive, subsequent operations
become obvious. A few voltage checks in and
around the oscillator section, a check of the associated components and the valve itself (note that
the valve may be a part of a double valve -such

E.H.T. Rectifier Heater

If the amplifier is working the e.h.t. rectifier
heater should be alight, since this heater is energised by stepped -down pulse voltage developed
across a few turns of wire on the line output transformer. If there is a glow here, then there should
be e.h.t. voltage on the e.h.t. lead to the tube
final anode. This can be checked by holding the
connector end of the lead a millimeter or so away
from the metal chassis (hold well away from the
wire conductor by the heavy insulation to avoid
bad electric shock), and if there is e.h.t. voltage

a vigorous discharge will occur between the gap.
If e.h.t. voltage is thus proved, the blank screen
is caused by something other than a fault in the
line timebase -and that is another story.... However, there is one rather important point to
remember at this stage, and that is a heater/

anode short in the e.h.t. rectifier (this sometimes
happens) will put pulse voltage on the tube final
anode and this will discharge somewhat more
violently than rectified pulse voltage across the
reservoir capacitor. Note also that on most recent
sets the reservoir capacitor is formed by the
capacitance between the inner and outer conductive coatings on the tube flare-with the glass as
the dielectric. This means that the tube itself
acquires a heavy charge and this can prove uncomfortable if discharged across the hands
thus
pays to discharge the tube before interfering with
the e.h.t. circuits.

-it

Rectifier Unlit
If the e.h.t. rectifier is unlit two things could
be responsible: (i) open -circuit or otherwise defective e.h.t. rectifier heater or (ii) lack of pulse voltage.
If the valve is proved good, useful information can
often be obtained by operating the rectifier heater
from a dry battery. The heater wires should be
removed from the transformer winding and in
place connected across a battery of correct voltage.
The battery should be set up on a stand of very
high insulation, as when the line timebase starts
working the whole of the battery circuit will rise
to e.h.t. potential. Keep the hands well clear when
this happens.
If there is a full line scan with no apparent
distortion, the trouble would have been caused by
poor insulation on the e.h.t. rectifier heater winding on the transformer. More often than not, how.
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ever, there will be a compressed line scan and
very little e.h.t. voltage, giving a dim picture. By
studying the picture, Test Card or raster one can
sometimes pin -point the line amplifier /booster
circuit trouble. Excessive compression on the left
of the scan would indicate trouble in the booster
diode circuit. A low emission diode or faulty
booster reservoir capacitor (e.g., that capacitoroften about 0.25/4F -in the booster diode cathode
circuit) can cause this, while compression on the
right -hand side may indicate a fault in the line
amplifier valve circuit. Here the valve should be
checked as well as the capacitor and resistor on
the control grid electrode and the screen grid feed
resistor and bypass capacitor if fitted.
Scan Coil Shorting Turns

A low overall line scan of a few inches often
indicates shorting turns in the line output trans former. A symptom like that shown in Fig. 2
indicates shorting turns in the line scan coils, while
a symptom such as that in Fig. 3 shows that the
low pulse voltage is caused by the line oscillator
running well off correct speed. If this happens
the efficiency of the line amplifier falls badly and
often the heater goes out. This can sometimes be

hg. 4-The symptom of false line lock -see text.

demonstrated by turning the line hold control to
the extreme end of its range -the heater will go
out and the screen go blank. The trouble here
then would be in the time- constant components
of the oscillator. In the main the line hold control
and its series resistors should be examined.
Shorting turns in the transformer or a definite
defect in the amplifier or booster circuits -like a
dud valve or shorting capacitor -or open -circuit
resistor-would prevent the production of e.h.t.
voltage even though the heater of the rectifier is
being energised from a battery. There must be
pulse voltage, of course, to give e.h.t voltage, and
if this is lacking there is nothing-apart from
correcting the fault-that can be done to produce
screen illumination.
False Line Lock

Fig. 2 (above) -The symptom of shorting turns in the
scanning coils -often called keystone distortion.
Fig. 3 (below) -The symptom of incorrect line
oscillator speed -see text.

This symptom is shown in Fig. 4. Its usual
cause is incorrect adjustment to the line. hold
control, but if a series resistor or time -constant
capacitor associated with the control has altered
in value it may be impossible to adjust the control
for correct line lock, in which case with the control hard against one of its stops the false line
lock symptom may occur. Note that if the bad
component has changed a lot in value it may be
impossible even to get false line lock, and then
the effect would be as shown in Fig. 3.
Electron Oscillation
A symptom which is rarely illustrated is shown
in Fig. 5. The vertical, ragged line is caused by
a form of electron oscillation (B -K oscillation) in
the line output valve. Sometimes there are
several vertical lines and at other times the line
may drift horizontally across the picture. The
latter effect results from radiation of the interference from a nearby receiver tuned to a different
channel from that being received by the affected
set.
The symptom shows up mostly when the aerial
signal is weak and in order to display it sufficiently
to photograph it was necessary to reduce the

-continued on page
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CIRCUIT REFINEMENTS OF
MODERN RECEIVERS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

369

OF THE MAY ISSUE

-"

BEFORE going on to a new series
Principles
and Practice of Colour Television " (starting
worthwhile
to
will
be
next month)
summarise that which has been said over the last
eight months and conclude this series by looking at
a few recent developments in monochrome (black and- white) television receivers.
Although colour television features several artifices which are not used in monochrome systems,
colour does, nevertheless, have much in common
with black- and -white circuit practice, and the
salient points in this respect will be revealed in the
summary.
In Part 1 (October, 1962, issue) the requirements
for a television broadcasting system were dealt
with. It was shown that the system is in two
distinct sections for sound and vision, while some
of the sections are common to both. The main
point is that the dipole aerial represents a tuned
circuit but that its response is sufficiently damped
to embrace both the sound and vision signals. On
Band I the aerial is only one channel wide, while on
Band III it may respond to two or even three
adjacent channels, and on Bands IV and V up to
ten channels may be covered with the one aerial.

-it

Fig. 38

(rightl -The line eliminator basic circuit

colour -more so, probably, as revealed in the previous paragraph from the aerial aspect. This
article also gave information on line standards and
definition. Note that colour television will be
launched in Great Britain on 625 lines-probably
in Bands IV and V to start with but later in the
v.h.f. Bands as well.
Most of Part 3 was taken up with the question
of horizontal definition and how this is related to
bandwidth. The size factor of the scanning spot
was also dealt with. Everything that was said here
applies equally to colour.
Part 4 dealt with types of receiver, including
405 -line only and dual -standard models; also
those which are at present suitable only for 405 -line
signals but which can later be altered to provide
dual- standard operation. Colour receivers will, of
course, be suitable only for 625 -line signals and
adaptable for operation on any channel in the u.h.f.
and v.h.f. Bands.
The characteristics of the signals were also looked
at and the technique known as intercarrier sound
(that which is used with CCIR 625 -line television

Focus

electrode
From
line
scanning
coils

as

used by K-B in the VV series.

It should be noted that an aerial takes no cognizance of the Information content of the signal. It
serves essentially to collect as much as possible of
the wanted signal only without mutilation. This
means that there is no fundamental difference
between the requirements of an aerial for receiving
405- or 625 -line monochrome signals (though with
the latter extra special attention may be given to
the design to ensure that it passes the wider video
signal spectrum) and colour signals. In detail,
however, an aerial for colour would probably be
somewhat more exacting than its monochrome
counterpart simply because signal degration would
cause effects that are far less acceptable in colour
than in black- and -white.
The propagation of v.h.f. and u.h.f. signals was
considered in Part 2, and this will apply equally to

systems) was brought to light. The signal characteristics of colour programmes differ somewhat
from those in monochrome but there are still quite
a few common features which are necessary to make
the colour system compatible. Intercarrier sound
will also be used on the British colour system.
The main message in Part 5 concerned the
switching in dual- standard receivers and methods
of conversion. This theme was taken up again in
Part 6 and developed in terms of extracting the
intercarrier sound signal. Information on signal
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Fig. 39 (left) -Auto controls for brightness /contrast (a) and contrast (b).
These work because the light-dependent
resistor (LDR) falls considerably in
resistance with increase of light falling
upon it. The circuits are described in
the text.

O
l

Vision

A.G.C.

!Ole')

(b)

polarity and video amplifier biasing was also
included. None of these things has any specific
significance so far as colour is concerned.
Part 7 gave details of u.h.f. tests radiated by the
BBC, details of u.h.f. aerials and an introduction
to communal aerial systems.
Part 8 (last month) expanded the communal
aerial system, showed how it could be used to carry
625 -line signals originally radiated in the u.h.f.
Bands, and finally gave details for planning a small
system. The article concluded with details of
reception of the u.h.f. test signals radiated by the
BBC at distances up to 50 miles from the
transmitter.
We now conclude this short series, which was
designed to give a sort of bird's -eye picture of the
television art as a whole, with a little information
on the most up -to -date components and circuits to
be found in today's television receivers.

when the set is first switched on the chain current
is limited by the highish resistance of the thermistor, but as this gets hot so its resistance
decreases, but it does this gradually and pushes a
progressively rising current into the chain, thereby
avoiding damaging surges.
The new Mullard valves, however, now make
the thermistor somewhat obsolete in this application
anyway, for the new method of manufacture under
accurate and controlled conditions ensures that,
without added protection, the voltage developed
across any heater will not exceed the permitted
50 per cent above normal during the warm -up
period. New sets, therefore, will appear without
thermistor heater protection and due to this the
warm -up time will be shorter, which means the
faster appearance of the picture on the screen.

Controlled Warm-up
As new as British 625 lines is the controlled
warm -up feature of all new Mullard valves designed
for operation in television series heater chains.
Many experimenters will have noticed that when
first switching on a television set from cold not all
the valves heat up together. One or two of them
may flare up brightly when the set is switched on
and then gradually dim to normal brightness as
the other valves warm up.
This state of affairs is caused by the heating
characteristics of all the valves not being equal.
The current flowing in a series -connected heater
chain is governed by the total resistance of the
chain, while the voltage developed across any
heater depends upon the resistance of that heater.
Now the resistance of any heater is greater when
it is hot than when it is cold. This means, then,
that if one valve warms up more rapidly than the
rest in the chain the effect on the current will be
insignificant, while on the voltage across that valve
it will be grave. Indeed the voltage could rise in
excess of 50 per cent above the normal heater
voltage. This can be damaging to the heater and
will result in premature failure.
In the past this trouble has been alleviated by
the use of a thermistor in the chain. A thermistor
has a high resistance when cold and a low resistance
when hot -the opposite to that of the heater. Thus

An ingenious method for the elimination of the
scanning lines has been evolved by Kolster-Brands
and is in use in the VV range of receivers. The
basic circuit is shown in Fig. 38.
In effect the scanning spot is slightly defocused
so that it is just about the right size to fill the space
between the scanning lines without overlapping.
The system is tied to the electrostatic focusing used
in this range of models. Normally the electrode
for focusing is not very critical so far as voltage is
concerned and it is usually fed from a potential divider preset from the h.t. line (Rl in the circuit).
The idea is to adjust this preset for the optimum
results when the set is first set up and it is usually
never necessary to alter the setting unless the tube
or some other major component in the line time base circuits is replaced. However, if the electrode
is taken too positive, effects of poor e.h.t. regulation
would occur-e.g. defocusing on whites, but if
taken fairly high in a negative direction the degree
of defocusing remains reasonably consistent over
the whole brightness range of the picture.
This, then, is how the line elimination artifice
works. With Si open the focus electrode receives
around 200/300V for optimum pin -point focus.
When switch Si is closed to bring in the line
eliminator, pulses from the line scanning coils are
fed to the rectifier MR1 (which is a high peak
inverse voltage type by STC). The pulses are thus
rectified and the d.c. output is developed across

Line Eliminator
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the load resistor R2. Here there is about 500V,
and since this adds in opposition to the positive
voltage applied via the focus preset the tube focus
electrode receives in the region of 200/300V
negative relative to chassis. It is this heavy negative voltage which gives the line elimination effect.
Baby Alarm

This range of sets also incorporates facilities for
baby alarm or one -way intercom. A two-stage
transistor amplifier, suitably isolated from the
a

mains supply and receiver chassis, is powered from
the set's h.t. line and picks up a signal from a
microphone in the infant's bedroom. The output
of the amplifier is switched to the a.f. stages of the
set in such a way as to bypass the volume control.
Thus, despite the setting of the set's volume
control, any disturbance in range of the microphone
will give full output from the receiver's speaker and
usually outweigh the sound volume of the programme itself.
Automatic TV

The present trend is for the introduction of
automatic control devices to displace the manual
control knobs. The aim in this respect, of course,
is to reduce the " user " controls on a receiver to
just one-the on /off switch. Although this has
not yet come to pass we are well on the way.
Already we have sound and vision aùto gain
control, compensating circuits in the frame and
line timebases to cater for changes in power voltage
and normal wear in valves and components and
,automatic contrast and /or brightness control circuits to adjust the set to its ambient lighting
environment.

LINE

-

TItEBASE
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The circuits in Fig. 39 show how the latter auto
control works in practice. The LDR is a light dependent resistor which has the property of
decreasing in resistance considerably as the illumination falling upon it rises. In Fig. 39(a) the
LDR is connected between the video amplifier and
the picture tube cathode circuit so that when the
ambient lighting increases the decreasing resistance
of the device causes a greater signal to be applied
to the tube, thereby increasing the brightness and
contrast to compensate.
In the circuit at (b) the LDR is connected in
series with the contrast control so that a rise in
ambient lighting results in an increase in positive
voltage at the top of the control. This counteracts
the negative a.g.c. bias from the sync separator
stage as applied to the a.g.c. line, causing the line
to go less negative and the gain of the vision
channel to rise. In this way, therefore, the rise in
lighting is balanced by an increase in contrast.
On some models the fine tuning control has
already been dispensed with (except as presets) and
on the u.h.f. channels tuning is often maintained
accurately by automatic frequency correction working in conjunction with a phase discriminator in
the i.f. stages. Designs for such u.h.f. tuners are
already available.
We also have motorised tuning and press- button
control, also automatic tuning systems operated by
flashing a torch on a LDR. Yes, indeed, we are
certainly entering the automatic era and this is just
as well, for without auto controls on many circuits
the owner of a colour television set would be
impelled either to take a course in colour television
receivers or employ a full -time service engineer
but more about colour next month.

...

TROUBLES

continued from page

396

-

signal applied to the receiver, which is the reason
why the picture of Fig. 5 is rather grainy.
Changing the line output valve usually effects a
complete cure, but this is often expensive as the
valve may be otherwise perfectly sound. The
oscillation can be varied and sometimes cleared
by surrounding the valve envelope with a magnetic
field, and in this respect a discarded ion trap
magnet is useful; but a small bar magnet may do
equally as well. Some commercial receivers feature
a small magnet round the line output valve specifically to clear this trouble.
Note that the disturbance is emphasised by a
weak aerial signal and by a mismatch between the
aerial and the set. The use of a set -top aerial
really reveals the trouble if the set is that way
inclined.
In conclusion, it is as well to remember that
the first half of the line scanning energy is provided by the conduction of the booster diode,
while the latter half of the scan is provided by
conduction of the line output valve. Thus, if
cramping or distortion is nesent on the first (left)
half of the scan the trouble is most likely in the
booster diode section of the circuit, while if
present in the right hand half the output valve
and electrode feed components should first be
investigated.

Fig. 5 -This vertical, ragged line is caused by a form
of electron oscillation in the line output valve.

Check H.T. Voltage
The line timebase on most sets needs to run at
full efficiency to give a full scan and freedom from
distortion, and even a slight fall off in efficiency
will cause some trouble or other. One thing that
should be looked into for lack of width and distortion is the h.t. voltage. for the efficiency of the
stage drops rapidly with fall in h.t. voltage.
Replacement of the metal mains rectifier clears
of these troubles.
$0
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TV ALIGNMENT
by H. W. Hellyer

PART

2: VISUAL METHODS

IT

is quite possible to align a television receiver
with a high degree of accuracy, using nothing
but an amplitude modulated signal generator
and an output meter. Plus, it should be said, a fair
amount of patience.
As indicated in last month's article, the correct
technique is to match the input signal to the
appropriate circuit point, and interpret the output
readings intelligently. Before going any farther, it
may be as well to clear up a few loose ends about
spot -check methods. First, is the question of
selectivity, sensitivity and bandwidth. These three
terms are often applied indiscriminately.
Selectivity can be defined as the ability of a
receiver to tune within stated limits to the transmitted signal rejecting unwanted signals. Fig. 1
shows the frequency coverage and receiver curves
of a vestigial sideband system, represented ideally.
(For further reference, see also Fig. 1(a) and (b)
of Part One.)
-
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FAULTS CAUSED BY MISALIGNMENT

Incorrect bandwidth gives rise to a number of
different faults, quite apart from the loss of resolution. If, because of misaligned sound- traps, the
vision channel is responsive to signals in the lower
sound channel, sound -on- vision will result. A peak
in the top of the response curve will give the
symptom of " overshoot ". This shows as a black
line following the right -hand contour of a white
object, and is easily discerned on Test Card C'.
While a certain amount of " shaping " of the
curve is introduced by manufacturers to sharpen up
the resolution, any mistuning of the i.f. circuits or
alteration in the cathode capacitance of the video
amplifier can cause severe overshoot, with the
noticeable black -after -white effect. Tuned circuits
that are misaligned will tend to oscillate at their
tuned frequency during the sudden change in
modulation level from black to white, or vice versa.
In practice, a waveform as in Fig. 2(a), passing a
distorted response curve as at (b), would produce a
picture pulse something like (c), where the ringing
effect following the pulse form is clearly seen.
Serious misalignment can produce the plastic effect,
where the amplification of the low- frequency components of the video signal is limited. The picture
tends to assume a mean level of brightness, and
the outlines of objects are over -emphasised.
Conversely, an over -emphasis of the low-frequency video component will give the symptoms of
flare ", a smudging effect that follows a black
object. This is easily seen, again, on Test Card
C ', where a black horizontal bar at the top is
transmitted to show distortion of this nature. It
should be remembered that component failure can

frequency coverage of a portion of
Band I, showing the channel spacing.

The important thing to remember is that these
curves have a certain amount of " spread " in
practice, and tuning must be such as to achieve
separation between adjacent channels, to keep the
sound channel accurately spaced and aligned, and
to retain the shape of the response curve so that
second channel interference is also eliminated. This
means that proper selectivity is also tied up with
bandwidth, and adequate sensitivity depends on
both.
Bandwidth is the difference in frequency between
two points on a response curve at which the
measured gain is a stated amount less than at the
resonant frequency. For the television signal, good
resolution depends on the bandwidth being maintained level over the response curve for 2.7Mc /s (in
the 405 -line system) and the correct falling away
towards the -sound carrier at the lower end,
achieved by the sound rejector circuits, as we have
already seen, plus the shaping of the higher frequency slope, with adjacent channel rejection.

(a)
Fig. 2

-A

pulse

of the shape (a), passing through

circuit with the response of (b), would
in the distorted form

a

be reproduced

of (c).

be responsible for the above defects, as well as
misalignment, and here the visual observation of
the receiver's response curve can be a rapid aid to
servicing, enabling the engineer to make a more
accurate diagnosis.
LACK OF SENSITIVITY

Sensitivity of a receiver, as previously stated,
depends on the bandwidth and selectivity being
correct. Low gain with good picture quality is not
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likely to be the result of misalignment. If both
sound and vision channels are lacking in sensitivity,
the fault is probably a common one, such as a lowgain tuner or first i.f. amplifier, but may well be
due to a lack of high tension voltage, or some other
such fault- although this would more often give
rise to secondary symptoms. Sensitivity figures are
given by manufacturers, and vary too widely for
exact quotation. But as a rough guide, a 100µV
signal at the aerial should produce peak white
modulation (having reference to the c.r.t. operating
figures), with contrast and sensitivity controls set
for maximum gain. Some standard receivers will
reach this gain level with only 50µV input, and a
fringe model requires only 10 to 30µV, depending
on the amount of a.g.c. incorporated.

applications, also employs the visual technique by
using the display on the receiver's c.r. tube.)
The technique consists of swinging a signal over
a suitable range of frequencies, at a regulated period
of swing, and apply this frequency -modulated input
to the frequency-changer grid with a marker signal
loosely coupled to the same input point. The
sweep of the wobbulator must be greater than the
pass -band required to be measured but not so great
that the eventual trace occupies only a narrow
portion of the swept band. For overall television
response checking a sweep of 7Mc /s is adequate.
(The i.f. response requires only 4 to 5Mc /s sweep.)

VISUAL TESTING

timebase of an oscilloscope either by connection
from the X- timebase terminal, where a sawtooth
waveform is available, or by synchronising the
wobbulator deviation to the mains frequency and
coupling this to the X- timebase of the oscilloscope,
with the internal horizontal timebase of the latter
switched off.

From the foregoing it is obvious that test
techniques demand first a correct diagnosis of the
fault or general condition of the set, second, a
check on the response, third, the selectivity, and
lastly, the overall gain. The advantage of visual
testing is that diagnosis is speeded up, response is
immediately assessed, and both selectivity and sensitivity can be measured while the response curve
is under observation. The tedious clamping of
tuned circuits is also eliminated.
Instruments required for visual alignment are,
basically, a wobbulator (frequency-modulated
oscillator), a marker generator and an oscilloscope.
(An alternative method, using a waveform
generator, which has a complete range of test

SYNCHRONISING THE WOBBULATOR
The deviation frequency is synchronised to the
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portion of the sawtooth signal used by
Fig. 3(a)
the oscilloscope timebase (horizontal deflection)
is fed back to the wobbulotor.

This last method has disadvantages, for the
power supply frequency is (theoretically) sinusoidal
and a perfectly linear sweep, such as obtained by
sawtooth deflection, cannot be obtained. A displayed curve on forward and return traces of the
sinewave can result in a double display, and to
avoid misinterpretation of the curves it may be
necessary to suppress one half cycle of the sweep
waveform or correct the phasing.
The sawtooth X signal application is shown in
Fig. 3(a) and a simple phase-correcting network
in Fig. 3(b). Some wobbulators have built -in
power supply modulation and, with these, some
correction may be necessary. On the other hand,
there are usually phase -correcting networks incorporated in good -class instruments. But a sawtooth
waveform is the best method and the repetition
frequency should be set just high enough to avoid
a flicker of the trace.
The vertical timebase of the oscilloscope is fed
from the detector output of the receiver under test
via the Y-amplifier, the complete hook-up being as
shown in Fig. 4. (For reproduction of this
diagram and the two previous figures acknowledgements are due to Gordon J. King and Odhams
Press Ltd. See Television Servicing Handbook,
p.193, and Radio and Television Test Instruments,
p.109, et seq.)
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Oscil Iostops
To

video

T.V.

receiver

Generator
(marker)

A.M.

X
Sync

ÌFM. Generator

(wobbulator)

.

Loose coupling

Fig. 4 -The method of connecting instruments to a receiver for response curve testing.

POSITIONING THE TRACE

The marker generator supplies an unmodulated
signal at a spot frequency in order to position the

trace correctly over the required frequency range.
When the carrier signal of the marker generator
is tuned to a frequency within the pass -band of
the wobbulator a ` pip " will appear on the trace
displayed on the oscilloscope, its exact position on
the horizontal scale (frequency) being determined
by the relative frequencies of the two generators.
Thus, by setting the wobbulator to deviate about
a fixed frequency, and altering the calibration of
the marker generator, the position of the pip can
be moved along the response curve and an
accurate assessment of bandwidth obtained.
Where a wobbulator has a built-in marker this
usually takes the form of a crystal -controlled
reference, with a " mark " at regular intervals. say
2Mc /s, depending on the fundamental frequency
of the oscillator. But a standard a.m. signal
generator can be calibrated against the sound
carrier by tuning for zero beat.
A further refinement which enables a response
curve to be traced from a part of the receiver
and which is very useful when a set is so badly
misaligned that the overall curve is hopelessly distorted (a gremlin- inspired condition that practising
engineers will recognise) -is an oscilloscope probe.
This consists simply of a rectifying and filter
circuit, usually made up on a screened probe, with
a crystal detector detecting the i.f. and feeding
a rectified voltage to the Y- amplifier of the
oscilloscope.
Some practical considerations are needed before
we continue. As mentioned previously, the sweep
frequency should be adjusted so that the trace gives
at least two-thirds of the available X-timebase
display but is not overlapping the screen diameter.
A narrow curve indicates too great a deviation and
an overlap too little a deviation.
The wobbulator output is coupled to the fre-

-

quency changer grid, which is usually a convenient
test point on the tuner unit; it should be terminated
by a suitable dummy load when coupled to this
point.
Unless otherwise stipulated by the
receiver manufacturer, a resistor of 75Q or
thereabouts should be satisfactory for this purpose.
The carrier tuning of the wobbulator (central frequency about which the sweep swings) should be
set so that, with the oscilloscope X trace
centralised, the curve obtained is within the centre
of the screen.
Input level depends upon the state of the tuned
circuits and the gain of the Y- amplifier of the
oscilloscope. It is possible to obtain a larger trace,
for initial adjustment of a badly misaligned set, by
connecting the oscilloscope to the video output
instead of the detector load. But overloading, both
of the receiver and the Y-amplifier, should be
avoided.
As with spot -check methods, as low a signal as
is compatible with accuracy should be maintained
and output levels progressively reduced when
alignment provides more reasonable results on the
oscilloscope screen. A.G.C. must be disconnected
or compensated by a positive voltage from a small
battery.
Another factor to be considered is the possibility
of low-frequency distortion,: the Y circuit response
must be maintained down to the timebase
frequency, which will be 25 or 50c /s, a sub multiple of the mains frequency helping to
eliminate hum voltage and sourious pick -up in the
wiring. In practice the fine frequency setting
would be adjusted for the steadiest trace.
KEEP INPUT LEVELS LOW

The point to be remembered about overloading
is that too high an input signal may result in a
trace which has a very attractive flat top because

one of the valves in the receiver, or the amplifier
of the oscilloscope, is running into grid current.
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HUGE PURCHASE OF BRAND NEW CATHODE

RAY TUBES

AT RIDICULOUS PRICES

inch
inch
inch
inch

12
16
17

21

CARRIAGE

Let
ALL BRAND

us

from

AND INSURANCE

NEW, by Famous Manufacturer.

Famous British make 38 Mc
a

3916

few coils.

PCF80 valves.

1S

/- EACH EXTRA

s

2, -.

Must be sold to make room for new stocks.

I.F.

Lasky's
(No data or

V. IDF: ANGLE Is in.m.
9/6
Line E.H.T. Transformer. lerrox -cube core. 9-16 kV ..
..
10 /6
Scanning Coils, Low Impedance, line and frame
5l..
..
..
..
Frame Output Transformer ..
..
316
iron
cored
..
..
..
P.M. Focus Magnets.
3/6
..
..
..
..
..
200mA Smoothing Chokes
STANDARD S3 m.m.
Line Output Transformers. 6.9 kV E.H.T. and 6.3 V winding,
Ferrox -cube
2/6
..
..
Scanning Coils. Low Imp. Line and Frame
..
..
..
..
Frame Output Transformer
3(6
..
..
..
..
Focus Magnets with Vernier
3/6
200mA Smoothing Chokes
.

No

TOTTENHAM COURT

ROAD, W.I. 2 mina. Oxford
Street. Nearest Stn.: Goodge
Street.

3916
7916

Manufacturers' Surplus Television
Components, at Greatly Reduced Prices

Uses PCC84 and

Less valves

Price 51 -. P. & P.
circuit available).

33

2916

each

know your requirements and we will be pleased to quote

T.V. TURRET TUNERS
with

Price from

Types
Types T900, T901 and T901 A
Types
Types

MUSeum 2605.

circuit or data available.

LASKY'S RADIO
LONDON,

W.2
PADdington 3271/2

201 EDGWARE ROAD,
Few yards from Praed Street.

FLEET STREET
LONDON. E.C.4.

152/3
FLEet

2833.

Open

all

day

Thursday.
Closed

BOTH ADDRESSES OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY. Close I p.m. Thursday.
Please address all Mai/ Orders to Dept. W. at above Edgware Road address.

I

p.m. Saturday.

A NEW-PiPACT/CAL WAY
of UNDERSTAND/NG

Television
Electronics

Radio

:

including: Transistors; VHF;FM; Hi -Fi equipment; Computers; Servo -meths; Test instruments; Photo -electrics; Nucleonics, etc.

Radiostructor -an organisation specialising in
electronic training systems -offers a new self.
instructional method using specially designed
equipment on a "do -it- yourself" basis. You learn
by building actual equipment with the big kits
of components which we send you.
You advance by simple steps, performing a whole
series of interesting and instructive experiments
with no complicated mathematics!
Instructional
manuals employ the latest techniques for showing
the full story of electronics in a practical and
interesting way -in fact, you really have fun whilst
learning! Fill in the coupon below for full particulars.

-

..Your Career

FOR

Your Own Business

..An Absorbing Hobby

ADS, NOW

RADIOSTRUCTQR:
LEADS THE WORLD

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

"

TO RADIOSTRUCTOR (DEPT. G40)
READING, BERKS.
Please send brochure, without obligation
1:

*Name
Address
We do not employ representati,e.a)
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OB2

OZ4GT 511A3
5/1A7Gf 9/8
1u3
7/.
1D6
9/9
1446

3/3/8
6/b/7/5/8
5/6
6/-

6AL.3

6AM6
6.4Q3
9AT6
13AU6

7/. 613A

1H5GT 8/9 6BE6

1L4

3/. 68116

9/6
60ìG
7/6
I;L7GT 4/8
6L17
12/6
6L13
7/9
6LD.0 15/7
61.13
11/8
61,1

6Q7í1

11,43
413 6836
5/9 6Q713T
1LN5
9/6 681.17Á 8/- 6X7.1
1N5GT 9/- 6138,7
8/6 6053:

081

1X5
104
183
1T1
1U5
3A4

5/8/8/b/4/4/8
4/8
9/-

7/ -' Dt)

5/17/3
18.A 45
7/9
13ií1
6/6
2011L 14/11
20'2 13/12K

RD., LONDON, N.W.

907

5763
7475

20P3
-'0e+

12/0

7/8

AZ:31

14/6 633

1963

LTD.

E3C4t

12/3 EBU

i

83E30
23/10 E3Fe3
5/0

CL4

1

Terms of business: -Cash with order or C.O.D. only.
Postage Od. per item. Orders over Cl poet free_
C.O.D. 336 extra.
Any parcel insured against
damage in transit for only lid. extra. All orviera
despatched on .la,: of receipt. Caller. welcome
Oats. 8.30-1 p.m.

3

U.'96
1,1.3:3

ÚL56
IDL58
111,72

0l'92

DLU4

9/8
6/3
7/7/3

EEC's

ECF't0

l'G'I'.2

EF41

EF42 6/9
Er'3,0 Ai 2/8
elF'30(E) 1/8

Er's/

11[,0'1

larger than a shirt buttoal
el -each.

9/8 PU(,3il 8 /6'l'Ym ;F 13/- UCL83 11/. 0A79
71 /- 1.Ú01891d/5 Ú12/14 0/6 I:F41
7/6 IOAOI
EYSI
8/d PCF80 7/- C1ú
10/- UF42
5/6 OA210
E 133
14 /i l'ur'e! 7/. U19
43/6 U F80
7/- O(116W
EYd4
14/- PI:Fn+ 18/2 1122
6/0 U1,85
7/- OC19
EY86
6/9 PUFe6 9/6 1124
15/8 UF86 13/6 DC2D
ELL
10/. ÚF.99
6/6 O026
0/8 PCL3.t 7/3 U23
0/,41
6/6 PC1.63 9/- 1126
8/8 UHAI
8/- 01728
E /.9,1
5/9 PCL34 6/3 U3t
7/- ÚL44 25/11 0(729
E /.31
9/- C33
516 PCL33
29/1 UL46
9/6 0035
IGL31
7/. PCL36 10 /- U33
U1.84
29/1
6/6 O1l36
GZ32
7/8 PCL31 21/4 U37 25/11 17514
15/- 0041
.1Z34 13/8 PEN-16 4/8 045
15/8 UM34 16/10 DC44
I1:I09 29/1 PL33 18/9 I176
5/8 ÚM80 9/8 0C45
11 VR2
9/8 U191 11/3 UYIN 10/8 0065
9/- PL36
KT33C 6/- 11.33 25 /11 U201
7/8 UY21 18/2 0066
E I'36 32/4 PL31
8/- 1r231
9/8 ÚY41
6/. 0070
ii 1.41 12/- PL62
8/- 1124L 12/8 ÚY85
8/- 0071
ET4+
6/- 11232 14/9 V1.13Ú 7/- OC72
9/- PL'F3
PLd4
U301
VR103
E T6
7/e
12/8
8/6
5/6 0073
E 1'63
9/6 )'alt
9/6 VR150 5/- 0074
4/- P5184
10 /- 11401
.i C66 13/8 1'X4
6/- W107 20/5 OC75
K Iset 43/8 PY32
9/6 USOL
18/8 W719 19/5 OC76
ET /,03 7/6 P1'33 10 /8 Ú.ABC806/- NI
15 /- O('17
PY80
I/13
6/6 1111,42 8/6 166
7/9 0079
3/28/2 OC3L
6/3 1i 641 12/- XIS
.oIOLD612 /e PY`/l
5/9 l' B. 111 7/- X79
40/9 OC82
,1111'2/145/6 Prat
V37 25/11 PY33
6/9 UBC81 7/9 NuLM 29/1 0083
9/- CBI's° 7/9 X105 29/1 0(2:84
Nit
23/1 1.1'33
NHS
17/6 118F89 7/8 VII
5/- OCT
22 /1 P7,:36
14/- I'Cr164 11/8 206
N3 DI
8/6 0(1 ,I
12 /8 RH
V333
19/5 00y.í
7/00E71
15 /- R13

7/8 EF8d

0/- EF80

3/-

18/EF53 13/EPL33 9/E1,164
9/_
EF'801 22 /d
EK32
7/6
EL32
3/6
EI,33
7/6
E Litt
12/8
EL:33
12/8

11 /e ILIAI

8/9/8/9

3/3 EL42

3/- ELL

7/8
6/3
9/9
13/8

)

-

I.

8/- 0.:..13'1
8/9 01'1141 14/7 EI.82U 13/2 P31
6/- 0(1,8.1 6/8 EL822 19/8 PC86

2/9 0P1L

2/3 I1CF80 11/-

rrnnsislors

3/.

3/.
9/E

35/.
25/.
23

/

26h

17/E
27/E
18 /.
21 /E

9/.
9/e

9/.
22/C

25/.
8/e
8/E

8/.
16/.

8/.
8/-

8/6

12 /.

8/8/10/6/9/e

9/6
10/8

17/6
MATIOO 7/9

2/- 111144 7/6 sad diodes
MAT101 8/6
/8 81',ií
DB71.
9/9 0íl132 8/- 01.180 20/5 1'iÁ8 18/2 8l'25
27/2 H.:11Á1 7/9 0A70
3/- MATIlO 7/9
DY86
7/- 0018316/11 EM31
9/- 12(2182 9/- DA73
3/- MATE?' 8/6
9/6 1...35
11/- T41
Ev0t
30 /- 011,311 9/8 F:M7l 22/3 PC97
9/6
goods are new, first nuality brands only, and
091(
80/- III
3/3 0}ßU
7/e í'114t 6/e All
subject to makers full guarantee. We do not handle
EI8OF 34/6 EF37A 8/9 EM9E
8/8 Pi'U85 7/9
mannfacturerá second, or rejects. which are often
EA51
1/8 EF:1.1
4/- F1181
8/e Pc C88 11/9
,lescrlbed as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
We require for prompt cash settlement all types of
over 1.000 valves actually in stook, with resistors,
valves, loose or boxal, but MUST be new. Offers
condensers, transformers, microphones. speakers.
41170

11

m Fla Ito rellven

12 " -14"

from

£3. 3.0

15 " -17"

from

£3.10.0

from

£5.10.0

Glass charge additional.

Comprehensive Price List on application.
Delivery FREE in Lancs. area.
Processed to a Maximum High Standard and
are fully Guaranteed for 12 Months.

ALL

&

TELEVISION,
RADIO

TAPE

-

RECORDER

COMPONENTS

SUPPLIED

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available

brand new exact replacements, fully guaranteed. A selection from
AL80 L.O.T.e
MURPHY V240/250, 280, 300/400 range .. 56'.
Available for
MoMioh.
P H I LI PS 1768, 2168, 1796, 2196, 17TG I00, etc. 90/.. Bush
Pam
HMV 1840 -1843
...
...
:..
... 60r- Coseor
Dacca
PYE V4, V7, V14, VTI7, CtM17, RTL17, etc. 531- Defiant Pilot
R.O.D.
EKCO (U25 types) T221 to T383, etc.
.. 541- 0.0.0. Rereata
FERRANTI (U25 types) TI001 to T1011, etc. 541- Fergsn. Sobell
R.B.
Ultra
EKCO (U26 types) TC220, 268, 312, 313, 315,
Etc.
335, etc.
...
...
...
...
... 56r- Invicta
Qoolalione on
FERRA NTI (U26 types) T 1006, 1012, 1023, etc. 56rRequasl.
(Special Offer: New U25/Ú26 supplied for only 5r- with above
Ekco Ferranti L.O.T.$).
Postage & Packing for above 1_.O.T,s 3'6, C.O.D. I'6 Extra.

our stock:

*

*

Also available for all sets.
SCAN COILS. Frame output transformers, line and frame oscillator trans. width 'linearity coils, sound output trans., mains trans.,
control knobs, eleccrolytics. Rectifiers, dual volume controls.
C.R.T.s- Rebuilt with new guns by long est. Nat. Co. Gtd. 12 mths.

MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 14in. E4 7 6 Plus
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, EMISCOPE 17in. E4 IO 0 Corr.
MULLARD, MAZDA, BRIMAR, 21in.
06'10 O 10/VALVES-All types available GUARANTEED 12 months.
TAPE RECORDER/CHANGER SPARES. Drive belts, heads,
pulleys, motors, stylii, etc., for most British and some foreign makes.
SPECIAL OFFESO. Rexme covered tape recorder cabinet, size
134

x

12

x Sin., 15r -, plus postage and packing 5r -.

TRANSISTOR RADIOS- Miniature components available.
STANDARD COMPONENTS. Resistors, Capacitors, Electro-

Write, phone or call:

ELECTRONICS

SALISBURY STREET WORKS

BLACKBURN, Lancs.

4/6
5/9
7/5/d
3/8

3/6/6
8/- 01.2,9 27/.

With Peak Performance
AND Economy

VICTOR

5/.

0E73

7/_ EF'dl

0,21'só 19/5 EI,33
7/8 F1i'F3'' 12)/- EL,/
17/8 110,121 22/8 E1,45
15/- íó.1.33 7/- E1,46
15/- 14.12 8/8 51,91.
5/- E, "131 7/- 01,9,

REBUILT TV TUBES

21"

7/8

UAFOI 4/3 01192
11/3
8/9 0CÚ3423/11
0011 13/7 EUC35 5/9
ÚF33
9/- EC040 9/6
UFd
15/- EU1141. 4/8
DF91
3/. 1a3132 4/9
OF0;
8/9 E12U33 4/9
7/6 0,1,264 7/0F97
DHda
5/6 EUUtí 7/6
DA Fed

13Eil1
IIE:12

No

11 /. E.1131
7/6 EA31.

11E40

14/- CL3a 12/- E.IEdO 7/9 EI JI
15/- GYM
7/8 EC70 12/6 EF92
25Z4G 7/- DAC32 8/9 Eoel 27/8 EF37

DE32

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output 250v. at) amp.

9090

201.5

I

0,

13062

I I

PRlmrose

a7/e EABUBU 8/8
42/- EA r42 0/3
16/6 6334
1/tit. O 341
5/7/8 uiJt
3/3/_ E,C3 20/6

90CV

14/. ÁZ41

1OLI
301.1

5/3 0B114
270(1 25 /11
9/3
3a21
7/8 613W6 10/8 USA
7/_
4/8 613SV7
30015 10/5/- 6X5
30E3
3/- 604
2/6 6130L'2
8/5/3 6(5
5/- 7 6 i
7/9 31191.1 9/6
10/. 30FLI212 /8
4/- 6116
3/8 713
3A.
3311.
7/- 6C.
11 /- 7C;
10 /e
0/8
3:37
12/6 6(217
12/6 7(17
6/- :331.L3 11/.
3Dú
5/. 3014 12/6
4/- 6(2114 6/- 7V7
3Q4
6/- 6CW4 24/- 7V+
5/- ION?.
7/8
3Q3OT 7/6 6F1
10 / -. 913W514/11 301.1t 10/6
384
bl- 6P6á
4/. (eI
30 /- 30PL13 8/8
384
6/. 1F'13
6/9 IOW
13/- :101.1,1421/4
6E4GY 9/- 61323
10 /8 Inr'l
10 /- 33111;1' d/WAG
4/8 6E21
11 /8 tOLD1111 /3 35tVt
8/6V4G
7/6 úF':3:1
10P13
4/8/8 :13Z1 tT 5/.
S1-:30T 5/3 0.13ít
2/- topic 12/- 33ZáfIr 7/57,3
19/5 3336
3/6 12AU6 13/5 501'5
7/5Z40
7/- i.I'D;
4/9 12A 4616/10 1uI.Ñr 7/6A7
9/- 637Cr 7/- L!AE6 12/3 42A'
12/6A8
7/- 6E7.í
2/- 10117 5/- 900
67/6
6ÁC7
3/- 607GT 4/8 12A/16 9/- 5005' 67/8
BAGS
2/9 61:844
4/a 12Á'1e 5/- 9(0'1
16/-

Moo. -Fri, 8.30 -:.

CORPORATION

SERVICE::'.

6/. 6E3Gf 0/. 1213A4
5/- 0623 13/0 L2tßd

8/- 6A1;7
17/6 6ÁE5

June,

THE VALVE SPECIALIST.:

C.O.D. ORDERS RRCEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHERI 38 CHALCOT
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED Nearest tube
SAME AFTERNOON
Chalk Farm
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Blakewater 42427

lytics, Drive Cord, Pilot Lamps. Vol. Controls, Presets, Ion Traps.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection available including tuner units, loudspeakers, transformers, valves, etc.
Your enquiries welcomed, prices by return; or prompt despatch C.O.D.

MANOR

SUPPLIES

64 Golders Manor Drive, London, N.W.11
Tel. STO 5667
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Just as important is the stricture on marker input
level.. Too great a marker generator output will
affect the height of the response curve. Actually,
as the marker is switched in and out, some
difference in the response curve amplitude will be
noted and is inevitable except on the most
stringently controlled professional equipment. A
good general rule is to keep input levels low; in the
case of the marker generator inject only enough
signal to obtain an unambiguous " pip ".
The accuracy of the marker is important. Where
a standard signal generator is employed, any doubt
as to its spot- frequency accuracy should be proved
before commencing the alignment procedure or,
once again, we can obtain very attractive curves yet
have a set which evinces all the disturbing
symptoms of sound -on- vision, ringing or plasticity
that we were trying to avoid.
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED MARKERS

It is now general practice to use a crystal controlled reference oscillator to calibrate the
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in Fig. 5. Note here that the trace of Fig. 5(d) is
the overall response curve obtained by applying
the wobbulator input to the receiver aerial. There
is no need for any matching at this point, for the
wobbulator output, in practically every case, will
be matched to 750.
The actual contour of the trace may be any one
of four inversions of that shown. Where a receiver
has reversed signal polarity the trace will be
" upside down " and if the receiver has its oscil-

lator frequency (and thus the sound intermediate
frequency) below the carrier frequency the trace
will be transposed from left to right.
Inspection of the initial response curve gives an
immediate clue as to modulation polarity and
oscillator placing but does not always enable the
operator to determine exact tuning of individual
circuits.
The normal method of wobbulator testing is to
apply the input to successive stages, working from
the last i.f. toward the aerial, obtaining the curves
of Fig. 5. But the manufacturer may well have
" tailored " the response of the receiver and, in
particular, have adjusted the
video response to compensate for
certain irregularities of the curve.
With a swept input, such as
has

(a)

(b)

f

Sound

+10

Vision

f

0

m
a

-

-1

a
ó -20-

Vision
response
curve

I

L

57

58

'

I

,

59
60
Frequency

61

62 Mc/s

5-

Contour traces at various test points:
wobbulator input to (a) final vision i.f.; (b) first
vision i.f. (with lower trace showing marker set at
sound i.f. for adjustment of rejectors); (c) wobbulator
to frequency changer grid (tuner unit test point).
(d) Overall response curve, input to receiver aerial.
Fig.

described,

this

video

VALUE OF SQUARE -WAVE TESTING

(d)

-3056

been

response may be misleading.
For example, when the carrier
is at the 3Mc /s end of its sweep,
only the appropriate circuits
tuned to the actual input frequency will be responsive, but
(c)
this is still only an effective
d.c. response at the video.
Such boost and corrector chokes that the setmaker
will have fitted are not responsive to the signal
A more complete answer is prefrequency.
liminary square -wave testing of the video stage.

marker and various instruments have this complete
range of facilities inbuilt. The marker " pip " is,
in effect, a short burst of r.f., seen by the sweeping
wobbulator carrier. When an external marker is
used, as in our hook -up of Fig. 4, there may be a
tendency for this r.f. burst to spread, obscuring the
contours of the trace, and some decoupling at the
Y- amplifier of the oscilloscope is helpful in
sharpening up the outline. This capacitor, shown
dotted at ` C ', can be between 0.002 and 0.01 ,aF,
depending on the freouency of the marker.
The marker can, of course, be set to provide a
pip at any point along the trace, and thus the frequencies at which the various cóntour changes
occur can be determined, as in the traces depicted

Because a square wave consists of a fundamental
sinewave plus a series of harmonically related sine waves, both high and low frequency response of
the video stage can be tested.
This testing procedure, however, depends for its
effectiveness on the accuracy and width of the
response of the oscilloscope's Y- amplifier. Extra
precautions have to be taken: the Y signal may be
applied directly to the Y plates, to eliminate the
possible distortion of the amplifier and avoid overloading, without the need for interposing an
attenuator. All connecting leads must be as short
as possible. There should be a minimum of selfcapacitance; therefore, screened lead is not used for
connections at high frequencies in tests of this sort.
Input and output leads must be well separated to
avoid spurious pick -up and feedback, and the provision of the small bypass capacitor at the Y-toearth position becomes essential.
A number of signal generators have the facility
of square -wave modulation, but for complete
testing a commercial instrument is required which
has available the higher frequency fundamentals for
video testing.
The overall response of a video stage eXtends
from almost d.c. to at least 2.5Mc /s (ideally,
3Mc /s).
continued on page 419
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COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole
THE

outlook
is
foggy!
Television producers and
directors have been worried
for quite a long time about the
quality of picture reproduction on
home television sets. They say
that the highly variable picture
" black level " on most of the sets,
particularly the new ones, limits
the scope of their work and often
compels them to avoid scents in
a low key of lighting. If they use
" mood " lighting, they run the
risk of the home sets automatically raising the level of such
scenes until the actors appear to
be in a grey fog instead of a dark
cellar! This point was made
recently by a well -known BBC
producer, who expressed the
opinion that the average modern
television receivers are in some
respects distinctly inferior to the
sets of five or six years ago. This
is not a unique complaint. The
British Society of Cinematographers complained 12 months
ago about inferior reproduction
on modern television sets of their
films, an opinion which was supported by the British Kinematograph Society, the Television
Society, the BBC and the ITA.
Modern TV Receivers
The television receiver manufacturers in this country have
heard of this complaint many
times in the past, but this year
the grumbles are stronger than
ever. One is entitled to ask, are
sets getting worse? Of course, it
depends what you mean by
" worse ".
The manufacturers
may boast about their latest
average gain control circuits

which eliminate aircraft flutter, with a posh cabinet is what is
increases sensitivity slightly and wanted ", they maintain. "Besides,
makes tuning adjustments much the complications of dual standeasier. They may refer to the ards for 625 and 405 lines makes
brilliancy of the tubes, enabling a the present time an impossible
picture to be viewed in a fully one for introducing such complilighted room, or for that matter, cations. There is just no demand
in bright daylight. They might for such sets, especially in the
claim loudspeakers are around the hiring -out trade." So now we
back and out of sight, their sets know. I, for one, would have
are " super-slimline ", and that thought there is always a market
the cabinet has a bit more gilt on for a quality article, whether it is
it than the rival manufacturers' a motor car, a hi -fi radiogram or a
have. All of these are, in the eves television set.
of many people, big improve ments-so they say.
These " improvements " have, Goonantics
however, resulted in a deterioraThe importance of quality
tion and ironing out of the light pictures
a television set is a
and shade of the picture until it is matter ofontaste.
So is the matter
reminiscent of an under -exposed of television humour.
The Goon
holiday snap taken on a box Shows were not to everybody's
camera on a dull day.
taste, and the lunatic humour in
" A Show Called Fred ", " The
Disillusioned
Kathode Ray Show " and similar
The manufacturers are un- hellzapoppin epics, passed over
repentant. They claim that it is (or under) the heads of many
the cabinet that sells the set and viewers. The fantastic burlesques
that Mrs. Everybody doesn't involving Peter Sellers, Harry
appreciate the acoustic improve- Secombe, Spike Milligan and
ment that would be brought others were released before the
about by a forward- facing loud- commencement of the present
speaker. Slimline sets are con- craze for satirical and sick
venient, too, and if the linearity humour.
I
suppose that
drifts out of adjustment within a " T.W.T.W.T.W. " arose from
few weeks, she doesn't notice it. the bluebleached ashes of these
As for the black level -well, she early goonatics. Frankie Howerd
has all the room lights on to do appeared in one of the last
her knitting, so the picture should editions of this show. Speaking
be light all over so that she can about the Budget, this experienced
glance up and see what's going on and spontaneous comedian gave a
now and again. To appreciate magnificently professional expositonal values and pictorial qualities tion of satirical virtuosity which
of a picture necessitates the room was inoffensive and very, very
lights being turned low or out, funny. I thought he made most of
and that doesn't appeal to her at the performers in this programme
all. The technical purists who ask look like a lot of amateurs. When
for a true black level to be main- the teleprompter stops, they're
tained by some form of d.c. sunk. Frankie Howerd ad libs
restoration in the TV set circuitry around subjects with the soon must realise, say the manu- taneity of an Experienced Goon
facturers, that the set adjustments (First Class, with bar). I now
will be more critical, aircraft look forward to the return of the
flutter will show up and the Goons, whose voices are being
receiver will cost more. The used with puppets in a new BBC
manufacturers,
therefore, are series. Welcome back to Bluecompletely disillusioned.
" A bottle, Eccles and Major Blood good cheap set, easy to adjust and nok!
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been a plodding kind of job in jumpy, but was adequate at that
the true sense of the word, time.
burlesque " is an old music hall involving the making of hundreds Visimotion
adage. The comic clown is of drawings on paper or transfunnier if he keeps a perfectly parencies which are photographed
Thousands of entirely separate
straight " dead pan " face and by the " stop- motion " process on drawings are still necessary for
takes himself seriously all the to film. This means that each cartoon films, but at a recent
time, even when making his sketch is photographed separately, trade television equipment exhibilaborious tion, a device called visimotion
funniest falls. I always thought one frame at a time
that the advertising agencies and but unavoidable method of con- was on show, which once more
film- makers whose business is the verting still pictures into motion. enables hinged cardboard
production of TV advertising The earliest successful line draw- characters to be used, controlled
commercials, conducted it in a ing cartoons were made in this by manual operation of magnets
manner which was incapable of manner in the days of the silent behind the drawing board. Lifebeing burlesqued. I therefore film, and many cinemagoers will like movements can be obtained
looked forward to A.T.V.'s " I recall the exploits of Mutt and by expert manipulation of the
Can't Bear Violence ", which Jeff, and the antics of Felix the hinged figures and the slow
largely took place in an advertis- Cat, both series being made in process of multiple drawings is
ing agency, with its larger -than- the USA. In England, cartoon avoided. Movements of the cardlife characters, its pseudo -pro- films were first made at the old board figures is restricted, of
fessional jargon and its continuous Neptune (later called Ideal) course, but the method will
flashes of wit and corn. " I Can't Studios at Boreham Wood, on the enable television .producers to
Bear Violence " turned out to be same site as the magnificent introduce- cartoon characters for
titles and short sequences at short
notice. Thus, a return to the
early method of cartoon making
has been possible with modern
magnetic aids and a closed-circuit
TV camera and monitor used
motion picture
alongside a
camera, as in the Electronic-Cans
system.
Pole Operated Lighting
Another modern innovation in
television studios that really dates
back to the earliest days of film
making in this country, is the
"pole operated" spot lamp. This
is 'a lamp housing which has a
number of keyways which control
focus, tilt, rotation, " barn doors "
and other critical adjustments
which used to require the
presence of an electrician behind
the lamp. With telescopic lighting suspensions for the lamps,
this is not possible. But with a
special lightweight pole with a
Portland
Street,
Ben)
Great
(Big
Studio,
Pole operated lighting at Pathé
suitable connector at the top, the
London, in 1912.
electrician can make the adjusttelevision studios. In ments with ease from the studio
a thriller in which murder was A.T.V.
committed in the quest for a Eneland, " John Bull's Sketch floor. I have a photograph of
advertising
account. Book " and "Bully Boy Cartoons" the lamplighter pole at work in a
valuable
Well-directed and acted, it suf- were early cartoons series, with studio, but the picture was
fered from having not a single drawings by Anson Dyer. In actually taken in the old silent
sympathetic character and a most these, you saw a lightning draw- days at the Pathé Studio in a baseimplausible story. Good atmos- ing grow up before your very ment in Great Portland Street,
phere was secured by the excellent eyes, line by line, until it was before the Pathé `Big Ben" Film
settings, good lighting, restless complete. It took the form and Company moved up to the
camera movement and the expert style of a newspaper cartoon, and Alexandra Palace Studios! The
handling of the small parts and was often of a political character. lamps used at both places were
After being held in a static Westminster enclosed arcs and
crowds.
position for a few moments, it low pressure mercury vapour
usually ended with a few simple tubes. The pole was used to tilt
Cartoons
movements, accomplished with the latter to make them strike and
The making of film cartoons, cut -out figures on hinged pieces light. It only goes to show that
like the production of puppet of cardboard, which were moved an old idea is never too old to be
films, has been a most laborious frame by frame by hand. This re- examined and possiby used
business for years. It has always was crude and inclined to be again!
Advertising Agencies

"You

can't

burlesque

.

-a
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With dual- standard television reception getting so much
attention, it might be useful to give a few experiences of someone
living within the service area of six TV transmitters, bringing in
four different programmes in four different standards from three
different countries; and with test transmissions now starting on
two more channels, the further prospect of two more programmes
and one more standard in the near future.
The author of this article is a Dutch subscriber living in
Belgium, working for an American company in Britain, Germany
and other European countries. He has a keen amateur interest in
current television developments, and has compiled some facts
and views on European television reception that will
undoubtedly be of great interest to our readers.

ISTARTED my TV experiments when I

discovered that my portable 17in. Ekco TP748
of CCIR standard, and with three further
standards added by the Belgian importer, has more
than average sensitivity in spite of its compact,
13-valve design.
I added one of the German " u.h.f. converters "
self- contained u.h.f. tuner delivering a Band I
signal, and further an American war -surplus
" Dynamotor ", converting the 12 volts of my car
battery to 220 volts. This allows me to use the
receiver in my touring caravan with a wild array
of aerials for checking local signal conditions in
various countries, and also once in a while pulling
in clear pictures from stations up to 800 miles
away.
My only annoyance is that all I get on cross Channel channels are distorted pictures, because
the British standard is the only one my British
set does not cope with! But I'm trying to remedy
this.
With single- standard sets now becoming obsolete
in Britain, it is amusing to note that here in
Belgium, four -standard sets are being cleared out
since recently the industry started flooding the
market with five-standard sets.
To explain things, Table I gives a listing of the
channels serving my town (St. Niklaas, 12 miles

-a

west of Antwerp) which is a situation typical of
many Continental areas.
With the two u.h.f. channels still in preparation,
we therefore at present have the choice of four
programmes, which in most cases are tuned in on
channels 7, 10, 8 and FBA. This has the advantage
that a single, rotating, motor -driven, band III
aerial can be used-although in the last few years
in most cases three separate aerials fixed in three
directions (channels 8 and 10 are co- sited) arc
installed. The separate aerials are cheaper, more
reliable and, of course, individually tuned.
All aerials are of the horizontal, six to 15- element
Yagi type and, because the frequencies are very
close, each requires its own downlead.
In quite a few cases, one or all three aerials
arc two -tier arrays (to my feeling, more to show
the salesmanship of the dealer or the status of the
owner than out of necessity) and all are fairly high
above the roof -line. With only a few apartment
blocks having common aerials, you can imagine
what a beautiful sight our skyline is to
TV-experimenters and what a ghastly sight to
city -planners!
What will happen when the two u.h.f. channels
come on the air? Our fixed aerial masts will just
have to grow and stack up two more Yagis.
However, the new tendency here is clearly back
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standard channels.
The Flemish television, wishing to exchange
programmes with Holland and other CCIR
countries, has chosen the 625 -line definition,
whereas the French -language TV, wishing to do
the same with France, decided on 819 lines.
The strange combination of 819 -line definition
and 7Mc /s standard -width channels produces a
picture much better than could be expected,
though of somewhat less quality than the 625 -line
picture -apart from less line visibility.

FOUR- STANDARD RECEIVERS
Now, about those standards. From the listing
in Table I it is obvious that each of the four
programmes presently received in St. Niklaasand large areas in and around Belgium-has a
quite different standard.
The Dutch programme is CCIR. The French
standard is 819 lines, a.m. sound, positive vision
drive and a very wide vision band, necessitated

TABLE
Distance
between
TransChannel Band

and

Vision

Receiver E.R.P.

{

Neth. Commercial TV
(in preparation)

I

Vision

mitter
Network

W. Berssenbrugge

by the high scanning speed and explaining the
wide separation of 11.15Mc /s between vision and
sound carriers.
The two Belgian standards are a strange mixture
of the previous two. Both use a.m. sound and
positive vision modulation, both also are on CCIR

to the rotating array controlled from the set. It
carries one wide -band high -gain band III aerial,
and one wide -band IV /V. This provides for all
six programmes and any new ones being added
(which all undoubtedly will be u.h.f.).

Netherlands
Television

CONTINENT

Freqency
(Mc/s)

Sound
Freqency
(Mc /s)

Num- Carrier
ber Separation
of
Lines

(Mejs)

Vision
Modulation

Sound

Modulation

4
7

miles

100kW

62 25

67.75

IIII
III

25 miles

SkW

189 25

I9475

625

5.5

A.M. neg. F.M.

29

IV

25 miles

535.25

540.75

625

5.5

A.M. neg. F.M.

5.5

A.M. pos. A.M.

5.5

A.M. pos. A.M.

?

48.25

53.75 usually

I

35 miles

100kW

IO

III

40 miles

I00kW 210.25 215.75

8

III

40 miles

100kW

French TV

F8A

III

60 miles

200kW 185.25

I74I0

819

-11.15

A.M. pos. A.M.

French 2nd programme
(in preparation)

24

IV

60 miles

I000kW 495.25

501.75

625

6.5

A.M. pos. A.M.

Belgian TV
(Flemish language)

{

Belgian TV
(French language)

2

196.25

625

201.75 usually

Operating and planned television stations serving the home town of the author, providing six programmes in five
standards, from three different countries.
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It

is

even common knowledge that

a

French

819-line picture, received with a full- bandwidth
French receiver, is not noticeably better than a

modern 625 -line picture.

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING
Then, the switching. All of the sets sold in
Belgium are of the four -standard or five -standard
" switchable " type, but practically none carry
external switches. It's all done inside-coupled
to the channel switch.
In four-standard sets, on the channel selector
spindle a second turret is mounted next to the
coil drum with, for every channel, a sort of cam
which actuates the various switches and which can
be exchanged or preset in three different positions:
one for CCIR, one for Belgian and one for French
standards. Thus, any of the twelve channels can
be preset for any of the three standards to suit
local conditions.
This leaves out the actual switching of lines.
This is done completely automatically and
electronically-sometimes in the middle of a
programme without the viewer touching the set
or even noticing it.
You will have noticed that for the two Belgian
systems their " usual " line definition was quoted.
This is for programmes which originate from their
own cameras. If they relay programmes from
countries with the other line standard, they will
not use a line converter but put them on the air
in the line standard received.
So when a Eurovision programme originates in,
say, Stockholm, all of Belgium will see the original
625- picture while France (and Britain) will have
a poor, converted picture. When a programme
originates in France, all Belgian transmitters will
carry the 819-line definition while all other
European countries (including Britain again) will
look at a converted picture.
Thus on a busy Eurovision afternoon with
sports events all over Europe and the local
announcer pooping in repeatedly, there is a lot
of line switching all in the same channel. The
Belgian sets take care of it automatically by means
of two tuned circuits -one to the 15,625 -line
frequency of the 625- picture and one to the
20,475 -line frequency of the 819 -transmission.
These govern the automatic line switch.

THE FIFTH STANDARD
To complete the " story of the standards ", the
" Fifth Standard" has caused quite some confusion here.
In Belgium, several manufacturers have simply
installed u.h.f. tuners in their four -standard sets
and advertise them as " five -standard ". In their
instruction book they advise the viewer to tune
in the new French channel on the (continuous)

u.h.f. scale and switch the v.h.f. selector (and
therefore the standards switchsear) to " any
Belgian channel " (the line switch takes care of
itself). They simply ignore the difference in
carrier separation of 1Mc/s, which probably does
not matter much, anyway.

June, 1963

Others, however, have introduced a (manual)
switch to compensate for the 1Mc /s difference
which really makes the fifth standard. So these
sets are also advertised as " five-standard", even
if the u.h.f. tuner is not yet installed.
Two of the described developments: electronic
line- switching and switching of the other standards
coupled to the channel selector or push- buttons,
might sooner or later show up in British receiver
design and make the line switch, so proudly displayed on recent sets, obsolete.
This could be especially useful when a situation
develops where 405- and 625 -line networks will
exchange live programmes without using the
infamous line converter which ruins the picture
and has given British live television its bad name
on the Continent. Such an exchange will at least
require that the v.h.f.- u.h.f. and the 405 -625
switches operate independently.

V.H.F. ON THE WAY OUT?
It is not generally realised that when the
405- v.h.f. networks change to 625 lines, the present
5Mc /s channels have to be scrapped and to be
replaced by wider, 7 or 8Mc /s channels. This
again means that Band I and III combined will
have barely enough channels to bring one programme, to, say, 99% of the population.
The often -expressed view then, that Britain will
ultimately have one network in Band 1, one in
Band III and four in the u.h.f. bands, is most
unlikely. It would not be too revolutionary to
foresee a complete evacuation of . the v.h.f. bands
in favour of bands IV, V' and VI, as. is the tendency
in Germany and the U.S.A.
With Britain firmly decided on co- siting all u.h.f.
transmitters, it offers the perspective of receiving
any number of programmes with one single, fixed,
broadband, high -gain u.h.f. aerial -if " pipe-line"
house -to -house signal delivery has not yet
materialised by that time.

WIDENING HORIZONS
There is another aspect of the 625 -line system
that gets very little consideration in Britain.
In discussions and Press comments the point
usually Is whether or not the 625 -line picture is
really of so much better quality, and if it justifies
all the trouble and expense. An important consideration could be that once Britain and France
have adopted 625 lines on at least one network,
unlimited interchange of European programmes of
uniform quality would be possible.
We cannot judge if this will be of great value
to the British -but it is to most Continentals, and
they want Britain to participate..
People of the smaller countries especially have
a keen interest in what is going on around them,
the language is not too much of a barrier to them
and their ultimate wish is. to be able to tune in
any European television programme, as they used
to do on radio.
In fact in some of these countries, where another
network is in preparation, there is a strong demand
not to use it for another national programme
hinting that it is difficult enough to keep just one
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TABLE II
of the Band Ill spectrum, showing part of the frequencies and channel limits in

use in various European
countries. Note how the Irish (and future British!) channel limits and vision frequencies match those of Eastern
Europe, and mismatch those of all other 625-line countries.
.

going-but to use it for relaying selected, but
integral foreign programmes that are out of normal
reach.
It seems, however, that British television
authorities are well aware of this aspect of the
625 -line system. It was quite a surprise, when
looking at the Farnborough Airshow last year via
Eurovision, to get a live, unconverted 625 -line
picture of superb quality -the spectacular airshow
might have contributed to this impression. It is
easy to imagine what such transmissions do
towards a better appreciation of British television.
What I would like to know is, if at those times
British viewers are looking at a converted live
picture, or if a second, 405 -line camera crew is
at the scene. Or is there such a thing as a
simultaneous, dual -standard TV camera? This
The Farnborough Airshow referred to was in
fact converted from the 405 -line system to the
625 -line system prior to transmission across the
Channel by u.h.f. link, and so followed the normal
practice when U.K. contributions are made to the
Eurovision network. We are advised by the BBC
that only on rare occasions are wholly 625 -line
pictures originated in titis country for relaying
exclusively to Eurovision. -Ed.

would come in handy when the " duplicate " networks go on the air!

U.H.F. IN PRACTICE
For a further look around Europe, West
Germany had 87 u.h.f. transmitters in use on
November 1st, 1962, in channels ranging from 21

to 58. Of these, 54 stations, most of them with
e.r.p. ratings of 200 to 500kW, carried the second
programme.
The remaining 33 stations joined the then existing 369 v.h.f. transmitters (ranging from 7mW to
100kW) of the first programme, to provide service
-without noticeable co- channel interference -to
those last remaining few hundreds of a percent
of the population.
Some of these first -programme u.h.f. stations
however are duplicating some Band I channels
that are destined to go off the air.
The result of course is, that the second programme does not yet have nearly the extensive
coverage of the first programme. This also results
from the shorter range of the u.h.f. stations
unless special measures are taken, such as the
several thousand kilowatts of some Italian stations
or the 1,300ft tower carrying the first Dutch u.h.f.
transmitter.
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However, in all densely -populated areas of West
Germäny there is perfect reception of the u.h.f.
sta :ions, sometimes with such simple aerials as
a piece of adhesive transparent plastic sheet on
a window facing the signal, with printed on it a
metallic shape in the form of a butterfly dipole.
In weak signal areas a fairly long (11ft) high gain (16dB) multi-element (27) three-channel Yagi
is a typical outfit. Even the most selective u.h.f.
aerials have equal response to at least three
adjacent channels.
The most common u.h.f. -gear on German roof tops and in the accessory shops are 8- to
Yagis, accommodating
16- element wide -band
e'-her Band IV, Band V or Band IV and V. All
Yagis invariably have a single _folded dipole, 1 to
6 reflectors (no wire mesh screens) and up to 46

All sets have a v.h.f.- u.h.f. push-button switch,
which in Germany usually serves as a switch from
the first to the second programme. If both programmes come in on u.h.f., it is often necessary
to hand -tune from one channel to another, and
in those cases a more expensive type set is preferred, which has three push- buttons for three preselected u.h.f. channels and three for three v.h.f.
stations.
A popular gadget at the moment is a switchable
line suppressor, which in the best sets really makes
the picture line -free without loss of detail, but in
other cases just throws the picture badly out of
focus.

There is a lot of argument on the merits of
this feature other than it being a sales gimmick,
so an on /off push- button is always provided. The

superwide -band aerial seen
here, is capable of receiving all
Band IV and V transmissions.
The

(With acknowledgements to
"Fubabild ".)

directors (in up to three stacks). Two -tier outfits
are very seldom seen.
In many areas of West Germany both programmes can be tuned in on u.h.f. Unfortunately,
there has been little co-operation in siting the
transmitters, with the result that they are seldom
co- sited.
So, two often identical aerials are
needed pointing in two different directions
unless a single rotary one is employed.
Reflections and shadows offer more of a
problem than in v.h.f. and often reception from
a distant, but clear station is chosen instead of a
strong, local, but obstructed signal.
The above two facts explain the seemingly completely erratic directions of u.h.f. aerials on the
roofs of some German towns.
Whereas in v.h.f. a few vertically polarised
channels exist, those in' u.h.f. are invariably horizontal-as they will be in Britain. This contrary
to the impression usually gained from British
diagrams.

-

older, permanent, optical screens have disappeared.
This would seem a worthwhile feature on
British sets, as of course the change to the higher
definition will cause a considerable swing from the
19in. to the 23in. screen (in Belgium, no currently
produced set under 23in. is on the market).
From personal observation in British and Continental homes I would say that at present the
average comfortable viewing distance of a 405 -line
picture on a 19in. screen is equal to the one of
a 625 -line picture on a 23in. screen.
So, when switching back from 625 to 405 lines
on dual -standard sets -as will be frequently
necessary
during transition
time-the
line
suppressor cnuld cut in automatically and make
it unnecessary for the viewer to move his chair
further away from the screen.

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

FEATURES OF PRESENT RECEIVERS
The receivers now on the market in West
Germany and in most other countries are all u.h.f.
equipped and mostly have continuous tuning from
channel 21 to 68. Only last year this was
21 to 60. A few years aeo, before the channels
were officially numbered. the same scales read 14
to 53, or something like 1 to 100.

...

...

...

21-

Every Month

PRACTICAL MECHANICS & SCIENCE 2/Every Month

PRACTICAL MOTORIST ...

...

119

...

116

Every Month

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER ...
Every Month
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T.NER BISCUIT
MODIFICAT:ONS
by Gordon

J.

King

THERE are hosts of turret tuners now available on the second -hand and surplus
markets, and experimenters should have no
difficulty in securing a suitable replacement tuner

or even a model which would be suitable for converting an old -style five- channel model for multichannel operation.
One big problem, however, is that very few of
these tuners have their full complement of coil
biscuits to provide operation on all channels in
Bands I and III. Under normal conditions, of
course, only two or at the very most, three channels
are required in any given area; but unfortunately,
it often happens that the local channels required
are not present on the tuner, and subsequent
investigation reveals that coil biscuits to fill the
vacant channels are almost impossible to obtain.
The problem is often aggravated so far as
surplus tuners are concerned owing to the fact
that the tuner cannot easily be identified in terms
of make and type; indeed, in many cases the
tuners offered for sale are those which were
designed for the receivers of a specific manufacture, and for obvious reasons this information is
not usually made available to the purchaser-even
if it is known by the supplier.
This, then, means that the experimenter is
faced with the task of producing a biscuit set for
the local channels often unaided, and this
is
hoped -is where this article will help.

-it

Check Tuner

Before delving into the coil alteration or winding problems, a few " things " should be made
clear on the tuner itself. Firstly, it should be
ensured that the tuner chosen produces i.f. signals
on both sound and vision which match the frequencies of the sound and vision i.f. channels of
the set itself. It is One problem to alter the coil
biscuits, and an entirely different one to change

the intermediate frequencies.
Secondly, the tuner should feature valves whose
heater current matches that of the valves in the
receiver if of a.c.-d.c. mode or whose voltage
matches that of the valves in the receiver if of
a.c. -only mode-that is, with a mains transformer
instead of series -connected heater chain.
In the former event, it is simply necessary to
introduce the tuner valve heaters in the series
heater chain of the set, and this is usually accomplished by removing the r.f. amplifier valve and
connecting the two series-connected tuner valve
heaters across the heater tags of this valve holder. In the latter case, the tuner valve heaters
are connected in parallel anyway, so the heater
wires are connected direct across the matching
heater winding on the mains transformer.

When tuners are " wired in ", the set's frequency changer valve is often rewired to form a
low -gain i.f. stage into which the tuner's i.f.
signals may be injected. Injection is either at the
control grid, across a 10012 resistor, or across the
cathode resistor, but in either case it is best to
feed the signal via a 0.001µF isolating capacitor
in case there happens to be a d.c. voltage
on the tuner's i.f. output cable.
The h.t. supply for the tuner is normally picked
up direct from the set's h.t. line (relative to chassis
which is connected to tuner negative or " black "
lead), or from the screen grid tag on the r.f. valve holder.
The latter connection gives extra
decoupling in most circuits via an 0.001pF
capacitor and 1k11 resistor -make sure that the
resistor is sufficiently large, to handle 30mA or
so of tuner current.
After that little recapitulation on tuner fitting
and choice, let us now get back to the point in
question!
The tuner will almost always contain at least
two biscuit sets -one on Band I and the other
on Band III. Lucky purchasers will either find
that these two channels correspond to their local
stations or that the turret has its full complement
of biscuits! Unlucky ones, on the other hand,
will find that the missing coils are those
corresponding to the local channels.
If the make and model of the tuner is known
the missing biscuits or, at least, those for local
channel operation may be obtainable from the
manufacturer. In this respect, however, there are
one or two factors to have in mind. Remembe'
that it is totally impossible for any manufacture'
to supply coil sets or biscuits unless he is furnisher'
not only with the model number of the tuner, bi '
also with the sound and vision i.f. combinations.
Oscillator and l.F.'s
The i.f.'s are produced by the difference between
the incoming signal frequencies and the oscillator
frequency, so it follows that any odd biscuit -even
though it may be designed for the required channel
-just cannot be employed. For example, take a
channel 5 oscillator coil; for sound and vision
i.f. signals of 10.5Mc /s and 16Mc /s respectively
(a common combination) the coil will have to tune
over 82.75Mc /s. Now, for the same channel,
sound and vision i.f.'s of 38Mc /s and 34.5Mc /s
(another common combination) would demand an
oscillator coil tuning over 101.25Mc /s. This is
18.5Mc /s higher than for the 19.5/16Mc/s i.f.'s, so
one can realise why one coil would not serve both

reauirements.
In the foregoing examples it will be seen that
the sound i.f. is above the vision i.f. This is current
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channel (except relative to channel 1) is 5Mc /s.
This means, then, that channel 5 could be
received on a channel 4 coil -set if the oscillator
could be swung 5Mc /s-at the moment forgetting
coils LI, L3 and L4.
The oscillator frequency is controlled by the
fine tuner (C16 on circuit) and the trimmer C13,
but under normal conditions the fine tuning control is unable to swing the oscillator over 5Mc /s
and -most importanat-the trimmer should not be
touched for maladjustment here would put all the
other channels out. Actually, the oscillator frequency can be swung 1Mc or so by a core in
the oscillator coil former, and by moving this to
the end of its travel-in relation to the fine tuning
is often possible to bring the adjacent
conrol
channel within range of the fine tuning control.
This has been described simply to reveal that a
channel change is possible by moving only the
oscillator frequency -but this is not a good way
of tackling the problem as we shall see.
The above method may be warranted if the coil
set was designed for the required channel but
for use with a tuner having a different i.f: Here,
then, coils Ll, L3 and L4 would be designed
and aligned for the required channel, which would
come in as good as ever just by correcting the
oscillator frequency.
In the first example, one would be relying upon
the relatively wide passband of the tuned circuits
Ll, L3 and L4 to pass both the sound and vision of
an adjacent channel and; although a simple shift
of oscillator frequency would make this possible,

practice but on some older sets the sound i.f. is below
the vision i.f., so that to achieve the 16/19.5Mc/s
i.f. combination on channel 5 the oscillator
would have to work at 47.25Mc/s. Note that when
the sound i.f. is above the vision i.f. the local
oscillator frequency is above the signal frequency,
while when the sound is below the vision the
oscillator frequency is below the signal frequency.
This is a useful law to have in mind when messing about with tuners.
Tuner Circuit

In Fig. 1 is shown the circuit of a very wellknown make of turret tuner, in which the coil
biscuits are shown in dotted line. The aerial
biscuit comprises essentially coil L1 with its aerial
coupling winding, while the other-and larger
biscuit is made up of three separate coils -L3,
L4 and L5.
Coils Ll, L2 and L3 (the aerial, r.f. anode and
mixer coils respectively) are all tuned to the
approximate centre of the required channel. This
means that whatever the i.f. output and i.f. combination these will always be the same as they
are not concerned in governing the i.f.
L5 is the oscillator coil, and this is probably
the most important of them all, since not only is
it much more critical in tuning than the others
but it also governs the sound and vision i.f.'s.
These are factors which are also well worth
remembering, for let it be supposed that a tuner
is without channel 5 coils -the channel it is
required to receive -but has coils on channel 4.
Now, the difference between any adjacent

-

-it

R1

BandI
Input
(Q)

R

Rel

Bandur
Input

L3

(Ó

mixer,
oscillator

R.F

C

C4

v" biscuit

C24

Heater
C12

short

C22
Band
Gain

I

o
O
7

oB
Fig.

1

-The circuit

diagram of Cyldon turret tuner.
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L3.,..

°?F V

(a)

Locating pips
Locating edge

Locating edge
Locating pips

(b)
Fig. 2 -Coil biscuits: (a) the r.f., mixer and oscillator
windings, L3, L4 and L5 respectively, and (b) the

aerial windings.

the performance would be poor and the sound/
vision balance would be destroyed.
Sub- standard Biscuits

415

this is relatively easy, and on adjacent Band III
channels the number of turns need not be altered
at all, the change in channel being accomplished
by the brass screw -in cores (in the formers) and
by adjusting the spacing between the turns.
In Fig. 2 is shown at (a) a typical r.f., mixer
and oscillator biscuit, and at (b) a typical aerial
biscuit, whose coil numbers correspond to those
in the circuit of Fig 1. The first thing to do to
satisfy the example is to drop the oscillator frequency by about 5Mc /s. If possible, it is best
not at this stage to alter the brass core in the
former, but to bring in the sound with the fine
tuning control at range centre simply by altering
the spacing between the turns of L5.
Since the oscillator frequency needs to be
lowered the turns should be spaced closer together,
starting at one end of the winding and taking
care to avoid shorting the turns. It is not difficult
as the wire is fairly stout and once bent it remains
solidly in position. After each adjustment the
turret will have to be switched on to channel and
the tuning tested for frequency. After a few trial
runs it will soon be discovered just how much the
spacing needs to be adjusted to give the best
results. Finally, a close adjustment of oscillator
frequency can be made with the core by using a
non-metallic triming tool through the hole beneath
the fine tuning control in the normal way.
Fig,. 3 shows how the biscuits are located on

At this stage it should be understood that turret
tuners are very accurately aligned when first produced at the factory-a special alignment jig being
used for this purpose. Now, the alignment is set
in relation to specific coil biscuits as designed by
the manufacturer by means of small preset
trimmers mounted on the chassis of the tuner
such as CT, C13 and C15
in Fig. 1. The idea behind this
exercise is that a " standard " is
established, so that when coil
biscuits are fitted for other channels one would be sure that
optimum efficiency is secured.
Also, that to set the tuning of any
other channel only the coils need
be adjusted. This mode of design
and adjustment, therefore, means
that coil sets other than those
specifically designed for the tuner
-even though they may fit -are
virtually unsuitable.
The solution is not in realigning the tuner by the present trimmers, for this would bring in
those channels using sub -standard
coil sets and maladjust all the
other channels using the correct
coil sets! What must be done, of
course, is to carefully tailor substandard coils to fit the existing
alignment of the tuner -never
Fig. 3- Showing how the coil biscuits are unclipped from the turret.
being tempted to alter the preset
Note that it is necessary to turn the turret several channels to make the
adjustments
under any conbiscuit under adjustment accessible.
ditions.
the
turret, and from this it will be seen that the
Let us suppose that we have a tuner which is
channel selector will need to be turned off channel
working correctly on, say, channel 2 (and
to make the biscuit under adjustment accessible
possibly other distant channels) and that the local
-after first removing the screen from the bottom
channel 8 ITA station is required, but that there
of the tuner, of course. The aerial biscuit is
is not a coil set for this channel-only a set for
that in the half of the turret remote from the
the adjacent channel, channel 9. What can be
control knob, and the biscuits are clipped in by
done in a case like this?
means of locating pips and ledges (see Fig. 2).
When maximum sound of the required channel
Turns Spacing Adjustments
is obtained with the fine tuning control at approxiThe best idea would be to alter the channel 9 mate range centre, the turns spacing of coils L1,
Coils until they give optimum reception of the
-continued on page 419
channel 8 transmission. On adjacent channels

-
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VICING
EVISION
I

By L. Lawry Johns
No. 90: ALBA T655

I

the on /off switch to the chassis. Two thermistors
are used, one in the heater circuit VA1015, the
other in the vertical linearity circuit VA1008.

THE Alba T655 is a 17in. table model with a
90' tube, electrostatically focused. The
majority of the valves and components are
mounted on two printed circuit panels which are
detachable for replacement as a whole or for
servicing. Many of the components are close

Heater Chain
The valves are numbered according to their
position in the heater chain, for example th' e.r.t.
heater is the last in the chain wi4h one side to

soldered to the panel and require care on removal
if damage to the panel is to be avoided.
One side of the mains is connected via a fuse and
.
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chassis and the tube is therefore referred to as V1.
The PCC84 on the tuner unit is next in the chain
and is V2, the PCF80 V3 and so on. This has the
advantage of immediately identifying the position
of the valve likely to be at fault if some are lighting
and others are not. For example if valves (or
heaters) one to eight are not lighting whereas nine
to 14 light brightly it is obvious that V8 and V9
should be checked for heater -cathode shorts without
further ado.
Removal of Safety Glass

Another good point of this particular model is
the ease with which the front safety glass can be
removed for cleaning and access to the front of
the tube. There are three screws fixing the bottom
front strut which comes away to allow the glass to
be removed.
The gilt motif on the bottom strut tends to catch
in polishing dusters, unless care is used, resulting in
ends bending up or snapping off.
Removal of Printed Panels

To remove the top panel remove the panel fixing
screw which passes through a rubber grommet,

The Alba T655

ABCDEF

KLM

IIIIIIIIIIIII
GH

C31
(

0

R19

0
0

R9

R42

9

R34
C

33

f

=C32
C27

=

(

C14

R3 5

R32
=0C

D2

R18[1
C17

I

59

R8

T2

T5

f

R2O

D3

R,21

I

}

R44

1-1R41

C28

J

C4

R39
I

I

T3

o
a

C24

C25

C9

T4

R14

Fig. 2 -The i.f. panel.

this being located to the left of the sync separator
V9. The panel can then be lifted off in an upward

direction from its connector block.

Bottom Panel
Remove the fibre board bottom cover of the
cabinet. The panel fixing screw passes through a
rubber grommet located between V4 and V5.
Remove this, and also one screw in the latch
retaining arm, situated just left of V6. The panel
can then be withdrawn from its connector block in
a downward direction.

Chassis Removal

Remove panels as above or at least remove the
two fixing screws and remove the side control knob
escutcheon (two screws) and the two tuner knobs.
Unplug loudspeaker leads, c.h.t. connector and tube
base socket, ion trap magnet and centring device
(having first noted their exact positions). Release
the two chassis fixing screws one on the right of
the frame output transformer, the other is located
through a hole in the back control panel adjacent to
the Band III sensitivity knob. The chassis should
then be tilted slightly backwards from the top,
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-The timebase panel.

allowing the lower fixing clips to be unhooked. The
chassis is then free of the tube.

Faults to Expect

Probably the most frequently encountered fault

is due to failure or impending failure of the h.t.
Removal

of Complete Assembly

Remove side escutcheon and tuner knobs. Remove
the fixing screw immediately at the top of the tube
and the two screws in the base of the circuit. This
allows the whole assembly to be withdrawn-but
keep an eye on the loudspeaker whilst removing.
When refitting, enter the left side of the chassis
into the cabinet first about half way up in order
to clear the loudspeaker of the upright cabinet
member.

HT+

rectifier PY32. Normally the first symptom is that
the sound comes on after a slight delay but the
vision is delayed for a further period, often of
considerable length becoming progressively worse
until perhaps the best part of an hour may elapse
before a small picture finally appears.
Examination of the PY32 will probably show a
blue glow in the glass envelope and this effect has
been dealt with several times in past articles in this
series. Replacement of the PY32 (preferably a
PY33) will effect a complete cure. A defective PY32
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can also result in a blown fuse and /or failure of the
26t2 (R72) surge resistor. When the fuse fails, of
course, there will be no sign of life in the receiver,
no valve heaters glowing and the set will appear
dead. This does not happen when R72 fails as
only the h.t. is absent resulting in the receiver being
inoperative of course, but the valve heaters continue
to function as their supply is via R70 -R71.
It should be pointed out that the fuse is in the
neutral side of the mains from chassis via the on /off
switch. With this type of circuit the use of a neon
indicator will result in a glow being obtained at all
parts of the receiver, including chassis, if the fuse
fails and if the mains polarity (wiring of the plug)
is correct.

No Picture, Sound Normal

No raster displayed when the brilliance control
advanced. Listen for the line timebase whistle
which should be clearly audible (if you haven't got
a cold that is); if present, this indicates that the line
timebase is functioning. Investigation will probably
show that c.h.t. is present up to the EY86 top cap
but that this valve is not being heated. Fit a new
EY86 and in nearly all cases a picture will be
restored.
When there is little sign of a timehasc whistle
first check the PL81, then the PY81 and the wire wound resistor to pin 8 of the PL81, R64 (1.5k'.2).
If the PL81 runs red hot check V10 (FCL80) and
associated components including the horizontal
hold control R63 (100kí2).
is

Lack

of Width

When a black band appears from either side and
the height appears to be excessive, the PL81 is
usually at fault as whilst low h.t. (weak PY32) will
cause lack of width it will also give rise to lack of
height as well, more so at the bottom of the picture.

Lack
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of Height

TUNER BISCUIT
MODIFICATIONS
-continued from page

415

L3, L4 and L5 should be adjusted in a like manner
to secure the best sound /vision balance and the
best definition of Test Card C. The tuning of
these coils is less critical than that of the
oscillator, but most biscuits feature a core er cores
for finalising the adjustment, though this cannot
always be done with the biscuits in position. It
is usually necessary to make the adjustment,
reinsert the biscuit, try the set and then follow
up with other adjustments if necessary. On Band I
channels it is often necessary to alter the
number of turns to get one set of coils to work
on a different channel. It is impossible to say
exactly how many turns will have to be added
or removed as, again, the turns spacing plays a
great part in determining the tuned frequency.
To go up or down a channel 1.5 turns should be
removed or added respectively, and final adjustment undertaken by altering the turns spacing and
core adjustment as already explained.

TV ALIGNMENT
-continued from page

405

DUAL- STANDARD RECEIVERS

The problem is considerably increased when we
come to consider the alignment of dual- standard
receivers.
However, there have been several
instructive articles on 625 -line specifications in
these pagesrecently and space limitation prevents
a discussion of the special alignment techniques
demanded by the later receivers.
Further details of the instruments and their
wider range of facilities will be found in the appropriate articles of this series at present appearing
in our companion journal, PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
The use of a double -beam oscilloscope, for
example, gives the added advantage of direct comparison of input and output waveforms, making
such tests as the square -wave input much more
effective. Specifications for such instruments also
cover a wide range of audio and radio tests and
have many uses in direct fault -finding.

Continuing from this, if the width of the picture
is normal but full height is not obtainable, more
particularly at the bottom, check Vil and notice
whether R52 (330í2) is discoloured. If it is, change
it as a new PCL82 will rapidly fail if R52 falls in
value. If V11 is not at fault and R52 is of correct
value check the bias electrolytic C40 which has a
value of 100 /LF 18V (or 100í,F 25V). If this capacitor
becomes o.c. heavy current feedback results and the
frame current is seriously affected. In the event of
Vil, C40 and R52 being found in order, check C42,
C43 and C44, and then the varite R56. If in doubt
replace R56 with a resistor of 10- 15k12.

TO

BE

CONTINUED

THE PATTERN GENERATOR

The pattern generator requires only a brief
mention at this point. Such instruments as the
Taylor 94A have the facility of a still- pattern transmitter and permit the complete appraisal of the
television receiver.
In general the proper use of these elaborate
instruments requires close adherence to the instructions supplied by their makers.
If space allows there may be an opportunity
later of detailing the specifications and applications
the
of
specialised instruments at present
available.
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERThe
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
coupon from p. 427 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

PYE VT17

EKCO T205

The picture is good until a camera change is
made when the picture disappears leaving hori-

The picture on this set consists of two complete
frames instead of one. I have replaced the 20L1
F.
in the frame circuit but with no effect.
Warburton (Malvern, Worcestershire).
Suspect a faulty 1MO resistor which is between
the slider of the frame hold control and the blocking oscillator transformer. It is located below
mid -chassis, near the seam between the i.f. and
timebase sections.

zontal lines over the screen. Adjustment of the
horizontal line control occasionally restores a very
dim picture covered with a patterning. The only
sure way to restore a good picture is to switch
the set off for about half a minute and then switch
on again.
I have replaced the PCF80 twice, which only
temporarily cures the fault. I have a Trader
service sheet. -A. Smith (Berwick-on- Tweed).
Make sure that the PCF80's are above suspicion,
and then check by substitution, X2, MR1, MR2,
C61 and C62.

SOBELL T175

The sound is correct but recently a horizontal
line appeared across the screen. I changed the
frame output and sound output valves and on
switching on the horizontal line appeared for a
few minutes and then disappeared. This lasted
for two days and then on switching on again
the horizontal line once again was present. A
new frame output valve again cured the fault, but
only temporarily. I cannot understand this situaHawkins
tion and I hope you can help.
(Sidcup, Kent).
The trouble lies in the frame timebase, and the
changing of the valve here may disturb a poor
soldered connection, thereby clearing the fault for
a while. Check for defective components and poor
',soldering on the tags of the ECL80 valveholder.

-J.

-J.

MURPHY V240

The raster width has shrunk to about five inches
and fold -over is present in about three places.
I have checked the line output (20P4), line
oscillator (20L1) and efficiency diode (U329)
valves and all have been found in order. -H. Price
(Horndean, Hampshire).
Replace the 0.2511F efficiency diode capacitor
which is wired across the 20P4 and U329 valve holders.
DECCA DM14

Could you please tell me if it is possible to fit
a 17in. tube in this receiver?-W. E. Campbell

(Manchester).
The DM14 uses an MW36 -24 tube. A 17in.
MW43 -64 or MW43 -69 may be used with pin 7
strapped to pin 11 with no other electrical
alterations.
The cabinet is not suitable, however, and it
would perhaps be possible to obtain a secondhand DM17 cabinet from a local dealer which
would also contain the chassis members.
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ECL82

1F96
)K 96

)L92
'L93

12/6

7/-

4/2/-

6/8/7/7/8

5/.
8/6/7/-

)1.94
U1.98
1)1.619 15/.

8/9

8/-

E01,63 10/EC7.88

El'30
E139
EF41
EF50
EFS4
E1,53

7'91

101-

EC304
ECU85
E0091

9/8
7/-

,

Essi

9:I3242
ECA B:i

RC1093

)ET20
iF72

EM811
KM 64

7/5/8

6/-

I179

E1'73

EF74
REM
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF92
EF95
EFL89
EF184
EL32

11/3/8

4/-

8/1/6
3/8

7/.
4/5/.
4/.

6/8

8/7/8/2/9

3/.
6/9/9/-

8/9

:'

1111

,

11/.i
1'1'1-'v4

I't.C83

KY:lI

6/-

5/6

17/.'2+1

PCLöO

6/6

6/.
9/7/-

10/l'E525 4/6
1'2546 6/-

l'E52'!0A
1,1.36

6/6

l'L81.

8/. 1' 1.1+2
6/- 1.1.83
6/- PT15

14

I

7/.

8/-

1"LL3

6/4/- 1.17
1,
8/6
7/6 I":,

8/8

K1"80

RY9l

7/

PUL'89 10/6
PCFBU
7/-

4/6 PC'l'w2
6/6 l'11.82
7/6 1'Ú1.03
8/8 1'CJ,84

47/6

EI'B0

'D41.

8/el3

E1.42

EZ4n
K'/.41
E'/.80
R7.öl

4/6
4/6

ECH42
EC'H81

1AF90

5/Si-

EMS

20/85/.
2/5/.
8/l'V102 1/-

1.430

KI-41

601-

117'911

)41

121-

7/6
101080 7/9
E09t1
20/-

2/3
5/8

CC31
C1C
CV71

11

r.l.:'.1

ESP 208 6/.

BTöB

)Y31

E S

30/16/1/6

F:1415

31i!L;- i12J
11+ IF.N 8/- 1"I'I1
013

8/-

9/-

1'",

15/-,
16/8/5/.
6/8,
10/111-

8/3

.,

i

k

{,:

:"^A
4::

"''+1

5/8

öBi

3/5/6/-

6E46

3/-

OL'4

^/2/6
42/6

12/-

bl-

5/- 2 11" I W 8/6
l'H61
20/- "N"
3/UA1et180 7/- 3A4
4/1411C41
7/- 3A167M
IiBFBO 6/8
25/I:IReP9 8/- 3117
5/UÚ1142 7/6 31124
5/0t'H8l 91- :IIt!.8 15/li(:L8'! 9/- :lF,_'9 60/LUL83 11/- 31.74
8/L

32

81- 111,41
813

i+._,

3I-, rrl
30/-, 2A:

TELEVISION

1.84
I. LO

71-

30/. I7Y41

I+04

7/- :/V4

1 i

1007

:,GT
U1'r.n
6CwG
6C110
61Ai

6E5

3/5/-

8/8/-

61'G:

5/8

6F'5I1T

5/9

Iil'6G

rF,

6141i0

3/6
2/6

4/9
61618

3/8/6
6/-

8K 60T 8/eK70
2/-

8/6

12/8/9/-

el-

4/8

4/8
01.120 '5/9
6070
5/9
857
B/64470
6117

8/-

6-

6807
6%6
8BC70T 6/8807
5/08E17

XX50
0

8/6/6

61-

6Ytit:

8/-

8/-

15/-

Cathode

15/HavTubes
80/- :11'KS 20/6/1,,,}:, 15/126570T
803
22/8
V13:+u 60/6/9
10/- C1I:!iii
I2H1:7
5/- 87F7BR 8/- kut1.1 55/l '.1'4
2/FaIU:V.LS 4
141.7
^/- 810
80/25/1:+142
8/- 81.1
65/- E4504 IS Iii
19143
40110/- 81.5
30/19H1
8/- 829A
301- VCR07 ^8/17/8 8291s
50/- VC1113H30/21112
2uP'I
17/8 83JB
4l- VC1C1:94
2114,f
9/- 839
15/5/- 3FP7 35/"sLG'r 7/9 H43
25/5l- Bú6A 14/- 0CI'
:SI.
25/L1
10/3/6 ñFI'7
45/311:
Itú
2/e 5FP7A 25/30FL1 9/8 933
2/- 711P7 30/311P1!I
11/- 037
5/- 1'2U1'7A
301'L1 10/6 1139A
4/80/30l'1.1:3 10/6 1616
8/35LBGT 8/- 1619
6/Photo
3S'l'
17/6 1.125
6/Tubes
1

1

1

61-

717

78

7/.
6í4/6
2/6

7147

8/- 3123
8/. 1628
17/6 352401 6/- 1429
4/. 2031
2/6 37
12AH7 6/- 38
4/- 40430
12AH8 11/. 42
6/- 4063
11E3

01A8

124'r7

418

12AU6

91-. 69

12407

6/-

58
75

8/- 5994
6/. 5933

5/6 5670
IV-

12AY7 l0le 77

8/- 78

1208
11E1

17/- 80

12H6

21-

81

4/6
12KBM 7/8
121/70T 4/6
124iA7
7/-

84

LK7/.T

ö6A2
89

9001

12BC7

4/- 210VPT

12807

3/.
8/- 350BH

128H7
12027

12ßK7

6537
6/OBJ70T 5/6

MANY OTHER..s IN STOCK include Cathode Ray Tubes and Special Valves. All Is.K. orders below
61 P. 4 P. 1'
over 6/, '2, -: over (3 P. 4 P. free. 12. 0. D. 2/0 extra. Overseas Postage extra at cost.

6/- 357A

8/8 368A

8/6/-

6/8
9/-

5736
8094
6035
6120
BSDi

6/- 719J
7/6
8/- 7475
8/- 8013A
9001
9002

8/e BD03

70/- 9004

6/- 9008

8/-

4/6 CMGB

8l- G816

18/6 931A

8/9/-

9/-

9/3216

65/-

8097C 850/-

S9eeW
Vahee

9/. ACT6

818

OS

AC1'lb 225
7/- uV52 -0/8/- CV125 36/4/. CV193 80/-

dl- ESU77 210
/9 KR6/3 70/3/- U35
26/-

1319-

26/- IB24
25/31- 3J/92/E

8/-

7234/B

2/6 7o_6A
2/6 40330

/gQ_
27/6
20/-

P.C. RADIO LTD.
170

GOLDHAWK ROAD, W.I2
Shepherd's Bush 4946

"SABRINA"

THAT 'DIFFICULT'

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

COMPONENT...

Of course you are troubled with Mains Volts variations.
With our new Automatic Regulator a steady voltage on
your TV set, even when volts are down to 180, or up to 260.
Willingly sent on approval against cash. Details S.A.E.
No more constant adjustment of controls. Longer life
of Tube, Valves and Components.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES

ALL TYPES

now ...
to 17" now
21" now ...

...
...

12"
14"

...

E5. 0.0

£5.10.0
£8. 0.0

For
Single
Tubes

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:

12"-8716;

8/91-

6

912

01( HO

01,60
61.70
8L34

-

6V8M

6/6

6K7GT

61.6

9le

6V6\+il:
6GT

1/6

9/-

61,50

41:'l'

7V7
7Z4
8143

8/-

634
031
6.150
626
0J7G

BK'25

61

717

e/-

6KBGT
6KHM

2/-

4/6
5/-

61-

6H0M

6/.

6.907

4/5/-

4/-

8/- 541740 51-

0847

0-3032 10/II24
6/717
7/6

6/.

6141

1:'.A
6/6 120K7G1
4/tl
Iid1,70T 6le 128L7GT 3/- 7L)13
08 5 7
4/6
6/9 8411

49.175
G8E7

3/-

61'I:s
01'32
61'33

6/8 541730 61-

3

66F?i

5/2/6
5/6
5/3
12/2/6
8/-

1Fwli
61,12

61- PT23H 7/6 UY 85
el- 8B%!67M
4/- PX4
14/- V1924 20/19/FW415008/8 PX25
9/. VMP4012/- 57t40Y 9/01/2360 9/. PY
el9/8 VP23
81- 5T4
0232
9/. PY80
6/6 VF41
5/6 50411
5/1163
7/. 9Y81
8/8
6l8 VR99
8/- 5X40
5V40
HK54 22/8 PY82
8/. VR105/30
31HL21C 2/6 PY83
6/9 51/30
7/5Y3GT e/11L23
8/- ',YAW) 10/. V11150/30
8/6
11L23DD6/- PZ1-35 9!8/- 524
HIA1
714/- QP21
8/- VT4C 20/- 6240
4/HV62 9/- QP25
6/- 8AB7
6/- VU39
3/K3A
10/- Q895I10 5/6 VX3256 4/. 6407
IiAGS
KT32
818/- 4481202 8/- X66
7/6
ICT93C 4/- QV04/7 7/- Y63
6l- LAG7
KT44
8/. Y85
4/- 6AH6 10/5/9 R3
KT6:1
2/- Y46
8/6
4/. 113I10
8/. 6AJ5
3/KT66 12/9 ItKL21 25/. 280011 17/6 6AJ7
5/3/- OAKS
KT67 16/- RX235 10/- IA3
8/KT76
8/6 SP2
3/8 1A5GT 6/. 8AK8
e/KTW81 5/6 SP41
2/. 11ä11T 7/- 6AK7
KTW62 8/6 SP81
2/- 1080T 6/- OARS 2/6
6AM
O
4/lE7G
KT241 6/- STV280140
718
7/KTZ83 6/81- RAQb
12/8 1F2
4/1ü6GT 6/- 15A86
LP2
10/- 81E280 /80
el8/- LATO
M8162 12/60/- 1L4
64X4
8/9U2150A4/9
1R5
6/MH4
8/8
8/.
5/- 13240
MIA
9/- T41
6/6 184
F/Ii01ì1
F/6083

+&vG

421

14 717"

-9716;

21" -147 6

FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

SAME DAY!
No matter how old the set you are servic-

if y'ou require a line output
transformer it is 999-1 that we will have it
in stock or can rewind it quickly.
ing may be.

We operate same day despatch service
from the largest stocks of television
components in the U.K., including a
comprehensive range of accessories,
materials and test gear of all kinds.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Retail quotations gladly given on receipt of s.a.e.
Trade -Please send your letter headings for data
charts.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS
LTD.
*Please Note our New Address:
Dept. PTV, 126 Hamilton Rd., London, 5.E.27
Telephone: GIP 6166 (PBX)

Day and Night Ansafone Service

www.americanradiohistory.com
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VACUUM
ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

TELEVISION BOOKS

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE

ON FREE TRIAL!
THEN

ONLY 5/- PER WEEK
FOR THOSE YOU KEEP!

WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

No. 200.
TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE. Let t his new course
help you in TV servicing. A real bargain. Uompl!ete, only 32/6 full price
for all lessons. You get lessons on picture faults, c rcuits, adjustments,
short -cuts. alignment facts, trouble shooting, nee of test equipment,
picture analysis. SPECIAL only 32/6.
No. 39. RADIO AND ELECTRONICS COURSE. If some of your baste
end that you take
theory of electronics is a little shaky then we
this course. A good understanding of the fundamentals of electronics
is
ential for intelligent TV repair and this course will provide all the
information you will need. Just imagine! You get 35 large. fact- packed
lemons for little more than 1/- per lemon! The lessons are crystal clear,
practical, easy to ulster anti me.
Early lemons make fundamentals
clear even to the beginner, while other lessons will give you the practical
"know -how" of an expert: The price? Only 38/ -, plus postage. Oraduatee
of No. 39 course can qualify for a certificate, details sent with each course
u

12"-14 £4-150
15rr-17rr

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU BUY FROM

trial time
payment plan at prices no higher than you would pay your
local bookstore! We are positively the only company offering
these terms anywhere in Great Britain. So why take chances,
always buy your books from Sim -Tech where you can be
sure of a fair deal!
can get books on no interest, free

PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES. Price 31/8.
a doubt one of the moat useful books ever published about
television. Do you have a copy? If not you are really missing something.
is
Its not an ordinary
This
the only book of Its kind ever published.
text book. its useful to both amateurs as well as experts! No matter
how clever you are at fixing televisions, It would be impossible for you
to have all the knowledge stored in this book. Over 340 cross indexed
pages: 50 time -savng check charts. It's your most useful on-the-job
"tool." Quickly and easily pin -points the exact trouble in ANY television
sett Also includes 290 diagrams and photos: explanations of circuits and
designs. Thousands of Practical Television readers own and use this
book every dayl Why not send for your trial copy today? Then it you
decide to keep it, pay only 5/- per week until completed. Thia book must
be able to earn you more than its coat within two weeks or your money
will be refunded!
No. 29.
TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK, by Gordon J. King.
Here is a useful book by one of Britain's top technical writers. Tells
you how to deduce from a given Molt the most likely cause of the trouble,
and how to do an effective repair. This book together with Pin -Point
TV Troubles will give you real money-making TV repair knowledge.
You can have this book on free trial, time payment plan privilege for the
regular bookshop price of 30 / -.
No. 8. TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPAEDIA. Harold P. Manly, 47/8.
Here IA a most reliable ro ence source of information on television.
One of the most interesting books we have ever seen. You will enjoy
reading this publication, it's not stuffy or hard to use. It's not a glorified
dictionary as the title may imply, but a thoroughly readable book of 868
pages representing the beet value in television information. The chapters
are in alphabetical order and cover such subjects as Alignment, Amplifiers,
B.P. Tuners, Amplifiers Sweep, and Video, Antennas, Biasing, Brightness
controls and so on. We feel that you will want to add this book to your
library once you have seen it, so why not send in the coupon now? You
can always send It back if you don't agree with us.
No. 1.
COYNE'S ELEMENTARY PRACTICAL RADIO -TELEVISION
SET consisting of three volumes. A reference set you will use for years
to come. Has sturdy vinyl hard covers for long life. Written in an easy
to follow manner, yet explaining everything completely. Teaches television
and radio together, saving time. Each book available separately at 26/each or 48.12.8 if you buy the set at one time. You could search all the
bookstores in England but you won't find a better value than thisl Pay
only 5/- per week on this 1,038 page set without interest charges.

151-

5 -0

21£7-150

ordered.

SIM-TECH! You

£5.

ALLOWED

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12'6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

ON

RECEIPT

OF

OLD

TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

No. 8.

Without

BIG BOOK CATALOGUE SENT FREE!

FREE

TRIAL COUPON

To SIM -TECH BOOK CO., Dept. P.TV32,
Southampton, Hants.
D Please send me the books number
(

1

(

Gater's Mill, West End,
I

for seven days' free trial. One at a time. If I am not satisfied with
any book I may return it post paid without further obligation on my I
part.
Otherwise I will pay cash or 5/- weekly after seven days

until paid.
'l'ick here if enclosing full price (we pay postage.

-day money back guarantee). Postage charges: Orders up to £3 allow 1/6. £3 I
or over allow 2/ -. Overseas customers please send lull amount.
Name
Address

Same

7

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.

SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON, W.1
35.

(5

REGENT 6404

14

INCH

17

lines)

INCH

£1.10.0

£11.10.0

100% Guaranteed

Personal collection
advised, or insured

12

'C.

months' Full

Carr.

Written

Guarantee.
-Shown working all
channels in Shop.

-

14in., 20f-

I7in., 30/-

-

I

t

Part exchange
allowance on

ar

ANYTHING

Legs

39/6 per set.

USEFUL

T

Regunned TV TUBES
TELEPHONE
21ín., 99/6
I7in., 79/6 HANDSETS
15, 14,

12ín., 5916

Guaranteed One Year
Ins. and Carr., RV-

Add 10 /- refundable on OLD
TUBE. 110` Tubes in Stock.

Ex- Rental
121,31 74,36 24 141,
15 /w 14KP4 arid others.
Sec tested. Carr. 51..
Variable Pots. 40, !Or
New. TV or Radio. Assorted
P.P.2 /6.
Condensers. 100, 10/- New.
Assorted electrolytics & PFs.
Resistances.
100 -Sl -.
Assorted sizes, watts, grades.
VALVES 9d. Each
1000's available. Most types.
Post & Packing Id. each.
Stamps for Lists. Minimum 6d

battery.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Pair

P.P. 4/6.

199

EXTENSION

SPEAKERS
2 -tone covered cabinet, 6in. PM
speakers, switch and flex. Ideal
for kitchen, sick -room, etc.
P.P. 3/3,

SPEAKERS

/
11;,

fl/
I

%

few
P.P.

only.

29.

each

Sin., Sin., Tin. x 4i n.
Money back guaranteed. Other sizes,
Ex. mfd. salvage.

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
621
Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mins.
..3

I5,6

G.P.O. standard pattern. House
to Workshop, garage, inter office, etc. Works off any small

Phone
ILFord
6001/2/3

I
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PYE V7CD

DECCA DM4 C

The picture is quite good except that there is
a continual " shimmering " pattern over the
screen. I have ascertained that the aerial system
is not at fault. -C. S. Jex (Carlisle, Cumberland).
These symptoms indicate interference from the
local v.h.f. radio station. Try fitting a coaxial
stub in parallel with the aerial plug. Start with
a six -foot length and cut it off an inch at a time,
until an optimum point is reached.

The contrast control appears to be completely
inoperative and the picture on Band III varies in
contrast and lacks highlights. The picture was
slightly improved by changing V7 (EB91) but the
control still has no effect. The sound volume on
Band III is also poor,
Line tearing appears to be associated with these
faults and the line hold control is very sensitive.
Also after prolonged use, some frame "bounce"
or "judder" occurs.
I have changed VI (PCC84) without improve ment.-M. H. MacDermott (Marden, Herefordshire).
We would not be inclined to suspect one
particular fault causing all the symptoms
described. If the tube is the original, this could
well be failing and so produce loss of highlights,
apparent loss of contrast, etc.
The fact that the control does not work at all,
could be due to an open circuited contrast control.
a shorted a.g.c. line capacitor or a faulty controlled
valve. Check the PCL83 audio output valve and
clean the volume control if necessary.

ULTRA 917

The picture is lacking in width by 1Jin, and
this cannot be rectified even by adjustment of the
control on the transformer. I have changed all
the valves without success, including the U25.
The picture quality is reasonably good but the
sound is very weak.
I can obtain the correct width with the horizontal hold control, but this also results in multiple
images and loss of vertical frame.-A. Norbron
(Brierley, Yorkshire).
Check the h.t. voltage (200V). If this is low
and you are sure the U801 is in order, check each
100f2 resistor to the anode pins. About 200V a.c.
should be recorded at pins 3, 4, 5 and 6.
If the h.t. is in order, check the 1.5Mf2 anode
resistor of the 20L1 (pin 5) and the screen
resistor (4.7kí2) to pin 4 of the 20P4. Check the
cathode components of the 20P4. These are a
100:2 resistor and a 50nnF capacitor.

EKCO T205

The picture quality on this receiver is excellent
on close -ups, but poor on distant shots. The contrast control is fully advanced. I have changed the
U25 and fitted a new 100 +200nnF capacitor.
When first switched on, the picture is very
bright but after about three minutes it returns to
its normal condition. Apart from the tube, could
any other components be at fault ?
L. Hume
(London, N.20).
These symptoms do sound like a faulty tube,
but a video amplifier fault could also produce
these conditions. The tube is fairly easy to replace
and you can use either a CRM141 or CRM142.

-T.

BUSH 24A
It is almost impossible to adjust the line hold
control as it is so critical, and readjustment is
necessary every few minutes to keep the picture
steady. The picture is always distorted and fold over occurs in the top left-hand corner.
The frame hold control is also very critical.

-D.

M. Blachlin (Oldham, Lancashire).
We would advise you to replace the EF80 and
ECL80 valves on the right side of the main deck.

BAIRD

I would like to know if it is possible to convert
this set to using a 21in. c.r.t.?
I can find no model number on the receiver,
but it has a five -position switch on the front for
BBC stations only. The tube type is MW43 -64.
Rose (Grantham, Lincolnshire).
This receiver is apparently a Baird P2017. A
Mullard MW53 -20 21in, tube can be used with
no electrical alterations, but this, of course, wi'i
demand considerable mechanical alteration.

-J.

PHILIPS I238U

The h.t. is very low on this receiver. After
cutting off the anode wire of the EY51 there was
a reasonable spark from the transformer. I have
fitted two new EY51's but the fault remains.
Without the EY51 in circuit, the h.t. at the transformer seems normal. -A. Rogerson (Lancashire).
We presume your reference to the h.t. voltage
really refers to the e.h.t. associated with the EY51.
The h.t. voltage is that derived from the PZ30,
and applied to the various stages of the receiver.
If this is indeed low, check the PZ30 and the
100µF reservoir electrolytic capacitor under the
front of the left -side chassis.
If the e.h.t. is low, note whether the EY51
heater lights up with the tube anode clip removed
from the side of the tube. If the EY51 anode
becomes red hot, disconnect the e.h.t. capacitor
from the front end of the line output transformer
panel on which the EY51 is mounted. If the
EY51 does not get red hot, and does not light.
check the PY80 and PL81 and the electrolytic
boost line capacitor near the PY80 valve base.
Also check the h.t. applied to pin 8 of the PL81
valvebase.
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INVICTA 137

PHILCO 1968

The picture height is considerably less than
normal and there is a pronounced fold -over at
the top of the screen. I have also noticed that

The fault on this set first becomes evident with
reduction in width followed by the screen
darkening, sometimes to such an extent that the
picture is no longer visible. The local mains

the h.t. is low.
I have checked the sync separator (PCF80) and
the frame output (PCL82) valves by substitution,
but without improvement.
If the mains rectifier needs replacing, can you
suggest an available type ? -L. G. Wilkes (Manchester).
A direct replacement FC101 metal rectifier may
be fitted. This may help to restore the normal
frame scan but it may be necessary to check the
components in the frame linearity circuit if the
pre -set top linearity control is correctly adjusted.

a

supply of 240V seems to vary, as during the day
there is a good picture. I tried changing the
voltage selector to 245V but the set then goes
completely dead.-F. Prentice (Liverpool).
The receiver goes dead when the selector is
placed in the 228 -245V position due to an open
circuited resistor in the mains dropper section.
The lack of width is due to a failing FC101
(14RA1282) contact cooled metal rectifier. Check
the PL36 line output valve if necessary.

BAIRD TVI9

One evening the screen of this set went blank.

EMERSON E701

When first switched on both the height and
width of the picture are half their proper size.
After twenty minutes or so the picture completely
fills the screen apart from lin. vertical strips at
the sides of the picture. -F. E. Millineton
(Gillingham, Kent).
You should replace the PY32 h.t. rectifier valve.
A PY33 is a more modern and reliable valve. Also
check the PL36.

The U26 valve was replaced and the picture
restored.
However, now another fault has

developed and after the set has been operating
for about an hour, a flurry of bright spots appear
and then the picture leaves the screen, only to
return a few seconds later with the spots still
present. This only happens rarely and only on
the BBC channel.-A. J. Webb (London, E.11).
The fault could be caused by a faulty U26
valve, but we would be inclined to suspect a poor
connection to its base or top cap due to the intermittent nature of the fault. Close examination of
the line output stage and U26 wiring should reveal
the fault.

SPENCER WEST 181

A few months ago I had to replace the mains
dropper and later the surge resistor. More recently
I renewed the PCL82. Up to a week ago the set
was performing well but then a crackling noise
became discernible when the channel selection
switch was touched.
This noise gradually became more persistent and
finally the picture collapsed leaving none of the
valves alight, except the one nearest the mains
dropper, which glowed brightly. -T. Barnes
(Birmingham).
If the PY82 lights brightly but the other valves
do not, check both the PY82 and the PY83
efficiency diode, as either may have a heater cathode short.

SOBELL TPSI73

The picture breaks up into horizontal lines and
this is accompanied by a change in the line
whistle.
With the aerial removed the raster is very
ragged at the edges. Also, when a picture is
received, the outlines are ragged, no focusing is
possible and the contrast control is inoperative.
When the horizontal hold control is fully advanced,
the line whistle becomes very loud and a general
arcing takes place at the heater wires of the EY51.
This arcing stops when the control is in a position
when it will not hold the picture. The picture
is also extended at the top.
I have checked all the valves by substitution.
J. Chitty (Horan, Sussex).
The arcing from the EY51 denotes that this
valve has been incorrectly soldered. It is essential
to use a hot iron, making well rounded "blobs"
with no sharp edges, no bent wires or wire ends
protruding.
The contrast control will not work on a weak
signal and a weak signal will also produce ragged
outlines.
Check the aerial first and the tuner unit valves,
particularly the PCC84. Also check the cathode
components of the right side PCL82. These are
a 3300 resistor (R74) and a 100µF electrolytic
capacitor C69.

-J.
MURPHY V350

When first switched on a wicker -work pattern
covers the screen. After about ten minutes the
picture becomes normal. The sound is not affected
at any time. The line hold control is turned fully
,clockwise. -L. Steel (Shiremoor, Northumberland).
Replace the 30P4 line scan generator valve in
the e.h.t. unit. If possible use one of the new
,30P19 valves, which are an improvement on the
30P4.
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON

12

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

100- -MICRO FINE- ALUMINISED

DESIGNED FOR

PERFORMANCE

75

The Modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
all types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., ensure needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and Lawson are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacement for the original tube, ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.

LICHT
OUTPUT

50

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT

NOT

RESCREENED
BRILLIANCE

FROM THE LARGEST STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF C.R.T.'s IN BRITAIN WE CAN SUPPLY THE
EXACT TUBE YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN.

CONTROL

EXPRESS PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
Our service is countrywide and whether you live in
the Outer Hebrides, or at No. 10, we can guarantee
the fastest and finest CRT service in Great Britain.

NATION WIDE TRADE SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLI
C.O.D. or C.W.O.
12"
£4.10.0
14"
£5. 5.0
15 - 17"
£5.15.0
Gladly refunded
21"
£7.10.0 if you wish to return
your old tube
CARR. and INS.
7/6
(excepting l2 ")

Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD.
2

PEACHFIELD

CLOSI,

MALVERN,

WOI:CESTERSH IRE

Guarantee] Set Tested
24 -HOUR SERVICE

195, 1T4, 354, 3V4, DAF91, DF41,
DK91. DL92, DL94. SET of 4, 17/8.
DAF96, DF98, DK98, DL98. SET of 4. 25/6.
0A2
5/- DL33
7/3 PCF80
6/6
ID,
8/9
DL35
6/9
7/3 PCF82
155
DL92
4/9 PCL82
7/5/3
155
DL94
4/3
6/3 PCLB3
8/9
1T4
(LOS
2/11
6/9 PCL84
5/6
334
E891
PL136
4/9
3/9/3V4
EBC41
8/3
3U4G
4/6 EBF80 7/3 PÌÁ2
6/51'3GT 5/3
EBL21
9/- PL33
6/ -,
5Z4G
8/- ECC4J
P184
7/
8K7G
ECC81
1/9
4/8 PY31
7/6
6K8G
4/8 ECC82
PY32
1 /8
6Q70
ECC83
5/6
5/9 PY80
6/-1
8V8G
4/- ECCBi
6/9
PY81
8/MGT 5/8 ECCBS
PY82
F/8
12K7.3T 4/3
ECF80
619
PY83
616
12K8G P
ECF82
9
8l- 025
1C/3
1237,3T 4/6
ECH42
7/9 1.128
5/3
12S,17GT 6/3
ECL80
VABC80 6/1457
EF41
14/716
UAF42
EF80
35L6GT 7/9
4/3 UBC41 7/6
7/35Z4GT 5/EF85
7/6
85A2
EF88
6/9 UBF80
7/6
6/9
EF89
AC/TP 21/5/9 UCC85
UCH42
7/3
CL33
EF91
2/9
8/6
7/3
DAC32
7/6 UCH81
8/9
UCL82
9/DAF91
4/3 ÉL84
DAF93 8/9
EY51
6/9 UCL83 10/6
F41
U
8/9
DF33
EY83
8/3
8/8
6/3
SES)
DF91
2/11
5/9 ÚF83
6/9
DF98
EZ80
6/9
5/3 01,41
EZBI
DH77
5/5/- UL84
6/3
KTW61
DK32
UUB
9/5/3
13/3
MÚ14
DK91
5/3
9/5/6 UY21
PCC84
DK92
6/11
6/3 ÚY41
5/8
PCC89
DK96
6/9
7/9 ÚY85
5/8
Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 8d. extra
Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address. no raileao.
1115,

GERALD BERNARD
83

-

Tel. 2100

NEW VALVES!

OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

10/-

TUBES
Guaranteed 12 months
Passgr. carr. free

COMPLETELY REBUILT
& RESCREENED

14"

f S.

-

IS"-1711
21"
a-

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

S.0

£5.10.0
£8.

'ry 11A. ß; 12A, B .,
Cossor, 930, 931, 933/4, 948
Ekoo, 78146; 78113 -14; T161
T221, 231. T8C311, etc.
..

45/62/8

.,

73/-

Bush,

0.0

47/6
69/6

Fergu,o0, 541/2/5; 941.945 ., b9 /S
990 -3T; 103 -145, 203, etc.
66/6
Ferranti, 1413, 4. 1763, 1779, 4 46/1412, 11205, 1215, 1225, 1325 66/to
O.E.C: H.M.V. mostly
60
66/Murphy, V240/250, V'270
64/Philips, 1114, 1115, 1437, 1448,

/

ION -TRAP MAGNETS
FOCUS MAGNETS

4'9 (P.P. 1/ -)

1726, 1746, 1747

Pye. I.V30, 16T, e817, VT17
CTM4, V4.. VT4, V7, VT7
Add pont 3/6.

12 6 (P.P. 3/6)

..

68 /5

55/-

MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE.

EAGLE Valve Filament Tester
Tests continuity- heaters, fuses, valve
pin straightener.
30 -. P.P. _iS.A.E.

CbNVERTERS -New.

l

\\'ITI I ENQUIRIES

l'1.1'.:\SI?

5

WESTWAY

RADI

LONDON, N.16
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Preston

Leu vair,..

Mainly Ch. 1, 5, Coeeor 927, Eke,
T1,142. 169, 211, G.E.C. ßT1251.
4536, Philipe 1446, 1746, 17471,
Itra 515 settee. All 86/..

Westward Way

Road, Harrow,
Tel. AVOR 2663

Middx.

I JII il l

VAL V/ 1J NEW!
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1A7GT
1D5

tubes at the
right prices
Most types.

(Old glass NOT
required).
£2.19.6

14 Inch

All other types add

10/-

returnable on old glass
£4.10.0
£5. 0.0
£6. 0.0
£6.10.0

17 inch
19 inch

inch
23 inch
21

With years of experience
and improved production
techniques Tates guarantee
first class rebuilt tubes with
extra fine definition and
brilliance -in spite of their
low cost.

Tates

Depots throughout
the North and Midlands.
Carriage and Insurance
7/6 B.R.S. 12/6 Pass. Train
P /ease supply the following
(101- deposit returned on receipt
of Salvage glass

Type

and
attach to
letterhead for
lI

trade enquiries
Address

- -.. _.._.......

5/6
4/9

3,9/7/5/9

3Q4

3S4

3V4
U4G
5V4G

5Y3GT
5Z4G
6AL5
6AM6
6AQ5

6AT6
6BA6

6X5GT
6/30L2

CY1
CY31

6/9

CBL1
CCH35
CL33

7B7

8/6
8/-

4/6
8/-

7C6
7H7

7Ì8

DAF91
DAF96

8/9
3/6
6/3

7Y4

8Ì9

DF33

8/12/18/8
lll6
6/4/9
4/9
4/9
4/9
9/6
4/9

5/9

69E6
6BG6G 13/6
6BH
6BJ6
5/9
6BW6

6CD6G 26/6
6F1
6F13
9/6
6F14
9/6
6K7G
6K7GT
6K8G
4/9
6K8GT
9/6L6G
6/6
6L19
10 /6LD20
5/6
6P2.5

8/-

6P28

1116

10C1
lOC2

10LD11
12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7

12K7GT
12K8GT
12Q7GT

14S7
14/6
19BG6G 13/6
20I.1
17/8

20P4
20P3
25LOGT
27SU
30L15
30P4
30P19

17/15/7/17/8
10/3
12/6
13/30PL13 11/35A5
14/35L6GT 8/3

12/6
12/13/6
12/3
12/8
5/9

AZ1

DAC32

91-

4/9
7/3
9/9/3/-

DCC90

DF96

DH76
DH77
DK32
DK91
DK92
DK96
DL33
DL33
DL92
DL94
DL96
EABC80

3

4/9
5/3
5/6
/8
7/3
8/9/8
5/9
6/9
7/3
4/9
8/6
3/9
5/7/9

10/6

EAF42
EB93
EBC33
E13041

EBF80

7/9

EBF89

81-

EBL21 13/6
EBL31 17/ECC40
8/6
ECC81
4/9
ECC82
4/9

EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EF183
EF184
EL33
EL41
EIA2
EL84
EM34

0732

PCF86

818

UCC85

PCL84
PCL85

T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE f

7/81-

7l8/6
9/6

PENA4
PEN36C
PL30
PL81
PL82
PL83
PL84
PX4
PX25
PY32
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83

U
U50

8/8

6/6

81-

7/9

7/8
7/3
14/6
11/6

7/12/13/6
UCH42
8/UCH21

6/8/6

UCH81
UCL82
UCL83
UF41
UF89

11/8
8l10/8/6
7/-

UL41
UL44
UL46

7/6
10/-

UL84

7/6

9/3
12/3
7/6
6/3
7/8
10/6
9/8
6/3
7/3

URIC
UU7
UY21
UY41
UY85

8/6
11/-

5l9
5/9
9/6

VP4B

17/15/15/6
10/6

VP41

5l-

W76
W77
W729

4/9

15/6

Post

9/6
15111/13/9
19/-

UCF80

7/6/7/-

TH21C
U24
U25

UCC84

16/6

13,16

5/6
518

EZ81

PCC89
PCF80

91-

PCL82
PCL83

7/8

EZBO

U291

12/6
8/6/9

PCF82

8/-

EZ40
EZ41

111-

0282

9/-

I

4/6

U52
U191
U281

0301
0801
UABC80
UAF42
UBC41
UBF80
UBF89
UBL21

PCC85
PCC88

9/-

EY86

10/-

PCC84

8/6
8/6
6/3
7/3
8l8/9/9
7/6/6

EN-51

N37

PC97

5l7/6/3
3/8
10/3
10/3

EM85

9/6/6
13/6

PC95

4/9

EM80
EM81

for 26/8

6/6

1(T61
MU14
MX40

6d.

3/9
14/-

per valve

extra.
Any Parcel Insured
Against Damage
6d exgtra.'r
Any C.OD. Parcel 4/3

STA. 4587

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND

Set of 4 or 18/8

KT32

7/7/7/6
7/8/6
7/3
8/9
7/3
F,CL80
7/ECL82
9/ECL86
9/EF37A 6/9
EF39
3/11
EF40
11/8
EF41
7/9
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85
ECF80
ECF82
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81

extra.

RES/CAP. BRIDGE p.3&9/p2/6
Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES

Built in

I

hour.

Direct reading

READY CALIBRATED

Stamp for details of this and ocher kits.

After brief, intensely interesting

study- undertaken
your spare

at home in

time-YOU

RADIO MAIL

(Dept. VM)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

can

secure a recognised qualification
or extend your knowledge of
Radio and T.V. Let us show you

Cash with Order.

Size

1S4
1S5
1T4

9/-

LONDON N.16

ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD
3, Waterloo Road, Stockport.

Tick here

112;1

l7 /8

35Z4GT 5/6
50L6GT 8/3
185BT 19/6
AC/TH1 19/6

24

ORDER NOW from

I

1H5GT
1N5GT

6/8/6SL7GT 5/9
6SN7GT 4/9
6U4GT 9/9
6V6G
4/3
6V6GT 7/3
6Q7G
6Q7GT

IiADIO
READERS
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL

Guaranteed for 12 months.
Prompt Delivery.

ni

DF DF96. DK96VDL98

SETS

GUARANTEED!

TESTED!!

F91, DF91, DK91, DL92, DL94

"NU -GUN"

=' FREE GUIDE

REBUILT TV TUBES

h

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest

importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. N.I.E. provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam., R.T.E.B. Servicing Cerc.,
C. & G. Telecoms.. Grad. Brit. I.R.E.
Guide also gives details of range of
diploma courses in Radio!T.V. SerElectronics
and
other
vicing,
branches of engineering, together
with particulars of our remarkable
Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

COMPLETE

-I2

NEW

GUNS

MONTHS'
GUARANTEE

12in.
...
14in.
S-17in.
1

21

in.

...

£3.10.0
£3.15.0
£4.0.0
£5.10.0

Carriage and Insurance extra.

Write now for your copy of this
_...._._

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150000. SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I
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PRACTICAL

G.E.C. BT318

This set has developed a pronounced hum
on the BBC channel only.
This varies with
picture content.-J. E. Mumberson (Loudwater,
Buckinghamshire).
This appears to be vision on sound. If the fine
tuner will not clear the fault, alter the oscillator
trimmer very slightly, keeping the fine tuner at
its mid -way position.

TELEVISION

Check the h.t. voltage to ensure that this is
somewhere near 200V. If it is very low, check
the main electrolytic capacitors.
If the h.t. is in order check the h.t. supply to
pin 8 of the PL81 and the cathode bias resistor
from pin 3 to chassis. Then check. the 0.25 /.F
boost line capacitor before finally suspecting the
line output transformer.

r

BANNER BI24

There is no sound on this set and no e.h.t. All
the valves light except the EY51.
I have
checked all the valves satisfactorily. -H. Cormell
(Birmingham).

427

'

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until JUNE 21st. 1963. and must
accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the notice
on page 420.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JUNE, 1963

TEST CASE
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

An experimenter's receiver was found to
to exhibit the symptom as shown in the photograph. On Test Card C the effect is of
" togging" while on a picture, impaired line hold
and distortion, as determined by the picture content
and movement, are most evident. The symptom
is often called " pulling on whites" and the illustration. reveals that sections of the picture finishing
in white are horizontally displaced.
What are the most usual causes of this symptom
and what tests can be made to establish the circuit
section at fault?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE
(Page 379, last month)

-6

The effect described last month must not be
mistaken for timebase trouble, for when the frame
or line timebases are to blame for raster distortion,
the edges of the picture are always symmetrical
although sometimes compressed or extra bright.
The progressive " spreading " of the picture
across the screen indicates that the formation of
the raster is being suppressed by repelling electrostatic charges developed upon the screen surface.
In many cases this signifies that the tube is waning,
and this should be suspected if the symptom is
accompanied by the typical " worn tube " effects,
such as a dim picture which tends to go negative
as the brightness control is turned up in an
endeavour to brighten the picture.
Note, however, that the effect
the picture is
otherwise normal-can be caused by dampness on

-if

The effect of

"togging"

the tube face or flare, and for this reason it may
sometimes occur when first switching the receiver
on after it has been left for a period, particularly
during the winter or damp weather, in a cold,
damp room.
In this event the trouble clears when the set
has thoroughly warmed up, and a normal picture
can be accelerated by quickly advancing and then
retarding the brightness control. In obstinate cases
it may be necessary thoroughly to dry both the
tube and the mask in front of a fire to clear the
trouble, and it should be remembered that old style sets sometimes used masks which developed
electrostatic tendencies.
On modern sets care should be taken to see that
the external conductive coating of the picture tube
is adequately bonded to chassis via the spring
clips or springs used for this purpose, and it often
pays to treat the screen with an anti -static polish
when it becomes necessary to remove the tube or
implosion guard for cleaning purposes.

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNESS. LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London. W.C.2, and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle. Bradford; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH
(A /sia). Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: Inland 21.ß.0. Abroad £1.6.6 (Canada £1.5.0). Registered at the General Post Office for the
Canadian Magazine Post.
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents

SIR,

-I

TELEVISION PHOTOGRAPHY
would like to say how much I have

admired the photographs that have appeared
in recent issues of PT, illustrating various fault
symptoms as they appear on the screen. These
indeed clearly indicate any effects of faulty components or circuitry and eliminate the ambiguities
that could arise if the author were to try to describe
with words the same symptoms.
I would like to attempt photographing television
pictures but being a very inexperienced photographer I can foresee many problems in such
attempts and I wonder if there is any reader who
would care to pass on any hints about such a task.
D. V. CHAPMAN (Corby, Northamptonshire).

improvement at the competitive prices asked for
modern sets; but the unfortunate part of this situation is that the person who wants to buy a quality
receiver employing the best design possible, is
frustrated by the fact that no such set is available,
even though he is willing to pay considerably more
than the normal cost of a TV set.
In other words, there is, it seems to me, no
" Rolls-Royce " of television receivers on the market
which leaves us with a TV industry producing more
N. GILBERT (Broad or less standard equipment.
stairs, Kent).

-I.

-

CONTINENTAL VIEWING
the moment, Continental television
SIR,
reception is just another outlet with which the
amateur experimenter may test his skill, but I
should imagine that if every viewer knew of the possibility of picking up foreign transmissions, there
would be a good deal of interest aroused. For the
language student, for example, watching a foreign
TV show would provide an excellent test for his
knowledge of the language. Also, there must be
many people who would enjoy watching a Continental programme for its own sake, perhaps in
preference to a BBC or ITA show.
But whatever the reason for Continental viewing,
since we shall soon be using a 625 -line system and
with sets already on the market capable of receiving
such signals, it seems a good idea to let the general
public know that reception may be possible, and
with the improved sensitivity of modern receivers
perhaps watching foreign programmes will become
so popular that the " Radio Times " will have to
publish programme times of their French, Belgium,
etc. counterparts.-S. D. DUDLEY (Swansea,
Glamorganshire).

-At

STANDARD RECEIVER DESIGN

-It appears to me that nowadays all TV
receivers are much the same in design and that

SIR,

only the external appearance differs from set to set.
No doubt individual manufacturers try to make
their sets attractive by adding circuit refinements,
but no single set incorporates all the " extras ",
with the result that, although each set will have
advantages over its rivals, it is bound to lack some
other feature. There is nothing basically wrong
with this arrangement and no one could expect the
manufacturers to bring out receivers including every

BOOK REVIEW
RADIO VALVE AND TV TUBE EQUIVALENTS

MANUAL
By B. B. Babani; published by Bernards (Publishers)
24 pages, 7;in. x 9:in. Price 3s. 6d.

Ltd.

TIIIS Manual will prove to be a most useful
" tool " for the professional serviceman as
well as for the amateur who, whether by
choice or under duress, finds himself involved from
time to time in the maintenance of receivers belonging to friends or neighbours.
The multiplicity of valve types is one of the
headaches of this kind of work, and a handy
reference book such as this manual is an indispensable aid to the selection of appropriate substitutes from the inevitably limited range of valves
carried in service stores or spares boxes.
Included in the general index of this manual are
receiving valves of the Octal, Loctal, B7G and B9A
varieties that are of current manufacture or still in
common use, together with many current types of
television picture tubes. On each line of the table of
commercial equivalents are listed valves or tubes
that are directly interchangeable, the entries being
divided into seven columns according to manu-

facturer (Mullard, Ediswan Mazda, Brimar, G.E.C.)
or other classification (U.S.A., C.V., European).
Other tables provide commercial equivalents for
C.V., British Service and U.S.A. Service valves -information that is sure to be a boon to the ardent
seeker of bargains in the ex- government equipment
field.
REMEMBER TO BUY

OUR COMPANION JOURNAL

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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2V-

Every Month

June,

1963

PRACTICAL

"There is no Virtue
without Courage
No Reward without

Labour"

Not simply

a school motto but at
B.N.R S. a creed and a way of life.
We owe to it all we have and are.
If you are prepared to make it your
motto and live up to it, we can
help you get to the top. It will take
time, lit will take effort, it will take
courage, and as if this were not
enoug'1, YOU WILL ACTUALLY BE
CHARGED FEES!

If we haven't succeeded
today,

write for details,

in

putting you off,

to:

Mr. J. SYKES

For more Transistors and Components see our advertisement In "Practical Wireless"
We are open oust
For the FINEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY.
10 a.m. until 7 p.m. -1 p.m. Wednesday. For any information or problems you
have. Cali or Phone, we are away, pleased to help.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SCAN COIL
SPECIALISTS

ALBA. All models available.

T301, T304. T394, 42/8. T644,
'1'724 FM 70/8. T655, T909 57/ -.

Ht

sIL

87 / -.

TV36, TVG38. TV43,
TV63. TV66, 82/ -.
All

MURPHY. 214, 218, 240, 250,
78/6. 270, 230, 310, 320, 410 to
540, 82/ -.
All models available.

models available.

PETO SCOTT.
available.

COSSOR. 900, 931, 933, 934. 935,
938. 939, 50/6. All models available.

PHILCO. All models available.

DECCA. DM4 /C, DM14, DM17,
72/8. DM45, 85/ -. All models
available.
EMERSON. All models, 52/8.

992,

994,

996,

All modele

PAM. All models available.
PILOT. All models available.

PTE. CTM4.

V4, VT4. V7, VT7,

52/8. CWI7, CTM17. 57/8.

SOBELL. TS17, T347, 62/6.
TPS173. 87/9.

84/8. 204, 206. 64/8. 306, 308, 82/-.

Britain's premier Radio Correspondence School
specialising in City and Guilds examinations.

B. & M. TUBES LTD.
6a DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3.

Tel. LEEDS 24576

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

FERRANTI. T4, T3, 17T3,
17K3, 45/
1001, 1002, 57/8. All
models available.

,

TUBES-ALL TYPES

ALI. VAI.'lRR8 BEI(IW ARE. BRAND NEW SOLD SUBJECT TO
ti LA hAS. 'l'li K--CURRENT VALVE LIST

l'l'31
UF'9L

l)i'9n
11AP9d
DH77

DE91
DE 90
DE96

£4. 5.0

15" - 17rr

£4.15.0

EAF42

21"

£6.15.0

DL94
DL9fi
EABC80
E1391

EBC33
EBC41
F BF80

EBF89
ECCBL

PRICES ON APPLICATION

Carriage& Insurance I0/- extra
OLD

TUBE

V'IDOR. All models available.

5/-Il'i:

101.92

supplied

ULTRA. All models available.

THIS LIST IS ONLY AN EXAMPLE. If you do not gee what you require, plee.e
send C.A.E. for ,Imitation. We block all types of Scan lolls. Frame and Liu,
Blocking O,c. 'l' eau+(urruere. If it', 'l'eleviaion -W, stook n. Trade inquiries
welcome,) at Special Hates.
SURPLUS OR EX. EQUIPMENT VALVES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS,
NEW LOW PRICES
^/,D23'1
Cy 31
7/- 61.18
8/S
5/6 PL81
6/6 l':i1
5/6
1.R91
8/4/8 eP25
2/8:UZ:t4
5/- C52
E131,80
4/7/9 61.28
8/6
5/8 E'l'33o
5/6 C191
4/.. /V 1'36
F.('C.Og
8/- l'1.`1
10/- I6F1
a/- l' 3u
3/6
l' 801
ECLBO
176 1013
4/81 K'l'U I
1i6/9 l'1':tl
E('LO'1
6/8fK'l',1:1
lOPllí
6/9
8/- l'l' A1.'42
Ot'41
El8t
2/6 1'1'1'84
6/6
2OD1
5/6
\'
w1
Pi
4/"
I:
2C84
EIB,
5/5I8/6 2oF".'.
6/6
4/- CI:FBU
EF9l
l'l'i'SG
8/6 LUL1
P1..
41- l4'4's
9/9
3/.
E L:i;t
5l5/6 P! 'L.2
7/6
tile '1F1
b/. Pi L83
E1.84
5/e
3/6 2ut'l
i-230
7/6 61,12
8/E1'5l
3/6 l'l'L+4
2/- "UP3
"24
2u
P4
bi12/6
EY86
6E1:1
5/- l'1.:.:'.
7/6
516
7140,23
EZBO
4/6 Pi.:o
7/6 6F'13
6/6 2Ur3
8/F:ZSI
5/- Pl.:,r
12/- I1:'3ú
6/8 OLE
7/6 3014
7/6

11.3E91

ON

Kingston Rd., South Wimbledon, London, S.W.19
"Compare our prices with any others"

FERGUSON.

Principal:

ALLOWANCE

131A

HE 3955

Dept. B.I3

(Wimbledon) LIMITED
131 &

able.

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
Red Lion Court, Stalbridge, Dorset.

90 and 110° also

Phone:

D. & B. TELEVISION

EICC'O. T221. T283, T231. '1"534,
TC267, 52/6. All models avail-

(M.I.E.E., M.:rit.I.ß.E., M.i.N.)

I2° - 14"

429

TELEVISION

ECCB'2
El 3283

ECC84

14/8
5/6
Si5/6

Ei'HOl.
El'LSU

10

1.8.2

EP:1ä
8/-, El':t:1

6/- I:F90
71- t:l'9.t
7/. El',
8/- 1,1 .39
7/-:El'91
7/3 E1'9!

e/- E1.32
7/31E1.33
Bi-' ELS4
3/9' E)134
4/61E3190
9/-¡EY31
8/-' EY86

8/-iEZ40
6/-, ET.4l

7/6' EZOO
7/8: F1281
Z:31

ECM

7116

Et.'F.8'2
EC114'2

B/-, PCC84
9/-' PCC83

El'F9U

/B,tiZ34

9/-KT330

7/6 Pt'C89
8/3 PCF80

in4/4/5/3
7/6
9/6/3

PCF92
P1 1096

PULSO

PCL93

P('1.ä4

1'(:L45
P1.36
1/9 PL38
4/- PLSL
4/3 PL82

el. PL83
7/6 PLS.{

é/3 P1'31
6/9
8/6
8/6
6/3
6/3

PY32
FY80
PY81

6/.

USO

PY82
PY83

e/- 1:24

9/8 l'21
12/6 1!31
6/- 1037
8/8 U50
8/8 11191

S/9 l'::( i
8/3 l'841
9/B

l'At42

10/8',1'BC4l
8/3' CC.F80
10/9 l' LB.
9/- CL4,i

i

e
14/3
12/- l'\'41

18/6:3s4
10/613V4

14G
7/6151
8/-5Y3

8/- 57AG
12/- 0AT8
10/6 6E1
8/- 0F13
7/3 6F13

8/-6L1

8/- 6E13
10/- 01.4
we 633

9/. 6V6

^/- 6BN7
12/6 60710
8/- 6647
12/- 727

19/6

7C3
7(:at
8%- 7117
8/- 101.2
10/6 30F'1

8/- 10P13

10P14
17/6 12A1'7

6/9 l'2AT7
7/- 12AX7
l'2K70T

7/- 1207GT

8. 20D
9Ì6 20F'1
20L1
81- 20P1
86 2oP3
11j6 20P4
10/- 20P5
9/6 30FL1
4/3 30P4
5/8 30P12

35L60T

5/8 3524
185BT

éié 807

FILI.
S/8/8
7/3

15/8/9
12/9
5/3
5/6
5/8/:3

8/e

12/3
1916

12/6
19I6

22-

1B/6

10/19/8
9/6
8/3
6/6
22/7/6

8/8

These are unlit riempite of ou, mir,,, if leer do not see what pou require send
clamped addressed envelope for special violation.

TERMS: B.A.E. all Inqulrle.. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 3/- extra.
Postage
ou Valve., 64. each. C.R.T.a l2 /4 inn. insurance. SATISFACTION ASSURED.

RETURN POST SERVICE.
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SUBJECT TO .STOCK.

TflEV1Sf0N TUBE SHOP
We have the following
Unused, Guaranteed

Tubes

TELEVISION TECHNICIANS

RATES: 41- per line or part
thereof, average five words to Une,
tninimam 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisement must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager "Practical television ",
Tosser (louse, Southampton
Loudon, 1%.C.2.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

LINE

St

S(A

in Stock now
L5. 2.6
£5. 7.6
E6. 7.6

AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80, 88
AW47 -90, 91
ÁW53 -80
Cl2A, Cl2B
CI48M, FM

L7.10.0
E7.12.6
E4.12.6
£5. 5.0
£6. 7.6

C178M, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C2I HM, SM, TM
CME 402
CMEI702, 1703
CRM9I, 92

£6.12.6
£7.17.6
¿5. 7.6

1

¿6.12.6
¿4.12.6
£4. 2.6
E4.12.6
£5. 7.6
£5.12.6
£6. 7.6
E7.17.6
¿5.12.6
£4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
L5. 2.6
L6.12.6
L6. 7.6
L6. 7.6

CRM93

CRMI21, 2, 3, 4

CRMI41,2,3,4
CRM

Ió2, 153

CRMI71, 2, 3
CRM2I I, 212
MW6 -2
MW22 -I6
MW3I -16, 74
MW36 -24, 44
MW41 -I
MW43.64, 69
MW43-80
M W 53 -20
MW53 -80

¿7.12.6
£7.12.6
¿6.12.6
E5. 2.6
£6. 7.6
¿6.12.6
E5. 2.6
L5. 5.0
£6. 7.6
L6.12.6

T90IA
I4KP4A,

141 K

17IK,172K, 173K
6901 A

7201A, 7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed

CARRIAGE

for

12

months.

& COMPONENTS

SETS

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: Picture tubes,
brand new. Mazda 19in.. CMEI901,

Mullard 191n., AW47-90/91. £4/10, -:
Mullard 19in., AW59/90, £8110! -: carriage (insureds paid. 12 months'
guarantee. Note: All brand new. We
also supply most other sizes completely regunned at £411716, guaranTOMLINS. 156
teed 12 months.
Lewisham Way, New Cross, SE14.
TID 3657.

ALL NEW -POST FREE
500 Multinmeter
Line O. Trans. T221, etc
EKCO L.O.T. Housing (Perspex)
All Makes L.O.T. from

Model

El.(

28
55 /-

O

16/37/8
14/4/-

TV Volume /Bright Controls
Service Sheets
Air-Spaced l'oax
10d. per yard
TA Silicon Bertilìers. 250V 500mA....13/8

LISTS S.A.E.

BOYLAN
DUKE STREET, WARRENPOINT, N. IRELAND

two year
TUBES,
TV
guarantee. 12in. and 14m, at £5110/ -

REBUILT

and

171n.

at

£61

-/ -;

21in.

ai

£71101.. S.A.E. please for quote on
110° types. Branded valves less 10f,:,
month
Twelve
and post free.
guarantee. Terms. C.W.O. carriage
paid.
TELEMART SERVICES. 22
Coatsworth Road, Gateshead 8.
OVER

239

DIFFERENT

TRANSFORMERS
ETC.

UNLINED OBSOLETE TYPES
Line /OP from 17/6. Mains /EHT from 25 /Frame/OP from 7/6 Frame /OSC from 4/6
Scan Colis from 12/8 Mains Droppers
from 3/6.
S.A.E. FOR LIST.
"85 London (toad.
ISLE.N'ORTH, Vlidds.

T`,M

7/6, via B.R.S. or

12/6 via passenger

train.

£2 down (plus carriage)
balance LI per month.

A few I9in, and 21ín. still available
£ 11.0.0
(8.10.0 and
at
now,
respectively.

largest stockists of TV Components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers.
Frame Output Transformers. Deflector
Culls for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service. Terms C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: TIDeway
6666.

138

Lewisham Way. SE14.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
12ín. 3'18, 3/31, 451-. Others 5716
I4in. CRM 141, 2 67/6. Others 5716
17ín. CRMI71, MW43 -69, 43 -64,
Guaranteed
751- Plus Carriage.
for 12 months.

TUBES -AERIALS- VALVES

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

111tOADPtEL1), NOR'T'H W'RAXHALL,
nr. t'hippenham, Rifts. Tel. Marshfield 236

Regunned tubes. guaranteed one year.
full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V.
boosters. valves, bray head tuners, TV sets.
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co -axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers.
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

G. A. STRANGE
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON, S.W.I1.

BAT 6859

South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

ETC

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: T301, T304, T394, T484, T494, etc.. ,
BUSH: 'rV11A, 1113, 12A, 12B, TV012A,
1.213, 7'ROl2A, 128
TV026, TV32, TV33, TVG34, TV034A,
136, TV36, TV036, 'TV'36C, TV036C,

" HEATH KITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 138 Lewisham Way,
SE14. TID 6686.
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46/6

44/-

V43

'1

'l'V53, 7'Vó6, TV67, TV58, TV62, TV63,

..

..

TV80 with EY51

f06805:

930 and 1'931, 933 -1 -3, 937, 938A,
and F. 939 and A and F ,.
..
943T, 940 -946, 943, 94515

,.
934F, 947, 949
..
DECCA: D17 and C
DM I, UMSC, DM3, DM4 /C
D515, 1)5114, D5117. 444, 552

..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..
,.
..

DEFIANT: 151453, TR1753 ..
DYNATRON:
T893,
TC8102, T8105, T8114,
EHCO:
TRC124, TC138, 777168, 18193 ..
,.
..
TRC139, Tel40, T141, TV142 ..
.
1'161, TO162, TI64, T165, etc.
TU208. TV209, T231,- T231, T231 F,
etc.
T293,
T248, T283, T284,
FERGUSON: 103T, 103T, 113T, 135T, 145T
,.
941T -953T inclusive
..
991T -997T Inclusive
..
..
,.
306T, 308T
.,
..

..

,.

..
..

17K4 and 5', 178E4 and F
17T4 and F
,.
..
..
14'15, 178K5, 17K3
O.E.C.: BT1O51, ß'l'1252, BT1746, BT1748,
13T4743
1sT4643, 6T3147, BT5248-48
R'1'5348- 12T5643R lechales

H,MA,: 1824 and

A

..

to 1831 inclusive

1840, 1841, 184.2-1848

..

..

All models available.
INVICTA: Tll+, T119, T120 ..
AII other moleta available.
H.H.: LFT50, l.VT50, LFT60, MV60
All models available.
MARCONI: All modela available.
MASTERADIO: Most modela In stock.
McMICHAEL: Most models ln stook.
MURPHY: V200, V2021:
..
..

..

..

94/-

109/ -

81/6

68/8
88 /8
741-

74/58/8

54/78/6

78/8
68/6
66/8
68 /8
88/6

4/-

47/8
47/6
47/8
47/8
47/6

48/8

88 /6

48/6
and 88/6
.. 66/4
.. 66/6

.. 54/-, 106/6

..

58/-

,.
..
,.

74/74/54/-

94/8
s 240, V250
..
..
PETO SCOTT, PHILCO:. Moat models in stock.
.. 54/PAM: 9os, 909, 952, 953, 958
,. 104/ .
PHILIPS: 1768U, 2168U
74/1100V, 1290V
.
.

12200, 1236V, 1235V
1141.'F, 1141IM, 115U
1437Ú, 1446U
Moat models' m stock.

PILOT: Malt models

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,

TERMS

(OILS

FERRANTI:14T8,14T3F,13TA
17 K3 and F, 17T3 and b'
151n.

1963

June,

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

433

PIE:

In

.,

..

stock.

FV4C. FV4COL
(84,
VT4, V7, VT7
'fV4,

1.V30, FVI, FV1C
C817F, CTM17F, 1.'W17

..

.,
..

..
ew17C, Cw17CF, Cw17F, etc.'

Most models is stock.
RAYMOND: Moat models In stock.

REOENTONE: All models available.
R.D.: 6017T, 7017, C'64, etc.
RAID.:
Most models In stock.
SOBELL: T817, 7'346
,.
..
Most modela in stock.
.,
STELLA: 8T572111
BT8617U 8'1'ß621Ü
BT8917U

BT8414U,8T6417Ü
839314 U

..

..

.. 54/.. t4/.. 88/6
.. 88 /8
,. 88/8
56/6

,.

64/-

,.

104/ -

..

104/ -

..

3041 -

..

'4/74/-

ULTRA: 86 series, 185 sertes, with 025, etc.,

complete

Most models is stock.

YODOR: í'N4217- 'N4231 Inclusive

..

..

78/6

64/-

C.W.O. Only
Also: Used 0.P. Txs., Scan Coils, etc.
ALL GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
(A// enquiries S.A.E.)

Yost grad Parking 3/6.

WYNDSOR TELEVISION
TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

June,

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

1963

A

TUBES, rebuilt,

TESTER
1136

B329
1)39

EB41
EBC33

F,BC41
ECC33
ECC34
ECCOI
ECC82
ECLSO

EF60
EF80
EF91
KT330
KT6I
KT7.41
1.1)3

N304
N329
11339

N369
N379

1/3
2/6

4/2/8
2/8
4/

4/4/-

1/3
2/6
1/3
1/S
2/8
2/6
2/8

4/4/4/4/4/-

Pöl

2/8
6/6/PCL82 4/PCL83 5/PEN45 2/6
PEN46 2/6
PL33
4/PLS1
5/PIA2
4/PCCS4

PCF80

P1,83
PL84
PY31

PYSt
FF30
0F41
BF42

SP6l
131

1'251

11329
U F42

P4

3

W77

/.63
F66
Z77
7.90

Z719

4TPB
6.1 L5

0AM6

48W7

4/.

4/4/4/2/8
1/3
2/6
1/3

4/4/4/2/8
9/2/8
2/6
2/8

on request.

5/- doz.
.. Sd each

.

-RESISTORS
Used of 5W Resistors, 72 values
covering complete 10% range.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
3-600 concentric trimmers 8/- doz.
GEC CRT's (SALVAGED)

SPECIAL OFFER
1210. G.E.C. 7102
10/- ea.
Personal Callen Only

INCREMENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. ER- RECEIVERS
35 M/es, 19 Mies, 10 Mice

12/6.

We can

often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
lit. But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.
TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost Transformers.
1V, 4V, 6V, 10V, 13V.

State which required.
12/8 ea.
Heavy Duty OutputTraneformers. 0 ratios from 13 : 1
to 43 : I
25 / -ea.
Miniature Output Trans... 13/9ea.
Standard Output Transformers. Multi-match
. 10 / -ea.
Transistor Driver: 1.1 CT 10 / -,a.
3.6.1 l'T 12 /0a.
Transistor Output: 0.6 -1 CT 10 /-ea.
-

9.2 -t CT 10/ -ea.
Microphone Transformers,

ratio 65

:

1

äP25

2/6

10P1
10P13

I0P14

128117

20F2
20P1
20PS

2515

2/6
1/3
2/6

4/4/-

2/6

4/4/-

2/6
6//0C13
6/SOLI
5/30PLI 4/30/%13 4/23L0
3001

32
4.3

43
807

2/6
2/8
E/9

CRYSTALS

GENUINE MULLARD. Boned.
6/OAS/.
3/-

OAS

0A70
0A79

3/8/-

OAS5

0A91

ß/2/8

SatIsfactIon guaranteed.
Postage
packing 2/6. TOMLINS. 156 Lewisham
Way, New Cross, SE14.

STAR TV TUBES

77/6.
55 /-.
57/6.
Bush TV53, 79/6: TV24C, TV80 etc., 89/6.
Philips 1768U, 92/6: 1114 -5, 1437 -46, 89/6.
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409-12 etc., 75/ -,
Alba T301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 55 1-.
Cossor 930-8, 5816: Ferg. 992-8, 6216:

Aloes 20/- each
ion., 14ín., Part Exchange Televisions.

Callers only.

ARTHUR SLARK

Thieketfurd Road, Tooke Moor.

43-15

BOLTON

TRANSISTORS
0C18W 48/0C72
0073
0C19 48/0C2O

0C44
0C45

Y6/-

11/10/6/6
6/6

0076

E.

DC7g
0(181
OC82

pOIlents.

Westectors.
Thermistors,
Cartridge Fuses.
All for 20/- Post Free In U.S.
2011. Steel Telescopic Mast. 50 /
High Stab Resistors, 6d. each.
1.lst now ready for Paper Block
Condensers, 5 aloes, Oscillators, ' l'est
Sets. S.A.L. Please.
Mall Order and Retail Shop:
2
2
100

,

46

Lowueld Road. Off Shaw Heath,
Stockport. ('hrshire.

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED EYSI, ECL8O
°0084. PCF80. PCL93. PL81, PCL82
PY81 RI9. U801. 3OP4. etc. Best cash
prices by return. DURHAM SUPPLIES
175

Durham Road. Bradford

FOR SALE
VALVE

CARTONS at

keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street.

Bradford

1.

1.000 TELEVISIONS, all
£3 Working. 10 /- not.

makes. from
Callers only,
till 6, including Sats. 39 Whitehorse Lase, Stepney, Londrin.

METAL RECTIFIERS

81-

RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED

TERMS:
C.W.O. or
C.O.D.
Orders tinder 11, P. & P. 1/3.
Open till 11 p.m. mat dare.

RECTIFIERS -_FIN TYPES
Equivs. for RM4 250 v., 250 mA, 12/6; RM6
250 v., 300 lOA, 17/6; 14A939 400 mA, 18 /Sl
14.480 18/6; 14A07 19/ -; 14A100 22/8; 14A949
20/ -; LW7 17/8; LW 15 20/ -; EEO 20/ -,

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Masted Road, 5.E.15

NEW X

7152

8,

Yorks

PROMPT CASH OFFER for you:
surplus brand new Valves and TranA

14RA12'2 /PC'101) type 250 v., 250 mA, 13/6;
12RA1'243 iFe31) type 250 v., 300 mA, 17/8;
350 naA, 19/6; Eel 13/ -.

OC7t

NICHOLLS

LOWFIELD ROAD,
Off Shaw Heath. TOCKPORT
BUMPER PARCEL
100 Assorte) Resistors.
50 Assorted Condensers.
151n. 3 ohm Elac Speaker.
1 Isolating Transformer.
4 Terminal Blocks.
2 Rotary Toggle Switches.
1 Small Chassis containing 60 Com-

TELEVISION CONSUMER

8/-

8/-

R.

.
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Insurance and Quantity discounts.
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4 /-.

8/

8/18/-

26684

10/ and £t
Chokes.
Cons'
specified articles
40 Rutland Road.

PARCELS:

each.
Trans'
R_sintors.
etc.,
included, C.W.O.
Hove, Sussex.

110 conversion kits, 46.5.0.
625 conversion L.O.P.T.s., 44.10.0.
Table Top "V" aerials, 12/6.

OC170 17/6

0070

Phone:

BARGAIN

Baird P2014/7,21147,59/6.
L.O.P.T.s. For ANY MAKE and MODEL
supplied.
USED trans., often available
ask for quote, SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T231, etc. Pye VT4-7, both 50 /-.
Used 14in. ex- Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye/
Ferg. /Sobell, 101 each. MIN Lots of 25.
Lots of 6 for ES. (Callers only).

SERVICES LIMITED
Camberwell Road, S.E.S.

70/-

all sizes up to and including 171n. Include
old glass. or plus 7/8 without
C.W.O. Carriage 7/6
Willi PAY STORE?
new guns, 12 months' guarantee

sistors.
R.H.S., Beverley
House
Mannville Terrace, Bradford 7.
SERVICE SHEETS and New Válvee
purchased for cash.
HAMILTON
RADIO (Pl. Western Road, St.
Lconarda, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS

9

/-'V
3d. stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
4

551 -.

6216.

Rodney 79/7

4/-

4/2/6

T331, T327, TU209, T248, TC267, all
F
i TI00I, 14T3 -6, 4216. 14T2,
Murphy V240/250, 6216: V270/280,
Pye VT4, VT7 and Pam 906-53,
H.M.V. 1840 -9, 2805 -5902, only

112

1/3
2/6

SD3

Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, TC208, 1.310,

27/6 ea.
20 /- ea.

LOW

1/S

6P2$

Telephone orders sent same day.
Line Output Transformers.

67/8 es.

100W

68'13
825

909

Fully Guaranteed Makers Pads.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS

250W

6F12

6 W1

EXCEPTIONAL TRANSISTOR Portable Tape Recorders. value £9/19!8.
complete with crystal microphone,
earphone, spools, tape, batteries.
instructions, presentation box (extra
tapes, 100 4/8), ideal gift, £6/19/6.

Free

LE. TRANSFORMERS

Standard 465 /Ws .. 12/6 per pair
Mláget 495 kc /s .. 18/- per pair

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER

2/8
4/-

TV SPARES

24/- per card.
Pull range of separate Resistor.,
Condensers, Mc.

Enables faults to be located
quickly. Consists of a twotransistor, multi- vibrator la a box.
Complete with battery.
82/8

616

BEARMAN, 3 PANIC AVENUE,
NEW BARNET, HERTS. BAR 1934

e

(continued)

P.

4/-

0n16

EYSI, EY86, ECL80, PY81, PCC84 716
U25, PY33, PCL82, PL8I, PCF30 9/6
U801, 6CD6G, SOCD6G, 20P4, 20L1 181

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal
Novai
.,

1/S

1/2
2/6
2/8
2/6
1/8

BRAND NEW VALVES, full list

EXAMPLES
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.

4/-

2/6
1)77
2/6
DAF91 4/1)D4
2/6
DD41
2/8
DULL 2/8
DF91
4/D1177
4/DK91
4/EA50
1/8
EB34
1/3

ed, etc.

Famous maker 14" E4. Ss.; 17" E4. 15s.
VALVES 8 TUBES, I Year Guarantee!

2/6
2/8

In

FOR SALE

(continued)

MOLLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

At' /P

COMPONENTS

SETS &

SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON'

431

MULTIMETERS from 89/8.

Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
hargain offers.
Under 21 P.

&

P. Od., over LI Post Free.
C.O.D.
D. 2/0.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175

Durham Road,

Bradford

8.

Yorkshire

www.americanradiohistory.com

WHY

TOLERATE DELAY when we
can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 4/- each
plus postage. List 1/ -. Also Manual
for sale and hire. S.A.E. with inquiries, please. Mail orders only to:
S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44 01d Bond
Streets. London Wl.
SERVICE

SHEETS, Radio and TV
List 1/.. All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. S.A.E. please. Mail
orders only. SULTAN RADIO 29
Church Road. Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

4/- each.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio. TV. 5.000
models. List 1 /. S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY. 11 Maudland Bk.. Preston.
(Continued on nest page)
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(con tinned)

('s MADE

FAULT-FINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver is
prone to and other useful servicing
information 2/ each. List 9d. plus
S.P.
Mail orders only.
postage.
DISTRIBUTORS. 44 Old' Bond Street,
London W1.

TV Sets as a john as a
spare time business. Our
practical course will show
you the way. No previous

-

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television
1930 -1963. Prices from II -.
Free fault- finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.

-experience

: ;4

FREE

RADIOSTRUCTOR

19

TRADE SERVICE SHEETS offered
by retired engineer. If I haven't got
it you won't get it! All 4/ each by
return. Please include large S.A.E.

ETZIONI, 80
orders only.
Merrion Avenue, Stanmore, Middx.
SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
JOHN
Obsolete Valves for sale.
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road. London W6. Tel.:
Mail

SHE 8441.

Nr. Goldha.wk Rd. Station.

SERVICE

SHEETS Radio

41- each post free.

All

and TV.

types.

READING. BERKS.

Dept. 078

3/- each
George

(30.0001

Send

D. AND B.
S.A.E. for enquiries.
TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON LTD..

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN TEN
MINUTES. The title can be imitated

but the contents never! The book

fix televisions.
Over 340 cross- indexed
pages. MUST be able to carp you
more than its cost within two weeks
or your money refunded! Price 33/mcl. postage. Write for free trial to:
;,IM -TECH BOOKS, West End. South-

that really :ells you how to

ampton, Hants.

FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes
from that great book "The Principles
of TV Receiver Servicing ". 10/6 all
book houses and radio wholesalers.
If not in stock from: Secretary.
t.P.R.E.. 32 Kidmore Rd, Caversham,
Reading. Berks.

I

131

Kingston

CHE 3955.

Road.

Wimbledon.

"698" TRADE SERVICE

:

Radio, offers. J. GRANT,
Arundel Road, Wort.hing.

394 TV, 304
44

AERIALS
Kits to "Practical
Television" specification, April. 1963.
Complete with Insulator. "Grid"
Reflector and Mast Clamp. Post
Paid 50'. State Channels. AERIAL
SUPPLY, 165 Healey Road. Redditch.
U.H.F.

GORDON J. KING LIMITED
KINGSFORD, SOUTH FURZEHAM RD
BRIXHAM, Devon. Tel: Brixham 2304

From

SHEETS

AERIAL

Worca.

ESSEN'T'IAL SERVICING DATA
(2) RADIO 14/9
(I) TV 11/9

Major items of hundreds of sets listed
also
(3)

TELEVISION SERVICENG HANDBOOK

3I/6

RADIO fi I'EI,EYSION 26/3
TEST LNS'l'K 1IENTS
1.1

earn how test Instruments work! how
t ley are 'nude! how to connect them and
-MOST IMPORTANT-the results to
pect on normal and faulty circuits.
I

.n your
Diploma

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
HALL
KNOWLER HILL
LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
OLD TOWN

UNTESTED
TV SEI'S
.. 301channels. TV24C ..
.. 701 channels. TV93. ..
.. 75/Bush 141n. 13 channels, TV53 ..
Pee Din. 13 channels, V14C console .. 501 .. 50/Dye 141n. 13 channels, VT4
Philips 14in. 2 and 10 channels.1446... 35 /We have 17in. TV Sets with rough cabinets,
coils fitted 2 and 10, at 50/- Carriage on any
Well packed but
TV Set 10/- per B.R.S.
sent at owner's risk.
Valves Removed from TV Sets. Tested
on Mullard Valve Tester. and are 100 °. as
new. Three months unconditional guarantee. POST FREE.
ECL80
5l4/- 10C2
5/: p1-8803,

" Technically Qualified "
spare time. Guaranteed

Home -study
and Exam.
Courses In Radio 'TV Servicing and
Maintenance, R.T.E.B., City and
Guilds. etc. Highly informative 120 page Guide -Free! N.I.E.. (Dept.. 4681.
148 Holborn. London EC1.
" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made cosy by a new nonmaths practical way. Postal instructions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this
fascinating subject. Free brochure
from: Dept 12, P.T. RADIOSTRUCTOR, Reading.
THE INCORPORATED Practitioners
in Radio and Electronics lI.P.R.E.r

Ltd. Membership Conditions booklet
il -. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. Official
Journal 2/ post free. Secretary. 32
Kidmore Road. Caversham, Reading,
Berke.

O(1í

It

1/
IOFt
4/5/PY82
5/5/2/8 10P '
P230
419/6 10P14
5/E1391
')d. 20L1
3/. PCF80 4/6
ad. 20P1
EN91
5//:
4/6
PCL85
6/68N7
5l2/9 2OL1
PL83
IOOBT
696
5/2/8/6
PL33
6Fí
U281
4/5/1lB36
6F13
U2t1
5/4/2/N'7
6F14
U329
515/5/6F15
KT36
3l5/5/- 635
PL81
6LD20
5/5/5/- 27SU
PL82
PCL82
012
4/6/5/EF80 1/6 or 10/- per doz. Grade 2 EF80 for
test purposes, 4/. doz.
TV Tubes completely Rebuilt and Refaced.
12 months guarantee. Old glass not required
up to 171n. any make. Special trade price
of 75/ - Carr.7 /6. Pass. Train 12/6.
P. M. Speakers. Removed from TV Sets.
All perfect condition. Rola and Plessey,
6 x 4in., 5/ -: Goodman and R. and A. 7 x 4in.
6/ -: Rola and R. and A., Olin, round. 3/6:
Oin. Dish, round, 5/-; Bin. round, 6 / -. Post
on any speaker. 2 / -.
ECC82

E Y51
E131,80

(4)

16/9

N.

Tubes Picture Tested.

from TV Sets.
6

IS YOUR TV TUBE
Add

authoritative book

CO.1ItIt'1.\ 1. 1E:RIALS and
COACIA1.RELAY
9i-

MA(

1

Reclaimed
12in. 17/ -. 14in. 30/ -. Carr.
months unconditional guarantee.
TYPE 46 SE'l' complete with valves, less
coils. crystals. and send- receive switch. but
otherwise complete in new condition, 8/6.
Grade two 4/6. Post 3/9.
WAVE METER BOX complete with
Mulrhead slow motion drive, 6/6. Post 3/6.
NEW BOXED UNITS. Type MO. Complete
with 5Z9, Y63, magic eye, four EF50 and
complete A.C. 230 volt Power Pack, 25/-.
Carriage 7/6.

TV

on all contemporary colour systems,
I

13

Bush 14in. 13

BEGINNING TO DIM?
this unit to restore the original
brightness and improve picture quality.
Further deterioration
will ruin the tube berond recovery. Get this
unit NOW and SAVE

se,

PV NI(I.P FaOF(e(t1--

NEW Down -to -earth

Bush 12m.

7/6.

Learn to clear TV faults
quickly and SAVE POUNDS
Fault l'harts pin -point trouble spots
(5)

EDUCATIONAL
BECOME

AUDIX B.B. LIMITED, of STANSTED.
ESSEX, manufacturers of Audio and
Sound Reproduction Equipment are
Sole U.K. Distributors of Microphones, Accessories and Products
manufactured by A. B. Pearl of
Sweden and that no other Company
has a right to act in this capacity.

COMPLETE

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex
SERVICE SHEETS

BOOK

TODAY!

Special offer of 125 Radio TV Sheets
covering many popular models, 201-

Darwin.
S.A.E.
Street. St Helens. Lanes.

required.

is

SEND FOR

Catalogue of 6,000 models. 1/6.

with

Radio and

repairing

'RC

1963

NOTICES

EDUCATIONAL
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS

SW19.

June,

Practical Television Classified Advertisements

'

money.

.

11(15

SCREENED FRO)1 GOOD TV?
Then share a hill -sited aerial with your
neighbours!
FAULT DIAGNOSIS QUESTIONNAIRE. &1.
SERVICE DATA LIBRARY -all
models TV. Radio, Recorders, etc.
BASIC COURSES in Electronics,
Electricity. Radar. Servos, etc.
Send for details.
All technical data.
Note that all books include postage.

www.americanradiohistory.com

JUST PLUG

ON TO TUBE

Important! State

Make. Model No.
Name and Address in Block

Letters Please.
Within 5 dates money refunded if not
.satisfied.
STANDARD MODEL ..
20/-

..
DE LUXE MODEL
Postage 3/6 either mel.
SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS Dept. P.T.1
S Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd., WC2
I

June,

iii

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

1963

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW LTD!

tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.
Each

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.
Each

HERE

PAY:

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

RE -VIEW (LONDON)
STAFFORD
SURREY.

14i n.

E4.10.0
E4.15.0

15ín.

E5. 0.0

17ín.

E5. 0.0

21ín.

E7. 0.0

12ín.

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

173

WHAT YOU

IS

LTD.

ROAD, WALLINGTON.
Tel. WALlington 4382

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

FRI'E -¡OAMBfflOUSENCINEER$
THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you car. quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique hook also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the 13.1.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
is a

-

" NO PASS - NO FEE"
We definitely Guarantee

Whatever vaur age nr expencnce, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. Ii you are
earning less than
a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING
today -FREE.

OPPORTUNITIES'

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,

Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building, Plastes,
Draughtsmanship.
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.

A.M.I. C.E.
A.M.I. Proo.E.

Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.vl, Electronics, Etc.,

INCLUDING
TOOLS!
The specialize Electronics Division of

B.I. f.f.'r (incorporat-

ing E.,tt.1. Institutes.
NOW offert you a
A.M.Brit.',. R.E. City A Guilds real laboratory trainRadio mateurs Exam.
ing at hornet tort/
R.T.I.B. Certificate
practical equipment
P.M G. Certificate
Ask Jar derails.
Practical Radio
Radio & 'Television Servicing
Pract. cal Electronics
Electronics Engineering
SCHOOL OF
/automation

B.I.E.T.

ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES'

A.M.I.M.I.
A.I.O.B.
A.F.R Ae.S.

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

B.Sc.

NAHE.

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE 20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

AD3RESS

;

SUB.ECT OR EXAM
THA "INTERESTS ME

LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
www.americanradiohistory.com

PRACTICAL

iv

REBUILT

June,

TELEVISION

AND

1963

RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FOR

QUALITY, RELIABILITY

AND

SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304'5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
477,483 OLDHAM ROAD,
MANCHESTER, 10.
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel: Rodney 7550 7559
ALL TYPES
12

KEEN PRICES

-

-

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branches

Chester Radio
11 City Road
Chester
Tel: Chester 24727

Fvlde Television Services
460 Talbot Road

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000

R. Watson

Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland
Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484
11

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772
L. V. Bennett
27 Pine Crescent
High Cliffe

Boumemouth, Hants.
Tel: High Cliffe 3336

Blackpool
Tel: Blackpool 31159
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

Millards Southern Rentals
High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

J. Wildbore Ltd.

3

6 -12

Lucketts of Banbury
57a 58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

T. Barratt & Co. Ltd.
Mill Street

Electrical Marketing Co. Ltd.
12A College Square North
Belfast
Tel: Belfast 33340

D.

R.E.D. Ltd.
Waltham Street
Crewe
Tel: Crewe 4364

Cotton T.V. Service Ltd.
63 -65 Oundle Road
Peterborough
Tel: Peterborough 2169

1
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Peter Street
Oldham
Tel: Mai 4475

Sutton Coldfield
Tel: Sutton Coldfield 1192/3

J. Wykes
No. 9 Risborough Close
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 73595

